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Abstract

Abstract
The study of seismic properties of mantle rocks under high-pressure, high-temperature conditions is
essential for the comprehension of upper mantle dynamics. Seismic anisotropy in particular contains
much information on the structure of the Earth’s mantle, but for its interpretation, the relationship
between seismic anisotropy and rock fabric needs to be understood. The anisotropy in upper mantle
rocks results primarily from the crystal preferred orientation (CPO) of the constituent minerals.
This thesis intends to extend and improve the database on seismic properties available on mantle rocks.
Further, the relevance of different olivine CPO types is discussed and the influence of hydrous phases
on the seismic properties is investigated.
Ten samples of fresh, unalterated peridotites and pyroxenites from a suite of 49 samples from the
Western Gneiss Region in Norway and from the Bragança massif in Portugal were selected for
investigation. The samples were carefully described in terms of density, modal and chemical
composition and microstructural and textural characteristics.
Two different approaches were used to determine the anisotropy:
(1) Ultrasound velocities of p- and s- waves were measured on cores drilled in three directions
perpendicular to each other for each sample. Measurements were carried out in a Paterson Rig, a gas
medium apparatus using argon gas as a confining medium to reach a pressure up to 500 MPa. Selected
cores were measured from room temperature up to 700°C to investigate the temperature dependence of
p-wave velocities.
(2) The complete 3D seismic properties were calculated. The results from the laboratory were
compared with calculations carried out on the basis of the modal composition, combined with the CPO
and the elastic constants of the individual mineral phases. The CPO and the modal composition were
determined by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) on a scanning electron microscope. The single
crystal elastic constants and their dependencies on pressure and temperature are known from the
literature.
In the peridotites from Almklovdalen and Lefftal three different olivine CPOs could be distinguished:
The typical mantle fabric, the axial [010] pattern and a CPO with the [100]-axes normal to the
foliation plane. This third CPO type is supposed to be related to the presence of a free fluid phase
during deformation. So far, this CPO type was only found in metaperidotites in the Alps. In this thesis
it is interpreted as related to water-rich “retrograde” conditions.
Thus the 3D velocity calculations, using the CPO of olivine, revealed also three different types of pwave velocity patterns: One with an orthorhombic symmetry, one with oblate transverally symmetry
and one with a prolate transversally vp distribution. Further it could be demonstrated, that the
anisotropy of a peridotite for the third CPO type is unusually low, despite of a considerable texture
strength. This is due to a destructive interference of the fast and the slow vp axes of the olivine crystals
in such a CPO. For the third CPO type also the orientation of polarization plane of the fast shear wave
vs1 is not parallel to the lineation, but perpendicular to it. The common assumption, that the flow
direction in the upper mantle can be inferred from the seismic anisotropy might therefore not always
be valid in a water-rich environment like a subduction zone.
The chlorite, which also formed under retrograde water rich conditions in the original garnet
peridotites has also a strong influence on the seismic properties of a peridotite. It could be shown that
even a few percent of chlorite aligned in the foliation plane can change the velocity distribution pattern
completely, depending on the olivine CPO of the rock.
The measured seismic properties are in a good agreement with the calculations. Mean p-wave
velocities range from 7.8 to 8.2 km/s for the chlorite bearing dunites and harzburgites and from 7.6 to
7.9 km/s for the pyroxenites. The anisotropy for the pyroxenites is low, between 1.5 and 2.5%. For the
peridotites the anisotropy ranges from 1.9 to 7.3%.
The measurements at elevated pressure and temperature revealed two temperature regimes with a
different seismic behaviour. Above approximately 700 K, p-wave velocities are decreasing with
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Abstract
increasing temperature much faster than theoretically predicted and also faster than at lower
temperature. This change occurs suddenly and the process is reversible. The most likely explanation
for this kink in the temperature derivative are thermal induced stresses which might loosen certain
grain boundaries and modify substantially the local compressibility of some grains.
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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenfassung
Die Untersuchung der seismischen Eigenschaften von Mantelgesteinen unter hohen Druck- und
Temperatur-Bedingungen ist wesentlich für das Verständnis der Dynamik des oberen Erdmantels.
Speziell die seismische Anisotropie enthält viele Informationen über die Struktur des Erdmantels. Für
die Interpretation ist es jedoch wichtig, den Zusammenhang zwischen der seismischen Anisotropie
und dem Gesteinsgefüge zu verstehen. Die Anisotropie im oberen Erdmantel wird im Wesentlichen
durch eine bevorzugte Orientierung der Kristallgitter, der dort auftretenden Minerale, verursacht.
Mit dieser Studie wird soll die bestehende Datenbasis über die seismischen Eigenschaften von
Mantelgesteinen erweitert und verbessert werden. Weiter wird die Relevanz von verschiedenen
kristallographisch bevorzugten Orientierungen (CPO) diskutiert. Darüber hinaus wird der Einfluss von
wasserhaltigen Mineralphasen auf die seismischen Eigenschaften untersucht.
Es wurden zehn Proben frischer, nicht alterierter Peridotite und Pyroxenite aus einer Sammlung von
insgesamt 47 Gesteinsproben aus der Westlichen Gneis Region in Norwegen und dem Bragança
Massiv in Portugal ausgewählt. Die Gesteinsproben wurden sorgfältig im Hinblick auf ihre Dichte,
den Modalbestand, die chemische Zusammensetzung, Mikrogefüge und Textur beschrieben.
Zwei verschiedene Ansätze wurden verwendet, um die Anisotropie zu bestimmen:
(1) Die Geschwindigkeiten von Ultraschallwellen wurden in drei, jeweils zueinander senkrecht
stehenden Bohrkernen gemessen. Die Messungen wurden in einem so genannten Paterson Rig, einem
Gas-Medium-Apparat durchgeführt. Beim Paterson Rig wird Argongas als Druckübertragungsmedium
verwendet, um einen Umschließungsdruck von bis zu 500 MPa zu erreichen. Ausgewählte Kerne
wurden außer bei Raumtemperatur noch zusätzlich bei erhöhten Temperaturen bis zu 700°C gemessen,
um die Temperaturabhängigkeit der P-Wellen zu untersuchen.
(2) Außerdem wurden die kompletten 3-dimensionalen seismischen Eigenschaften der Proben
berechnet. Die Laborergebnisse wurden mit den Ergebnissen aus den Modellrechnungen verglichen,
welche auf der Basis des Modalbestandes, der CPO und den elastischen Konstanten der einzelnen
Mineralphasen gemacht wurden. Die CPO und der Modalbestand wurden mit Hilfe von ElektronenRückstreu-Diffraktometrie (EBSD) im Rasterelektronenmikroskop bestimmt. Die elastischen
Konstanten für den Einkristall und ihre Druck- und Temperaturabhängigkeit sind aus der Literatur
bekannt.
In den Peridotiten von Almklovdalen konnten drei verschiedene Arten von Olivin CPO unterschieden
werden. Neben dem typischen Mantel Gefüge existieren dort noch das sog. axiale [010]
Verteilungsmuster und eine dritte CPO, bei welcher die [100]-Achsen senkrecht zur Foliationsebene
stehen. Es wird vermutet, dass dieser dritte CPO Typ mit dem Vorkommen einer freien fluiden Phase
im Zusammenhang steht. Bisher ist dieser CPO Typ nur aus Metaperidotiten in den Alpen bekannt. In
der vorliegenden Arbeit wird er als Ergebnis von wasserreichen, retrograden Bedingungen interpretiert.
Entsprechend ergaben die Berechnungen drei verschiedene Geschwindigkeitsverteilungen für PWellen. Eine Geschwindigkeitsverteilung zeigt eine orthorhombische Symmetrie, die nächste eine
oblat transversale und die dritte ein prolate transversale Symmetrie. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass
die Anisotropie für Peridotite mit einer CPO des dritten Typs, ungeachtet einer gewissen Texturierung,
ungewöhnlich niedrig ist. Die Ursache dafür ist eine destruktive Interferenz der für P-Wellen schnellen
und langsamen Achsen der Olivinkristalle in Gesteinsproben mit einer solchen CPO. Auch die
Orientierung der Polarisationsebene der schnellen Scherwellen ist nicht lineationsparallel ausgerichtet.
Die übliche Annahme, dass man die Fließrichtung im oberen Mantel aus der seismischen Anisotropie
ableiten kann gilt deshalb nicht unbedingt in einer wasserreichen Umgebung, wie beispielsweise in
einer Subduktionszone.
Der Chlorit, welcher sich ebenfalls unter wasserreichen, retrograden Bedingungen in den ehemaligen
Granatperidotiten gebildet hat, hat ebenfalls einen starken Einfluss auf die seismischen Eigenschaften
des Gesteins. Weiter konnte gezeigt werden, dass sogar wenige Prozent Chlorit, welche parallel zu
Foliation ausgerichtet sind, das Muster der P-Wellengeschwindigkeitsverteilung komplett verändern
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können. Wie diese Veränderung aussieht, hängt wiederum auch von der Olivin CPO des Gesteins ab.
Die gemessenen seismischen Eigenschaften stimmen gut mit den Berechnungen überein.
Durchschnittliche P-Wellengeschwindigkeiten variieren zwischen 7,8 und 8,2 km/s für die
chlorithaltigen Dunite und Harzburgite und zwischen 7,6 und 7,9 km/s für die Pyroxenite. Die
Anisotropie der Pyroxenite ist mit Werten zwischen 1,5 und 2,5% niedrig. Dagegen reichen die
Anisotropiewerte der Peridotite von 1,9 bis 7,3%.
Die Messungen bei hohem Druck und hoher Temperatur haben gezeigt, dass zwei Temperaturregime
mit unterschiedlichen seismischen Eigenschaften existieren. Oberhalb von 700 K nimmt die PWellengeschwindigkeit plötzlich viel stärker ab, als theoretisch vorhergesagt und auch viel stärker als
zuvor in niedrigeren Temperaturbereichen. Dieser Wechsel von einem Regime ins andere erfolgt
plötzlich. Außerdem soll betont werden, dass diese Änderung reversibel ist. Am wahrscheinlichsten
für diesen „Knick“ im Temperaturverhalten der P-Wellengeschwindigkeiten ist der Aufbau von
thermisch induzierten Spannungen. Diese Spannungen lockern vermutlich nicht nur Korngrenzen,
sondern beeinflussen auch die lokale Kompressibilität der Körner.

vii

Chapter 1

Chapter 1
This chapter contains the goals of the thesis, it gives a short introduction on the relevance of seismic
anisotropy for the interpretation of upper mantle flow. Further, a brief overview on previous laboratory
measurements of velocities and CPO is given.

1 Introduction
The study of seismic properties of ultramafic rocks under high-pressure, high-temperature conditions
is essential for the comprehension of upper mantle dynamics. Seismic anisotropy in particular contains
much information on the structure of the Earth’s mantle, but for its interpretation, the relationship
between seismic anisotropy and rock fabric needs to be understood. The anisotropy in upper mantle
rocks results primarily from the crystal preferred orientation (CPO) of the constituent minerals (Ismail
& Mainprice 1998).

1.1 Goals and organisation of the thesis
Four main goals are strived for this study:
Extending and improving the database for mantle rock seismic properties
Investigating the influence of different CPO patterns on the seismic properties of peridotites
Investigating the influence of hydrous phases on the seismic properties of peridotites
Adapting and improving some measuring procedures for ultrasound velocity measurements in the
Paterson Rig.
i) Extending and improving the database for mantle rock seismic properties
The short compilation given in part 1.3 reveals that the database of peridotites and pyroxenites
measured under elevated temperature conditions is poor. Further the temperature dependent behaviour
of mantle rocks is not well known. Therefore a detailed study on the temperature dependence is
necessary. Also the database for shear wave velocities needs to be enhanced, especially with regard to
the relevance of shear wave splitting when investigating the upper mantle.

ii) Investigating the influence of different CPO patterns
Currently research focus on the relevance of the so-called mantle-type olivine fabric on the mantle
anisotropy. This mantle-type olivine fabric is characterised by a concentration of olivine a-axis parallel
to the lineation. It is called mantle fabric, because it was found in more than 90% of the natural
peridotite samples measured so far. This name may be misleading, since as Tommasi et al. (2000)
mentioned, it is not proven, that the present sampling is representative of the real abundance of this
fabric type in the mantle. Recent deformation experiments on olivine aggregates reveal more and more
new fabric types (Bystricky et al. 2000, Zhang et al. 2000, Jung & Karato 2001, Holtzman et al. 2003,
Katayama et al. 2004 and Mainprice et al. 2005), which would not necessarily still fulfil the
assumption that the crystal direction of fastest vp propagation (which is the a-axis) is preferentially
aligned to the mantle flow. Therefore one important aim of this study is to check whether this
assumption is reasonable.

iii) Investigating the influence of hydrous phases
What is known about the influence of hydrous phases on the seismic behaviour of peridotites, is
mainly restricted to the influence of larger amounts of serpentine. Not much is known about the
influence of other hydrous phases like for example chlorite. In this study dunite with varying degrees
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of chlorite will be investigated to estimate the influence of this additional mineral phase on the total
velocities as well as on the spatial velocity distribution.

iv) Adapting and improving some measuring procedures for ultrasound velocity
measurements in the Paterson Rig
Since the high-pressure, high-temperature apparatus (Paterson Rig) with the physical properties
module was recently set up at the ETH deformation laboratory, numerous tests had to be performed.
Several transducer set-ups were tested and adapted, different materials for buffer rods, and transducer
geometries were tried.
(Only parts of this developing process are reported in this thesis, but they were basic for the
experiments carried out for this study and for future experiments. The compilation off all runs are
given in the appendix.)
The thesis is organized in two parts: The fabric analysis and the model predictions, together with an
introduction to the methods respective to the first part (chapter 2, 3 and 4). The second part deals with
the set-up (chapter 5) and the laboratory measurements of the p- and s-wave velocities (chapter 6). In
chapter 7 the results are compared and discussed, in chapter 8 conclusions are drawn.

1.2 Relevance of seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle and its
relation to the olivine fabric
1.2.1 Seismic anisotropy – types and origin
Definition
Anisotropy, in a general sense, is the characteristic of exhibiting different property values in different
directions with respect to a fixed reference system in the material. For the seismic properties,
anisotropy results from a non-isotropic elastic property tensor of the rock body or rock sample. The
directional dependence of seismic velocities is called seismic anisotropy.
There are two types of body waves - compressional waves and shear waves. For a compressional
wave, the vibration direction is the same as the propagation direction; for a shear wave, the vibration
direction is perpendicular to the propagation direction. Compression waves travel faster than shear
waves and are therefore also referred to as primary waves (p-waves), while the slower shear waves
arrive later and are therefore called secondary waves (s-waves). A shear wave has always two
components with the oscillation directions perpendicular to each other. In an isotropic medium the
velocities of both shear waves components are the same, while in an anisotropic medium one
component of a shear wave (called S1) travels faster than the orthogonal component (called S2) (Fig.
1.1). This velocity difference causes a separation of the shear waves, which is called shear wave
splitting or birefringence (analogue to the birefringence in optics) and is defined as: dv s = v s1 − v s 2 .
The delay time δt by which the two shear waves are separated depends on the strength of the
anisotropy and on the thickness of the rock layer through which the waves travelled (Savage 1999,
Silver et al. 1999). According to Barruol & Mainprice (1993), the anisotropy can be defined for all
three wave types, the p- and the two s-waves by:

A=

(vmax − vmin )
v mean

⋅ 100 with v mean =

(v max − vmin )
2

where vmax is the maximum velocity, vmin the minimum velocity. The birefringence anisotropy is
defined as:

Avs =

2

(v s1 − v s 2 )
v smean

⋅ 100

with

v smean =

(v s1 − v s 2 )
2

.
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Fig. 1.1: Schematic comparison of isotropic and anisotropic wave propagation (Savage 1999). While for the p-wave the
propagation direction and the vibration direction are parallel, for the s-wave the vibration (polarisation) direction is
perpendicular to the propagation direction. The delay time δt depends on the strength of the anisotropy and on the thickness
of the rock layer.

Causes of seismic anisotropy
An isotropic rock typically displays a random fabric and arrangement of minerals (Fig. 1.2a). Many
natural rocks possess different features which can lead to an anisotropic behaviour. These features can
be caused by a variety of geological processes (Rabbel & Mooney 1996, Savage 1999). In fact, most
materials are anisotropic and the line drawn between isotropy and anisotropy is connected to the
resolution of the available instruments. An example is the so called effective anisotropy shown by a
sequence of alternating thin layers of different elastic properties. The individual layers might be
isotropic, but if the wavelength is large compared to layer thickness, then an effective anisotropy
occurs (Fig. 1.2b). This type of anisotropy is typical for sedimentary rocks (Crampin 1977, Crampin et
al. 1984).
The spatial arrangement of microcracks or fractures will also cause anisotropy (Fig. 1.2c). This
anisotropy is sensitive to confining pressure and stress and is typically observed in the brittle crust.
Often these cracks are fluid-filled, but similar types of anisotropy may also occur by aligned meltfilled cracks, typical for the mantle beneath mid-oceanic ridges (Rabbel & Mooney 1996).
The third cause of anisotropy is due to the fact that most minerals are anisotropic. If the minerals are
randomly oriented, the bulk material appears isotropic, but if the rock exhibits a textural ordering, the
bulk material is anisotropic (Fig. 1.2d). This textural ordering or preferred orientation of anisotropic
crystals is referred to as crystal preferred orientation (CPO). This CPO introduced anisotropy is also
called intrinsic anisotropy and is the most relevant source for anisotropy in the mantle (Kern 1982).
Fig. 1.2: The primary causes of
seismic anisotropy (simplified after
Rabbel & Mooney 1996). (a)
isotropic rock with random fabric
and
CPO.
(b)
Alternating
(isotropic) layers, which lead to an
effective
anisotropy.
(c)
Anisotropy caused by the oriented
arrangement of fractures. (d)
Preferred orientation of anisotropic
minerals leading to an intrinsic
anisotropy.

Anisotropy of mantle minerals
The upper mantle is composed of four main mineral phases: olivine, orthopyroxene (mainly enstatite
and bronzite), clinopyroxene (mainly diopside) and either garnet, spinel or plagioclase. The first three
display a considerable single crystal elastic anisotropy. Garnet or spinel are nearly isotropic and thus
their CPO do not contribute to seismic anisotropy of the bulk rock. Plagioclase occurs generally in a
very small volume fraction, and is restricted to the very uppermost mantle, since it is not stable
anymore at higher pressures.
A single olivine crystal displays a p-wave anisotropy of about 25% and a birefringence anisotropy of
18%. The p-wave velocities in the main axial directions are given in Fig. 1.3.
The anisotropy of orthopyroxenes varies between 12% and 15% for p-waves and ranges between 11%
and 15% for s-waves (Fig. 1.3). For clinopyroxenes the vp anisotropy even reaches 29% and vs up to
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20% to 24%. The larger variation for the values of the pyroxenes compared to olivine may be related
to a larger variation in composition and structure.
Fig. 1.3: Compressional wave velocities
along the crystallographic
axes
of
olivine, orthopyroxene
(here enstatite) and
clinopyroxene (here
diopside)
(from
Nicolas & Christensen
1987 and Siegesmund
et al. 1989).

Anisotropy of mantle rocks
Of the three minerals discussed above, olivine has received most attention, because it is considered to
be the most abundant mineral of the Earth’s upper mantle (Isaak & Ohno 2003). Moreover olivine is
also the weakest upper mantle mineral under a wide range of deformation regimes (Bai et al. 1991,
Mackwell 1991). Therefore the predominant role of the olivine fabric on the seismic anisotropy is
widely accepted (Nicolas & Christensen 1987).

1.2.2 Seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle
Historic overview
Hess (1964) was the first to report evidence of p-wave anisotropy in the upper mantle. He and other
researchers found that velocities were usually fast perpendicular to an oceanic ridge and slow parallel
to it.
Also evidence for anisotropy of the continental
mantle was reported from Europe (Bamford
1972, Fuchs 1975 and Babuska et al. 1984) and
from the western part of the United States
(Bamford et al. 1979).
Further studies of surface waves showed
discrepancies between Love and Rayleigh wave
models (Anderson & Latham 1969, Schlue &
Knopoff 1977). Later, anisotropy was mainly
studied by using shear wave splitting from SKS
teleseismic waves (Fig. 1.4) (Crampin 1977).
Meanwhile there are many observations of shear
wave splitting. A good overview is given by
Fig. 1.4: Schematic sketch of S and SKS waves, which are
Silver (1996) and Savage (1999).
most commonly used when investigating shear wave
splitting (from Silver et al. 1999).

Interpretation of seismic anisotropy
Already Hess (1964) proposed that the seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle originated from crystal
preferred orientation of olivine. If the relationship between CPO and strain is known, then the study of
seismic anisotropy provides a powerful tool to measure deformation in the mantle (Silver 1996).
Studying the anisotropy would allow one to map mantle deformation in order to test dynamic models
of mountain formation and to understand mantle flow characteristics associated with the motion of
plates (Silver et al. 1999).
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But the interpretation of the anisotropy is connected to some assumptions. The most important
assumption is that the olivine a-axes are preferentially oriented parallel to the flow direction (Babuska
& Sileny 1981, Poirier & Nicolas 1975) (Fig. 1.5). As shown in Fig.1.3 p-waves are fastest along the
a- or [100] axes. Also the fast shear wave vs1 is polarized parallel to the greatest concentration of
[100] axes (Mehl et al. 2003). The CPO where the [100]-axis is aligned parallel to the lineation and the
[010]-axis perpendicular to the foliation plane, is often considered to be the typical upper mantle
fabric. It is presumably the result of dislocation glide and creep on the [100](010) slip system active in
olivine under typical upper mantle conditions (Mainprice et al. 2005).
Fig. 1.5. Model for seismic
anisotropy in the oceanic
mantle (Tommasi 1998). In
this model derived from
numerical simulations, strain
localizes
in
a
narrow
horizontal shear zone between
an almost rigid lithosphere
and a mildly deformed upper
mantle. A cooling effect
freezes the upper part of the
deformed layer. Therefore the
observed signal (here the
shear wave splitting of SKS
waves is shown) is a
superposition of the recent
flow field and a preserved
anisotropy.

A simplified model, derived from numerical simulations, is given in Fig. 1.5. In the model, the
asthenosphere acts as a mechanical decoupling zone, which concentrates the strain and therefore
displays a high anisotropy (Tommasi 1998). Such theoretical models, as well as experimental models,
studies of ophiolites and many measurements of upper mantle seismic anisotropy support the theory
that plate motion is generally parallel to flow in the upper mantle (Mehl et al. 2003). Meanwhile such
models, originally deduced from oceanic mantle, became highly debatable, at least for continental
mantle (Silver et al. 1999, Silver 1996).
Since recent tomographic images provide highly resolved seismic structures, lateral resolution of
about 50 km (Silver et al. 1999) and anisotropies down to 1% can be detected (Humphreys & Dueker
1994, Vandecar et al. 1995, Wolfe et al. 1997). Hence, today more detailed structures in the mantle are
known. Especially along subduction zones or in the vicinity of orogenes, complex patterns of p-wave
anisotropy and shear waves splitting are revealed.
Seismic anisotropy in a subduction zone environment
Often the fast p-wave and the polarization direction of the fast shear wave above a mantle wedge are
oriented perpendicular to the trench. However, several publications reported fast directions parallel to
the trench, e.g. in the western Honshu region in Japan (Yang et al. 1995), the eastern Aleutians and
Kamchatka region (Fouch & Fischer 1996) and from the Talkeetna arc in Alska (Mehl et al. 2003).
Buttles and Olson (1998) provide a map of the subductions zones around the Pacific, compiling the
fast polarization directions of seismic shear-wave splitting (Fig. 1.6).
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Fig. 1.6: Map of the Pacific region, showing the vs1 polarization direction at some subduction zones around the Pacific. The
large arrows show the absolute plate motion of the Pacific and Nazca plates. Compiled by Buttles & Olson (1998), the
symbols show to which publication the approximate orientation data refers to.

The orientation of vs1 polarization direction and the maximum p-wave velocity perpendicular to the
trench is in a good agreement with a simple corner flow model and the assumption that the olivine aaxes are preferentially oriented parallel to the flow direction (Fig. 1.7a). But the observations of trench
parallel polarization directions of vs1 do not fit into this simple model. These observations were taken
as evidence of arc-parallel flow within the mantle wedge (Mehl et al. 2003).
Arc-parallel mantle flow could occur either in subvertical planes with a vertical direction (Fig.1.7b) or
with the horizontal flow planes (Fig. 1.7c). Mehl et al. (2003) also introduced several possible reasons,
which may cause arc-parallel mantle flow. For example the oblique convergence of two plates might
cause arc-parallel flow. Another possibility would be, that the mantle flow is impeded by the
subducting slab and splits laterally instead of turning downward. Other ideas are that complex flow
patterns are generated by differential slab rollback etc. or that a non planar slab produces local areas of
arc-parallel flow.
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Fig. 1.7: Different possibilities of mantle flow in the mantle wedge above a subducting slab. The mantle flow is indicated by
arrows. The plane stereoplots indicate vs1 polarization planes at high strain. (a) The simple corner flow model, with twodimensional corner flow. (b) Arc-parallel flow in subvertical planes with a vertical direction. (c) Arc-parallel flow with
horizontal foliation planes. While model (a) will lead to an orientation of the vs1 polarization planes perpendicular to the
trench, models (b) and (c) will lead to orientation of the vs1 polarization planes parallel to the trench.
(d) Summarises several possible reasons for arc-parallel mantle flow (Simplified after Mehl et al. 2003).

1.3 Literature review of laboratory measurements and model
calculations
Laboratory measurements of seismic velocities are essential for an interpretation of anisotropy and
shear wave splitting observed by geophysicists. By laboratory measurements the rock is assayed as a
whole. This means we measure the result of the superposition of different minerals (often solid
solutions) with different elastic properties and with different orientations. Further, the result reflects all
the impurities occurring in a real rock, such as grain boundaries, twins, alteration products or
symplectites etc.
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Laboratory measurements require special equipment, especially for high-pressure, high-temperature
experiments. Only few measurements on spherical samples investigated the complete velocity
distribution. Most measurements are restricted to three propagation directions to describe the
anisotropy.
In some cases, when only altered samples of xenoliths or an exposed peridotite are available, one
would be interested in the original seismic velocities, before alteration has occurred. Therefore it is
important that laboratory measurements are supplemented by model calculations. As described in
chapter 2 it is possible to calculate model velocity distributions of a rock based on the modal
composition, the single crystal elastic tensor and the crystal preferred orientation (CPO).
Moreover, as shown in chapter 1.2.2, only the understanding of CPO’s and its relationship to
deformation conditions allows the geological interpretation of seismic data.

1.3.1 Previous laboratory measurements
Efforts to understand the thermal, compositional and structural state of the mantle rely on
interpretation of seismic velocity models of typical mantle rocks. Already Hess’s discovery of oceanic
mantle anisotropy was stimulated by laboratory measurements on mantle rocks by Birch (1960). After
Birch, numerous measurements on all rock types followed. A compilation of all these measurements is
given by Ji et al. (2002).

Technical aspect
Most experiments use the pulse transmission technique on cylindrical samples introduced by Birch
(1960). To investigate the anisotropy, several cores in different directions have to be drilled, assuming
a homogenous hand specimen from which these cores are derived. Some laboratories use a multianvil
apparatus to measure three directions in one run on cubic samples (Kern & Fakhimi 1975). Pros &
Babuska (1968) even developed a device to measure spherical samples, in order to investigate the
anisotropy in all directions.
Apart from the sample geometry, different types of confining medium to reach high pressures can be
distinguished. Except for anvils, oil or gas is used. The inert argon gas has the advantage that
measurements can also be done at high temperatures, while rigs using oil are restricted to temperatures
below 300°C.

Overview over measured peridotites
Here only a short review over the measurements done on upper mantle rocks will be given. In the
literature only the velocities of about 50 peridotites samples were measured so far. Among these
peridotites were almost pure dunites, several lherzolites and three harzburgites.
Most measurements were done for p-waves, but only for about one third of the samples s-waves were
investigated. The maximum pressures reached in the experiments range from 400 MPa to 1 GPa,
enough to make sure that microcracks are closed and the measured anisotropy only results from the
mineral preferred orientations. Fewer experiments have been carried out at elevated temperatures,
often up to 600°C, seldom up to 700°C, to investigate the temperature derivatives. Only Ito (1990)
reached 900°C for some peridotite samples.
Furthermore it should be emphasised, that some of these samples were alterated, some serpentinzed
(Kern & Tubia 1993). Unfortunately, only a part of all samples was fully described, concerning modal
composition, chemical composition and texture. On the other side, most laboratory measurements
were carried out at least in three directions, in order to investigate the anisotropy.
An extract of some of the previous experiments reported in the literature is given in table 1.1 for pure
dunites and harzburgites and in table 1.2 for pyroxenites. Peridotites with other compositions are not
shown in these tables, but are given in the appendix.
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Authors
Birch (1961)
Christensen & Ramananantoandro (1971)
Carter et al. (1972)
Babuska (1972)
Ramananantoandro &
Manghnani (1978)
Kern & Tubia (1993)
Miller & Christensen
(1994)
Pros et al. (2003)

n
7
2

P [MPa]
1000
1000

T [K]
roomT
roomT

Vp
vp
vp

Vs
vs

anisotropy
-

CPO
yes

chem
yes
yes

comment

1
1
1

400
1000
1000

roomT
roomT
773

vp
vp
vp

-

only some
13 directions
3 directions

yes
yes

yes

13 cores

3
1

600
1000

873
roomT

vp
vp

vs
vs

3 directions
-

-

yes

4

400

roomT

vp

-

all directions

-

-

round
sample

Table 1.1: Overview over some of the velocity measurements of dunites and harzburgites available in the literature (The
samples with other mineral compositions are not shown in this table). It spotlights the fact that almost no shear wave data and
data at high temperature are available for almost pure olivine rocks. n is the number of measured samples.

Authors
Birch (1961)
Babuska (1972)

n
3
1

P [MPa]
1000
1000

T [K]
roomT
roomT

Vp
vp
vp

Vs
-

CPO
--yes

chem
yes
---

vs

anisotropy
13
directions
-

Miller &
Christensen (1994)
Khazanehdari et al.
(2000)
Gao et al. (2000)
Pros et al. (2003)

3

1000

roomT

vp

---

yes

1

550

973

vp

vs

not for vs

---

---

2
4

600
400

873
roomT

vp
vp

vs
-

all
directions

-----

yes
---

comment
13 cores

round sample

Table 1.2: Overview over some of the velocity measurements of pyroxenites available in the literature. n is the number of
measured samples.

Typical values for seismic velocities and anisotropy
Babuska & Cara (1991) showed that p-wave velocities in dunites can range from 7.8 km/s to 8.7 km/s,
velocities for other peridotites typically vary from 7.5 km/s to 8.5 km/s. This is in a good agreement
with the results of 7.2 km/s to around 8.3 km/s from Kern et al. (1996), Barruol & Kern (1996) and
Babuska (1972). The representative value for anisotropy in these studies is around 6%, but also can
vary between about 3 to 15%. The corresponding shear waves reach around 4.14 km/s to 4.75 km/s.
Pressure and temperature derivatives for peridotites given by Barruol & Kern (1996), range from
2.16*10-4 to 2.36*10-4 km/s/MPa and from -3.6*10-5 to -9.5*10-5 km/s/C°. But still the understanding
of the velocity dependence on temperature is vague. While for some peridotites velocities show a
linear decrease with increasing temperature (Kern 1978, Kern & Tubia 1993, Ramananantoandro &
Manghnani 1978), others show a kink in the temperature dependence (Kern & Fakhimi 1975, Ito
1990). Four xenoliths from the Vitim plateau, Central Asia even showed a slight increase in velocity
with rising temperatures (Kern et al. 1996).
The seismic anisotropies for pyroxenites are lower than for the peridotites. Gao et al. (2000) reported
1.3% anisotropy for a pyroxenite from the Ivrea zone. The mean velocities are 7.46 km/s for vp and
4.35 km/s for vs. The mean p-wave velocities measured by Pros et al. (2003) reach from 7.1 to 8.0
km/s, the anisotropy is about 5 %.
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1.3.2 Previous CPO data and model calculations
Olivine CPO data from natural rocks
A compilation of olivine CPO from 110 natural peridotites from Ismail & Mainprice (1998) shows,
that despite the large variety of origin and history of these rocks, only few different olivine patterns
were observed. Tommasi et al. (2000) plotted these typical CPO’s in a diagram (Fig. 1.8). The
diagram shows three textural end-members, the (010)[100], the (001)[100] and the axial [010] pattern.
About 90% of the olivine fabrics from the database plot in the grey area, while occurrences of the
other CPO types are rare. The CPO plotting in the grey area is produced by the activity of a (010)[100]
or a {0kl}[100] slip system.
Many investigators found similar olivine CPO patterns, for example Vauchez & Garrido (2001). All
15 samples they investigated from the Ronda peridotite massif in Spain showed a (010)[100] pattern.
Another example are the olivine CPO’s reported by Sawaguchi (2004) from the Horoman peridotite in
Japan, were also (010)[100] patterns are dominant.
Only very few examples with an axial [010] pattern where reported. One example is from Mizukami et
al. (2004) who found it in samples from the Higashi-Akaishi peridotite body, Japan. They explained
the fabrics to be the result of the presence of water during deformation. A second example is known
from the Hilti massif in the Oman Ophiolite (Michibayashi & Mainprice 2004).
Additionally, there are a few localities, where unusual olivine fabrics, not plotting in the diagram from
Tommasi et al. (2000), were detected. One is the Alpe Arami peridotite massif in the Central Alps
(Moeckel 1969, Frese et al. 2003). Another is the Kapvaal craton, where xenoliths with unusual
olivine fabric occur (Mainprice 1997).
Fig. 1.8: Classification of
typical olivine CPO’s.
Three
textural
end
members
occur,
the
(010)[100], the (001)[100]
and the axial [010] pattern.
About 90% of the olivine
fabrics from the database
plot in the grey area,
between the (010)[100] and
the {0kl}[100] pattern. x, y
and z give the structural
reference frame for all CPO
plots, they stand for the
direction of lineation, the
direction perpendicular to
the lineation and the
direction perpendicular to
the foliation, respectively
(Tommasi et al. 2000).

Olivine CPO data from deformation experiments
In order to explain these olivine fabrics and understand the deformation conditions, under which they
where formed, various deformation experiments have been carried out (e.g. Ave'Lallemant & Carter
1970, Zhang et al. 2000, Bystricky et al. 2000, Jung & Karato 2001, Holtzman et al. 2003, Katayama
et al. 2004).
Early experimental work on olivine demonstrated that the relative activity of different slip systems
depends on the conditions of deformation (Carter & Ave'Lallemant 1970). These experiments showed
that at high temperatures olivine deforms predominantly on the [100](010) slip system.
Jung & Karato (2001) started to label the different CPO types which developed in various experiments
with letters from the alphabet. These different olivine CPO’s are summarized in Fig. 1.9. The
deformation conditions concerning water content and stress are given in Fig. 1.10. The CPO produced
by the [100](010) slip system, activated at high temperatures and relatively low water content was
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called the A-type. In the A-type CPO the [100]-axes are parallel to the lineation, the [010]-axes normal
to the foliation plane and the [001]-axes normal to the lineation in the foliation plane.
An other CPO type developing under dry conditions but higher stresses, was produced by Bystricky et
al. (2000) and Zhang et al. (2000) in deformation experiments. Under these conditions, a strong
texture with a sharp [100]-axes maximum parallel to the shear direction developed. The [010] and the
[001]-axes display girdles normal to that direction (Bystricky et al. 2000). Jung & Karato (2001)
called this CPO the D-type CPO. Slip is inferred on [100]{0kl} slip systems, which are transitions
between [100](010) and the [100](001) pattern, one end member in the classification scheme from
Tommasi et al. (2000). This CPO type may occur in subduction zones, where strain localization
creates olivine mylonites (Bystricky et al. 2000).
At ‘wet’ conditions, i.e. with a water content in olivine above 300 (H/Si106), other CPO types develop:
As shown in Fig. 1.10, meanwhile so called A-, B-, C-, D- and E-type olivine fabrics are
distinguished. The B-type CPO is connected to water-rich, high-stress conditions. The C-type fabric,
in which a strong [010]-axes orientation perpendicular to the shear direction occurs, the [001](100)
slip system is activated (Jung & Karato 2001). The [001]-axes are parallel to the shear direction, the
[100]-axes almost perpendicular on the shear plane. Towards higher stresses, there is a transition of
the C-type to the B-type CPO. In the B-type again, the [001] axes are parallel to the shear direction,
the [100] axes are perpendicular to it and the [010]-axes have a maximum perpendicular on the shear
plane. This CPO is generated by a dominant [001](010) slip system (Jung & Karato 2001).
Recently a new CPO type, developing under modest water content, was generated by Katayama et al.
(2004). This E-type CPO has a maximum of the [100]-axes to the shear direction, the [010]-axes are
perpendicular to it and the [001]-axes are perpendicular to the shear plane.

Fig. 1.10: Olivine fabric diagram as function of stress (MPa) and
water content (H/106Si) at high temperatures (T = 1470 - 1570 K).
This diagram was compiled by Katayama et al. (2004) on the basis of
their deformation experiments and data from Jung & Karato (2001),
Bystricky et al. (2000) and Zhang et al. (2000).
Fig. 1.9: Schematic overview of the five different fabric types
discriminated in the stress-water content diagram. Data is from
Bystricky et al. (2000), Zhang et al. (2000), Jung & Karato (2001)
and Katayama et al. (2004).

Relationship of CPO and seismic velocity distribution
Analyzing the database of 110 olivine fabrics, Ismail & Mainprice (1998) found that most samples
show the following characteristic velocity distributions: The maximum of the p-wave velocity is
parallel to the maximum of the a-axis, which is parallel to the lineation. The polarization plane of the
s1-wave corresponds with the foliation plane. The maximum shear wave splitting occurs within the
foliation plane, but normal to the lineation. As an typical example the seismic properties of one sample
(87 OA16 A) is shown in Fig. 1.11.
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While the explanation of the p-wave velocity distribution is straightforward, since the fastest and the
slowest p-wave directions are parallel to the crystallographic axes, the shear wave splitting is more
complicated. The maximum shear wave splitting in a single olivine crystal occurs in a direction
between the a- and the c-axis.
Fig. 1.11: Seismic properties of the typical
[100](010) CPO pattern. The p-wave velocity
distribution, the birefringence and the
polarization plane for vs1 are shown. x, y and z
give the reference frame of the sample, with x
parallel to the lineation, y perpendicular to it
and z normal to the foliation plane (from
Ismail & Mainprice 1998).

Ismail & Mainprice (1998) concluded that the olivine upper mantle seismic properties are a function
of the fabric strength, while details of the fabric pattern have only a minor influence on the seismic
behaviour. The strength of the fabric is quantified by the J-index (Bunge 1982):

J = ∫ f ( g ) 2 dg
where f (g) is the Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) at orientation g, describing the rotation of
each crystal from the crystal reference frame to the rock reference frame (dg = dϕ 1 dφdϕ 2 sin φ / 8π 2 ,

ϕ1 , φ , ϕ 2 are the Euler angles).

Fig. 1.12: Anisotropy versus fabric strength for p- and s-waves.
There is an exponential relationship, which suggests a saturation at
higher fabric strength (from Ismail & Mainprice 1998).

A plot of the anisotropy against the fabric strength (Fig. 1.12) showed that the anisotropy first
increases with increasing fabric strength, but then approaches saturation. The anisotropy for p-wave
varies from about 4% to about 21%, for s-waves from about 3% to 17%. The mean value of about
12% for p-wave anisotropy is relatively high compared to other values found in the literature, which
can be explained by several facts. For instance, Ismail & Mainprice (1998) used samples for their
database, which were originally chosen for kinematic studies, therefore samples with a low J-index are
underrepresented. Further the influence of additional phases is not taken into account.
Calculated velocity distributions from other authors show similar results. The J-index of the olivine
patterns from the mantle xenoliths measured by Pera et al. (2003), varies from 4.5 to 25.9. The average
maximum and minimum p-wave velocity with 8.71 km/s and 7.61 km/s respectively, are in good
agreement with the data from Ismail & Mainprice (1998). The mean anisotropy is about 13.5%.
Similar velocity distributions were also found by Vauchez & Garrido (2001) who measured CPO of
another 15 samples from the Ronda peridotite massif in Spain.
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1.3.3 Influence of other minerals - Contribution of pyroxenes
Up to now only pure olivine rocks or pure pyroxenites were considered. But most mantle rocks are
composed of olivine and pyroxenes, with several other minor phases like garnet, spinel, chlorite etc.
According to Barruol & Mainprice (1993) an increasing number of mineral phases in a rock, is
correlated to a decrease in the anisotropy.
Kern & Tubia (1993), however, had a detailed look on the influence of 28% enstatite compared to the
72% of olivine in a peridotite from the Ronda massif, Spain. The vp velocity ratios between the crystal
axes of a single crystal of enstatite correspond to those of olivine. The [100]-axis is the fastest, the
[001]-axis the medium and the [010]-axis the slowest. But while the [100]-axis of olivine was
preferentially oriented parallel to the lineation, the [100]-axis of enstatite is preferentially
perpendicular to foliation and lineation. As a result, the velocity distribution from the enstatite
component is completely different to the one from the olivine component so that they counteract each
other to some extent. But nevertheless, the velocity pattern for the mixture does not change completely
compared to the pure olivine pattern. Only the velocities are shifted to lower values. Similar results are
presented by Barruol & Kern (1996).
Serpentine lowers the seismic velocities remarkably. The mean p-wave velocities measured by Ito
(1990) in hydrated peridotites were only about 4.5 to 6.5 km/s. The influence of other phases (e.g.
chlorite or phlogopite) was never investigated in detail.
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Chapter 2
In the first part, this chapter describes all the methods used for a comprehensive characterisation of the
samples. The second part contains a short compilation of the elastic constants of the minerals relevant
for the measured samples and explains how calculations are done.

2 Methods for fabric analysis and model predictions
2.1 Fabric analysis by EBSD
The crystal preferred orientation (CPO) was investigated by using electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Unlike U-stage measurements, EBSD allows quite
a rapid analysis of the complete orientation of the crystal lattice for a wide range of mineral phases.
Therefore scans on block samples with an area comparable to a thin section are performed on a
defined grid, measuring the orientation at each raster point. If the step size of the grid is chosen small
compared to the grain size, not only the CPO can be derived from a scan, but also detailed orientation
maps of grains and their interior. These maps provide information about grain size, grain shape and
about the nature of the grain boundary. Since the measurements include the automated recognition of
the mineral phase within the range of the selected phases, also a modal composition can be determined
from the collected data.

2.1.1 Principles of EBSD
The principles of the electron backscatter diffraction EBSD will be shortly described here, more
details can be found in i.e. (Dingley et al. 1987, Prior et al. 1999, Trimby & Prior 1999 and Mauler et
al. 2000).
Diffraction of electrons can be described by the Bragg equation:

2d sin θ = nλ
With d is the interplanar spacing of the planes (hkl), θ is the Bragg diffraction angle, n the order of
diffraction and λ the electron wavelength.
The EBSD patterns are generated by multiple scattering of the incident electrons from the beam within
the crystal lattice of the specimen. These patterns, also referred as Kikuchi patterns analogue to the
patterns observed in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Kikuchi 1928), are unique for a
particular crystal structure and orientation.
The pattern represents projections of particular lattice planes (hkl) in the crystal. That means each
band corresponds to a specific lattice plane. The width of the bands is related to the Bragg angle θ,
which is approximately inversely proportional to the lattice plane spacing. This width, together with
the angles between the bands, can be used to index the diffraction patterns and to determine the
crystallographic orientation for a known crystal lattice. The orientation mismatch between grains or
internal regions of individual grains can be determined with an accuracy of 1° and a spatial resolution
of 1 µm.

2.1.2 Sample preparation
Measurements were performed on block samples (ca. 35 mm length and 25 mm width) instead of thin
sections, since thin sections tend to peel off the mounting plate when treated with the special
polishment. After a standard mechanical polishing with abrasives, a second step of chemicalmechanical polishing is required to remove surface damages of the crystal lattice. This chemical-
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mechanical polishing was done with a Multipol II machine on a polyurethane plate using SYTON
colloidal silica solution. After 8 to 10 hours of lapping, the sample was cleaned with distilled water
and then ethanol and finally dried with compressed nitrogen. To reduce charging effects, the sample
was coated with a 2 to 4 nm thin film of carbon. Along the rim, the sample was contacted to the
specimen holder with silver-paint.

2.1.3 Measurements
Measurements were carried out on a CamScan CS44LB scanning electron microscope located at the
ETH Zürich, Hönggerberg. The microscope settings were 15 kV acceleration voltage, 35 mm working
distance and an inclination of the sample of 70°.
The scans were performed with a magnification of 100x and a step size of 50 µm. The scan speed was
nine patterns per second, when only olivine was measured, otherwise three patterns per second. At
each measuring point, the EBSD pattern was recorded by a camera and indexed with TSL software
OIM DC 3.5TM. Further processing and analysis was done with OIM Analysis 3.5TM software.

2.1.4 Data processing
The data sets provide the x-y coordinate, the related Euler angles, the mineral phase, the image quality
and confidence index. These data may be presented in pole figures, image quality and orientation
maps and misorientation profiles.
The parameter image quality is influenced by the sample surface quality. Bad polishing, holes, too
thick coating or charging effects will lower the image quality. The grey shades of the image quality
maps help to evaluate the reliability of the orientation maps. The software chooses always the best
fitting orientation among several possible solutions. The measure for the plausibility of the chosen
solution is the confidence index, describing the reliability of the automatic indexing. Damages of the
sample surface, grain boundaries (where patterns from two grains may overlap) and foreign mineral
phases result in a low confidence index.
Therefore the confidence index is used for filtering. Data points with a confidence index below 0.1 (on
a range from 0 to 1) are excluded. For the orientation maps a further clean-up procedure was
performed using the OIM software. Hence miss-indexed data points were replaced by the most
common neighbouring orientations. This procedure is reasonable, as long as the step size is small
compared to grain size and as long as the parameters used in the algorithm are chosen carefully.
These processed and cleaned data is presented in chapter 3.3 in pole figures showing the type and the
strength of the texture. Additionally orientation maps show the distribution of the single mineral
phases, size, shape and orientation of each grain and also the character of the grain boundaries.

2.2 Modal composition, microstructure (optical and SEM)
All samples were investigated in detail with the optical polarising microscope and the scanning
electron microscope. First thin sections in x-z, y-z and x-y-direction were cut. This allowed to control
whether the foliation and lineation were determined correctly from the hand specimen. After that,
samples with suitable composition, minor alteration and small grain size (max. 1 mm for matrix
minerals, 2-3 mm for porphyroclasts) were chosen.
For these samples the mineral content was estimated and the grain size distribution and
microstructures were shortly described. This qualitative description was supplemented by a
quantitative analysis using the orientation maps.

2.2.1 Modal composition
Modal composition was simply calculated from the phase frequency given in the EBSD data set. It is
more or less an analogue to a point counting method, only that the measuring grid is much denser.
Admittedly only those phases, for which orientation databases exist, could be detected by using the
EBSD patterns. This means, that the content of chlorite for example could not be determined in that
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way. EBSD is a useful tool to distinguish routinely olivine from cpx and opx. For the further
calculations the phase frequency was just normalized to 100%.

2.2.2 Grain size distribution
The grain size distribution was determined by an automatic analysis of the EBSD generated datasets
by the OIM program. The routine allows a fast 2-D quantitative analysis of the grain size. As a
measure of the grain size, the average diameter was chosen and plotted against the area fraction. A test
to determine grain size and grain shape from misorientation profiles failed. The original idea was to
draw horizontal and vertical profiles over the cleaned orientation maps. Along this profile the OIM
program creates automatically a data file with the point-to-point misorientation angle. From this data
file all angles exceeding 10° (here defined as grain boundary) were filtered and counted. The length of
the profile was divided by the number of grain boundaries, giving the mean diameter in this direction.
This process was repeated for a number of profiles, to increase the statistic reliability. With the two
diameters from the two perpendicular directions, an ellipse was drawn in order to represent the
average grain shape and grain size in the 2-dimensional section. But it turned out, that the results were
not useful, because each data point with a CI below 0.1 was automatically registered as a grain
boundary. This led to a large number of wrong counts, especially in those samples with a higher
amount of other phases.

2.2.3 Grain boundaries investigated by secondary electron imaging
The grain boundaries were additionally investigated in the secondary electron mode of the CamScan
CS44LB microscope on the rough surface of broken samples. This revealed whether grain boundaries
are coated with serpentine and whether triple junctions show any distinct features.

2.3 Petrochemical method: XRF
The main element analysis was done by X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis (XRF). While sample
preparation was done at the ETH-IMP laboratory, the finished glass beads were send to EMPA
Dübendorf for the analysis.
First the rocks were crushed with a hydraulic press, which has the advantage of low contamination. A
tungsten carbide mill was used for grinding the material. The sample powder was dried for ca. 18
hours in an oven, in order to remove remaining moisture. A small amount of powder was weighted
and then burned at 1050°C for one hour. After 10 minutes of cooling down, the weight was measured
again, to determine the lost on ignition.
Some of the sample powder dehydrated by ignition was mixed with di-lithium tetraborate. Di-lithium
tetraborate is a flux material, which lowers the melting point of the mixture far enough, so that the
powder easily melts at ca. 1150°C. In an automated procedure glass beads were casted with a Claisse
M4 machine.

2.4 Calculation of the seismic velocities
The velocities of p- and s-waves of a polycrystalline rock or aggregate can be calculated on the basis
of the elastic constants and the density of the mineral. For the calculation, the effective elastic tensor
of a polycrystal must be calculated by using a tensor average over all crystals, taking the orientation
distribution and the modal composition into account.

2.4.1 The elastic tensors
The calculations of the seismic velocities are based on the elastic tensors of the relevant minerals.
These elastic tensors usually derive from experiments carried out over a considerable pressure and
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temperature range with the ultrasonic pulse superposition technique (Mc Skimin 1961) or the rightrectangular parallelepiped resonance (RPR) method.
The Hooke’s law relation between stress and strain defines the elastic constants, with stress = σij and
strain = εkl (Karki et al. 2001) being symmetric 3x3 matrices:
3

3

σ ij = Cijkl ε kl = ∑∑ Cijkl ε kl

(i,j,k,l =1,2,3)

k =1 l =1

There are 81 independent elastic constants, but due to symmetry (Cijkl are symmetric with
respect to the interchanges (i,j), (k,l), and (ij,kl)), this number is reduced to 21. In matrix
notation the elastic constants are usually written in this 6x6 matrix (Karki 2001):

cµν

 c11



=





c21
c22

c31
c32

c41
c42

c51
c52

c33

c43

c53

c44

c54
c55

c61 
c62 
c63 

c64 
c65 

c66 

( µ ,ν = 1,2,...6)

Due to symmetry effects, depending on the crystal class, the independent elastic constants can be
further reduced.
2.4.1.1 The elastic tensor of olivine and it’s dependence on pressure and temperature
Since olivine is an orthorhombic mineral, the elastic behaviour of the crystal can be described by nine
elastic constants. These constants have been determined by several authors. Pioneer studies have been
done by Graham & Barach (1969) and Kumazawa & Anderson (1969). Webb (1989) used improved
ultrasonic techniques and extended these measurements for San Carlos olivine crystals up to pressures
of 3 GPa. Abramson et al. (1997) even reached pressures up to 17 GPa and also determined the first
and second pressure derivatives. Isaak et al. (1989) and Isaak (1992) investigated the influence of high
temperature (Table 2.1 & 2.2).
T[K]
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

c11
320.6
316.8
313.0
309.0
305.0
300.7
297.0
293.1
289.0
285.1
280.9
276.6
272.0

c22
197.1
194.1
190.9
187.7
184.6
181.5
178.3
175.3
172.3
169.2
166.1
163.0
159.8

c33
234.2
231.0
227.6
224.1
220.6
217.2
214.3
210.4
206.6
202.9
199.3
195.6
192.1

c44
63.72
62.37
61.05
59.73
58.45
57.23
55.91
54.68
53.47
52.28
51.06
49.83
48.57

c55
77.6
76.3
74.9
73.6
72.3
71.0
69.9
68.5
67.1
65.8
64.5
63.2
62.2

c66
78.29
76.61
74.97
73.33
71.73
70.17
68.59
67.07
65.53
64.01
62.51
61.02
59.52

c12
69.8
68.6
67.4
66.2
65.0
63.6
62.8
61.8
60.5
59.4
58.2
57.2
56.2

c13
71.2
70.3
69.3
68.3
67.2
66.1
66.0
64.7
63.4
62.4
61.4
60.5
59.8

c23
74.8
74.4
73.7
73.0
72.3
71.6
71.2
70.3
69.4
68.6
67.8
67.0
66.4

Table 2.1: Measured adiabatic elastic moduli for olivine Fo90Fa10 from room temperature to 1500K (Isaak 1992).
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Modulus
cij [GPa]
δcij/δP [GPa]
δ2cij/δP2 [GPa]

c11
320.2
7.98
-0.24

c22
195.9
5.32
-0.11

c33
233.8
6.00
-0.26

c44
63.5
2.65
-0.14

c55
76.9
1.80
-0.12

c66
78.1
2.46
-0.18

c12
67.9
4.07
-0.12

c13
70.5
4.55
-0.05

c23
78.5
3.11
-0.16

Table 2.2: Dependence on pressure, elastic moduli of Fo90.5 olivine with the first and second pressure-derivatives (Webb
1989).

2.4.1.2 The elastic tensor of opx and it’s dependence on pressure and temperature
The single-crystal elastic constants of orthopyroxenes (opx) with bronzite composition were
determined by Kumazawa & Anderson (1969) and by Frisillo & Barsch (1972), both using the
ultrasonic pulse superposition technique (Table 2.3).
Frisillo & Barsch (1972) additionally investigated the dependence of the elastic constants on pressure
up to 1 GPa and temperature up to 350°C and observed a non-linear pressure dependence of the shear
constants. This non-linearity becomes detectable above 450 MPa and might become relevant above 2
to 4 GPa.
For pyroxenes in general the influence of cleavage should be taken into account. A cleavage along
(100) and (110) is very common and reduces the values for c11 and c22 (Kumazawa & Anderson 1969).
Modulus
(a*) cij[GPa]
(b*) cij[GPa]

c11
2.299
2.286

c22
1.654
1.605

c33
2.057
2.104

c44
0.8306
0.8175

c55
0.7637
0.7548

c66
0.7853
0.776

c12
0.701
0.710

c13
0.573
0.548

c23
0.496
0.460

Table 2.3: Measured adiabatic elastic moduli for Bronzit, (a*) by Kumazawa & Anderson (1969) and (b*) by
Frisillo & Barsch (1972).

2.4.1.3 The elastic tensor of cpx
Clinopyroxenes have a monoclinic crystal symmetry. The elastic behaviour of clinopyroxenes is
described by thirteen elastic constants (Table 2.4). These elastic constants have been measured by
several investigators on cpx of different structure and chemistry. The first cpx measured, was diopside
using Brillouin spectroscopy (Belikov et al. 1970, Levien et al. 1979). The impulsive stimulated
scattering technique was used by Collins & Brown (1998) to measure natural cpx of the composition
Di72He9Jd3Cr3Ts12. Isaak & Ohno (2003) used the RPR method to determine the elastic constants of
cpx and detected some unusual compositional dependence near the diopside end member for c66, c13
and c15. But Weidner & Vaughan (1982) believe that not the composition is playing the major role, but
perturbations in crystal structure control the variations of elastic moduli. And just as mentioned for the
orthopyroxenes, the influence of cleavage has to be considered.
The effect of pressure was determined up to 500 MPa (Levien et al. 1979), while the effect of
temperature on the cpx elastic properties is still unexplored.
c11
(a*)
(b*)
(c*)
(d*)

204.0
223.
273.8
228.1

c22
175.0
171
183.6
181.1

c33
238.0
235
229.5
245.4

c44
67.5
74
76.5
78.9

c55
58.8
67
73.0
68.2

c66
70.5
66
81.6
78.1

c12
48.2
77
83.5
78.8

c13
88.3
81
80.0
70.2

Table 2.4: Measured adiabatic elastic moduli for different clinopyroxenes:
(a*) diopside (Belikov et al. 1970)
(b*) diopside (Levien et al. 1979)
(c*) clinopyroxene Di72He9Jd3Cr3Ts12 (Collins & Brown 1998)
(d*) chrome-diopside Di93Hd3Ur2X2 (Isaak & Ohno 2003)
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c23
84.2
57
59.9
61.1

c15
19.3
17
9.0
7.9

c25
18.6
7
9.5
5.9

c35
33.6
43
48.1
39.7

c46
11.3
7.3
8.4
6.4
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2.4.2 Voigt and Reuss bounds and Hill estimates
Meanwhile a large number of models exist to predict the elastic properties of a polyphase aggregate or
rock. The first method to determine the elastic constants of an aggregate was developed by Voigt
(1928). This model makes the assumption, that the strain is uniform throughout the aggregate. On the
opposite, Reuss (1929) made the assumption, that the stress is uniform throughout the aggregate. The
Voigt model represents the upper, the Reuss model the lower bounds.
Re uss
Polycrystal
c µυ
≤ c µυ
≤ c Voigt
µυ

The Hill or Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging scheme is also commonly used: Hill (1952) defined the
arithmetic average of Voigt and Reuss bounds:
Hill
c µυ
=

(c

Voigt

µυ

Re uss
+ c µυ

)

2

Additionally to these three commonly used models, there exist the Hashin-Shtrikman, and the
Ravichandran bounds. Having a closer look at mixture rules, Ji & Wang (1999) claimed the shear-lag
model gives the best results for composites, because here the elastic interaction and stress transfer
between phases is taken into account.
In this thesis we were using the classical Voigt-Reuss-Hill scheme and therefore only explain these
methods.

2.4.3 Random CPO – Isotropic bounds
To give a first estimation which velocities can be expected for a certain rock type, the velocities for an
isotropic mineral aggregate can be calculated. Calculations here are shown for the case of a random
CPO, where isotropic bounds give the range of elastic constants and seismic velocities. The two tensor
invariants Cijij and Ciijj are directly connected to the 1st Lamé constant λ and the shear modulus µ:

Voigt bounds:
The Voigt elastic stiffness tensor is <Cijkl>. The tensor invariants for the isotropic aggregate must be
equal to those of the single crystal.

Cijij = c11 + c22 + c33 + 2c44 + 2c55 + 2c66
Ciijj = c11 + c22 + c33 + 2c12 + 2c13 + 2c23

λVoigt =

(2C

iijj

− C ijij )

15

µ Voigt =

(− C

iijj

+ 3C ijij )

30

Reuss bounds:
<Sijkl> is the Reuss compliance tensor. The compliance Sijkl is the inverse tensor of Cijkl, and s µν is the
inverse matrix of c µν . The tensor invariants

Sijij = s11 + s22 + s33 + s44/2 + s55/2 + s66/2
Siijj = s11 + s22 + s33 + 2s12 + 2s13 + 2s23
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are related to the isotropic elastic constants by

1
E

Re uss

=

(S

iijj

+ 2S ijij )
15

1

µ

Re uss

=

2(− S iijj + 3S ijij )

λ =

15

µ (E − 2 µ )
3µ − E

For both bounds, the velocities for p-waves and s-waves are then given by

vp =

λ + 2µ
ρ

vs =

µ
ρ

when using either λVoigt , µ Voigt or λRe uss , µ Re uss and the density ρ .
Table 2.5 gives some data from the literature for the density, the bulk modulus K and the shear
modulus µ for those minerals, relevant for calculating the seismic velocities of the samples
investigated in this study. Additionally the p-wave and s-wave velocities for an isotropic,
monomineralic aggregate are shown. This gives a first estimation, which velocities can be expected.
Deviations from these values result mainly from differences in texture and the influence of other
mineral phases.
author

mineral

Anderson & Isaak (1995)
Kumazawa (1969)
Belikov et al. (1970)
Vaughan & Guggenheim (1986)
Suzuki & Anderson (1983)

olivine
opx (bronzite)
diopside
muscovite
garnet (pyrope)

ρ
g/cm3
3,35
3,34
3,31
2,84
3,71

K
GPa
129,3
105,0
111,4
58,2
171,2

µ
GPa
78,1
60,7
63,7
35,3
92,6

vp
km/s
8,34
7,85
7,70
6,05
8,92

vs
km/s
4,83
4,76
4,38
3,45
5,00

Table 2.5: The density, bulk and shear modulus and vp and vs for an isotropic aggregate (Hill average) are given for those
minerals, relevant for investigated samples. The chlorite is substituted by muscovite in all calculations, because no data for
chlorite is available.

2.4.4 Non-random CPO - Calculation of texture-weighted bounds and
estimates
The calculations of the seismic velocities were done with the careware program of Mainprice (1990).
As input for the program, the elastic constants and the density, the volume fraction of each mineral
phase and the CPO are needed. If the appropriate elastic constants and their derivatives are known the
calculation can be made at any temperature and pressure when the elastic tensor is extrapolated to the
respective PT-conditions prior to calculation.
In order to investigate the influence of each mineral phase on the seismic properties of a polymineralic
aggregate, we did the calculations for each mineral phase individually. The scheme in Fig. 4.5 in
chapter 4 shows how the calculations are done in two steps, while here the procedure for a single
mineral phase is explained.
For each measured orientation from the EBSD file, the elastic frame (Cpjrs) is defined by
crystallographic directions x1,x2,x3 with respect to the structural frame (Cijkl) defined by the dip and
azimuth of these three directions with respect to foliation and lineation. It is rotated by the standard
fourth-rank tensor transformation (Nye 1957):

C ijkl = Rip R jg Rkr Rls C pgrs
where Rij are the rotation matrices. The average elastic properties of the aggregate in structural
coordinates are now calculated by averaging the contribution of each measurement point (N). As
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already mentioned, the Voigth-Reuss-Hill averaging scheme was used, the Voigth-Reuss-Hill average
elastic stiffness matrix is given by:

C

Hill
ijkl

−1
 N
  N
 

=  ∑ C ijkl / N  +  ∑ S ijkl / N  / 2
 1
  1
 


Now, the seismic velocities are evaluated for each direction over a hemisphere. This is done by
solving the Christoffel equation (Crosson & Lin 1971) defined as:

det Tik − δ ik ρV 2 = 0
where Tik is the Christoffel stiffness, δik the Kronecker delta and V is the velocity to be solved for vp,
Hill
X j X l , where X j are the direction cosines
vs1 or vs2 respectively. The Cristoffel stiffness Tik = C ijkl

of the direction in which the wave propagation should be calculated.
The Christoffel equation can be solved by some matrix operations, like the multiplication of the
Christoffel stiffness matrix with its transpose and calculation of the eigenvalues (Ei) of the product.
Knowing the eigenvalues, the seismic velocities are given by:

Vi = Ei1 / 4 ρ −1 / 2
This calculation is then done for all directions over the entire hemisphere and plotted in a stereoplot.

2.4.5 Calculation of the seismic properties of polyphase aggregates
Calculations of the seismic properties of polyphase aggregates were performed in two steps (Fig. 2.1).
First the calculations were done for each mineral phase separate, using the single elastic constants
matrix of the mineral phase and the corresponding orientation file. From this, the VRH average elastic
stiffness matrix of the aggregate is derived. The second step is based on the elastic stiffness matrix of
the aggregate for each mineral phase and now the volume fraction is taken into account. Instead of an
orientation file, a common reference frame, usually with all three Euler angles set to zero, is used for
this step. From the resulting elastic stiffness matrix of the polyphase aggregate the seismic properties
can be derived.

Fig. 2.1: Schematic sketch, showing the two steps of
calculating the seismic properties of a polyphase
mineral aggregate.
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Chapter 3
This chapter gives a brief introduction on the peridotites from the Western Gneiss Region in Norway.
Especially the different localities where the samples derive from, will be presented. The samples are
described concerning their mineralogy, chemical composition and their microstructures. Further the
CPO and orientation maps are presented and finally a classification of the different samples is
established.

3 Peridotites and pyroxenites from the Western Gneiss
Region (WGR), Norway
The samples were collected in three different localities in the Western Gneiss Region (WGR) in southwestern Norway: Almklovdalen, the Lefftal mine and Ugelvik on the island of Otrøy. Fig. 3.1 shows
an overview over the WGR and the localities in the vicinity of Ålesund and Molde along the coast.
Additionally the map shows the locality of Fjortoft, where Dobrzhinetskaya et al. (1995) first
discovered microdiamond in the basement gneisses of the WGR.

Fig. 3.1: Map showing
some
of
the
most
important occurrences of
peridotites in the Western
Gneiss Region and the
three localities, where the
samples for this study
were collected.

3.1 Geological setting of the Almklovdalen, Lefftal and Ugelvik
peridotites
3.1.1 Western Gneiss Region
In the Western Gneiss Region (WGR) various peridotite bodies are distributed throughout the
granitoid schists and gneisses of the Scandinavian Caledonides (Mearns 1986). Some of these
peridotites are of kilometre scale in total. In the Alpine-type ultramafic bodies, garnet is preserved
locally, within lherzolite, wehrlite, harzburgite and dunite, while chlorite peridotites are dominating
today. The chlorite peridotites show an upper greenschist to lower amphibolite facies mineral
assemblage (Mearns 1986), like the surrounding gneisses, with which they also share the same
structural elements (Medaris 1984). This is the result of a pervasive fluid infiltration and retrogression
in the chlorite-peridotite stability field (Brueckner et al. 2002, Kostenko et al. 2002).
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In the WGR, also eclogite pods and lenses occur. They are either directly enclosed in the gneisses as
external or country rock eclogites, or enclosed within the peridotite bodies as internal eclogites
(Mearns 1986).
The Proterozoic basement rocks of the WGR underwent subduction related deformation and
metamorphism during the Scandian phase of the Caledonian orogeny by the continent-continent
collision of the Baltic and the Laurentian plate (Smith 1984, Medaris 1984, Brueckner & Medaris
1998, Carswell et al. 2000). The first evidence for ultrahigh pressure conditions was given by the
discovery of coesite in country rock eclogites from the WGR (Smith 1984). The discovery of
microdiamonds in gneisses (Dobrzhinetskaya et al. 1995, Terry et al. 2000) and majoritic garnetbearing peridotite (van Roermund & Drury 1998), gave further proof that the WGR is an ultrahigh
pressure terrain. However, evidence for ultrahigh pressure conditions were mainly found in the north
of the WGR. Towards the south occurs a transition to high pressure conditions (Cuthbert et al. 2000).
This transition-zone is located north to the Nord Fjord (Fig. 3.9).
It is generally agreed, that the WGR is an originally deeply buried crustal root, where parts of mantle
material were incorporated (Austrheim & Mork 1988). Though the origin of the mantle material and
the mechanism of emplacement is still a matter of discussion. Brueckner (1998) proposed a sinkingintrusion emplacement model, with the peridotites being entrained as lenses into the continental crust
from the mantle wedge above the subduction zone.
In this schematic model (Fig.3.2),
intrusion by brittle and ductile
mechanisms is shown. At shallower,
cooler levels of the subducted slab, the
intrusion may occur by mantle slices
thrusted laterally into the crustal slab
along shear zones. For the peridotites of
the WGR, Brueckner suggests that they
have been intruded ductilely. As shown in
the model, the material of the mantle
wedge overlying the subduction zone is
denser than the crustal material and thus
is a gravitationally unstable configuration.
Hence, mantle blobs are sinking into the
underlying crustal rocks.
Simultaneous and/or subsequent shear
may cause the peridotites to be stretched
Fig. 3.2: Schematic model for intruding peridotites into subducted out into their characteristic lensoid shapes
slabs of continental crust through brittle and ductile mechanisms. In and the folding along with the host rocks.
this model, the mantle rocks derive from the mantle wedge beneath the
Laurentian plate (after Brueckner 1998).

According to Brueckner (1998) water weakening enabled the peridotites to flow ductilely, since
temperatures were not high enough to explain the phenomena. The water was released by dehydration
reactions in the subducted slab.
Terry and Robinson (1999) agree on this description of contact relations and on the mechanism for
intercalating crust and mantle material on a local scale. However, they claim that the garnet peridotite
bodies were introduced as a result of Scandian imbrication of Baltic lithosphere rather than from the
overlying mantle wedge of Laurentia. They argue that the peridotites above an oceanic subduction
zone should have reequilibrated under high-temperature conditions and therefore should have reset
their mineral ages to be synorogenic. Since the Sm-Nd mineral ages from garnet-peridotites in the
WGR show proterozoic ages, they cannot be derived from a hot sub-Laurentian mantle wedge (Terry
& Robinson, 1999).
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Fig. 3.3: New schematic model for intruding peridotites into subducted
slabs of continental crust through brittle and ductile mechanisms. In this
model, the mantle rocks derive from the mantle wedge beneath the
Laurentian plate (after Brueckner 1998).

Extension and orogenic collapse (Andersen & Jamtveit
mechanisms for the WGR rocks.

Therefore, Brueckner (1999) developed
a new tectonic scenario (Fig. 3.3). The
new model explains the WGR
peridotites as the result of an
intracratonic subduction. He proposes
that a slab of the Baltic crust was
subducted into its own lithosphere along
a new intracratonic fault that developed
behind the Iapetus subduction zone. The
mechanism of the sinking-intrusion
emplacement model itself, with mantle
material sinking into the underlying
crustal rocks, is still maintained.
Carswell et al. (2000) suggest that the
peridotites have been entrained from the
cold,
old
Baltic
subcontinental
lithospheric mantle in the footwall into
the crustal rocks.
1990) were suggested as exhumation

3.1.2 Peridotite body of Ugelvik, Otrøy
On the island of Otrøy in the Molde Fjord two different peridotite bodies have been described. One is
located next to the Ugelvik harbour (Fig. 3.4). The second, the peridotite body of Raudhaugene is
about 2 km further to the North. Both peridotite bodies consist mainly of dunitic and harzburgitic
peridotites, intercalated with pyroxenitic layers. There is a strong banding of garnet-bearing and
garnet-free peridotite, with the garnet-free bands usually containing spinel (van Roermund & Drury
1998). A foliation is defined by elongated trails of garnet and pyroxene grains, which are subparallel
to the compositional banding (van Roermund et al. 2000). At several outcrops in both peridotites, the
rocks display tight to isoclinal folds on the decimetre to meter scale, indicating a complicated
deformation history (van Roermund et al. 2000). Relicts of majoritic garnet in the cores of large
garnets give evidence for an ultra-deep origin of these peridotites (van Roermund & Drury 1998, van
Roermund et al. 2000).

Fig. 3.4: Detailed map of the western
part of the Ugelvik peridotite body on
the island Otrøy in Molde Fjord. The
peridotite is of dunitic/harzburgitic
composition. Some layers contain
spinel, others are rich in garnet and/or
pyroxenes (simplified after Spengler
(2002) in Robinson et al. 2003). The
sample location for DS0346 is indicated
by an asterix.
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3.1.3 Peridotite body of Almklovdalen/Ảheim
The Almklovdalen peridotite body (Fig. 3.5) is one of the largest Alpine-type ultramafic bodies in the
WGR. It is located about 10 km north of the Nordfjord (Fig. 3.1) and belongs to a series of ultramafic
bodies included in the Fjordan unit of the basal gneiss region (Cordellier et al. 1981). The
Almklovdalen ultramafic massif forms a ring-shaped exposure of 8 km2 around the mountain
Helgehornet (Oswald 1997).
Fig. 3.5: Map of the
Almklovdalen peridotite
massif, showing a ringshaped exposure of 8
km2
around
the
Helgehornet mountain.
The bulk of the massif is
build up by dunite and
chloritic dunite, while
towards the margins
increasing
serpentinization occurs.
Next
to
the
lake
Helgehorn vatnet and at
Roudehhougen relicts of
garnet-peridotite
are
preserved
(Oswald
1997).
The
sample
locations for RP324,
RP326, RP350, RP351
and RP354 are indicated
by an asterix.

The contact of the peridotite body with the country rocks is poorly exposed, but in the inner part of the
massif, outcrop conditions are excellent, since there are several large olivine mines at Gusdal (Fig.
3.10a), Grubse, Halse and old mining pits at Skjelhammaren. Near the lake Helgehorn Vatnet at Lien a
natural outcrop can be found, which became a national monument of Norway, due to the beautiful
garnet peridotites occurring there (Fig. 3.10d, e).
The largest part of the Almklovdalen peridotite body consists of chlorite bearing peridotites or chlorite
bearing dunites. Additional mineral phases are enstatite, chromite and sometimes tremolite and biotite
(Kostenko et al. 2002). The amphibole is only present in harzburgites, but absent in dunites (Cordellier
et al. 1981). Relict lenses of garnet bearing peridotite are preserved at several localities, for example at
Lien close to the lake Helgehorn vatnet or at Roudehougne (Lappin 1974, Medaris 1980).
While the central dunitic part of the massif is relatively unaltered, increasing serpentinization occurs
towards the contact with the country rocks (Fig. 3.5). This transition from dunite to serpentinite is
gradual and overprints the internal compositional layering along the margins (Oswald 1997). This
compositional layering mainly results of varying amounts of chlorite or enstatite. A foliation is defined
by the preferred orientation of slightly elongated olivine grains and the alignment of chlorite. Narrow
arrays of black spinel often also track the foliation (Fig. 3.10b).
Usually the olivine is quite fine grained, but in this fine grained matrix in some parts of the outcrop,
some large olivine grains of several cm- to dm-scale occur (Fig. 3.10c). These large olivine grains are
restricted to areas of ‘green’ dunite. Kostenko et al. (2002) introduced this definition for those rocks of
the Almklovdalen body which experienced late, pervasive fluid infiltration along pipe like structures.
Another characteristic feature of this rock is the occurrence of chlorite in clusters, which locally forms
discontinuous bands (Fig. 3.10c). This green dunite corresponds to the blastogranular dunite described
by Oswald (1997). It can be distinguished by its light green colour from the ‘grey’ dunites, which
make up the bulk of the Almklovdalen massif. The definition grey dunite is a collective term, used for
all the other dunites.
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The Almklovdalen complex is considered to be polymetamorphic and polygenetic. Three orogenic
events can be distinguished: The Svecofennian cycle (1600-1800 Ma), the Sveconorwegian cycle
(900-1200 Ma) and the Caledonian cycle (350-500 Ma), which was accompanied by reequilibration in
the lower amphibolite facies (Cordellier et al. 1981). According to Lappin (1974) and Cordellier et al.
(1981) at least four deformation stages can be found in the Almklovdalen body. These four stages
documented that uplift, deformation and recrystallisation occurred under retrograde P-T conditions on
a steep clockwise P-T path (Cordellier et al. 1981, Brueckner & Medaris 1998).
The interpretative structural map (Fig. 3.6) from Cordellier et al. (1981) shows the proposed
chronology of deformation events. The oldest preserved facies, the garnet-peridotite lenses display
parallel folding of the compositional banding. This banding is defined by layers enriched in garnet or
dm wide scale bands of pyroxenites (Fig. 3.10d). But the P-T conditions given for the equilibrium of
the garnet-peridotite in the literature are very widely scattered. Pressures from 1.2 to 1.5 GPa and
temperatures around 850°C are reported by O'Hara et al. (1971). Carswell & Gibb (1980) reported
around 2 to 2.3 GPa and a lower temperature of about 750°C and data by Medaris (1980) gives
pressures from 1.7 to 2.8 GPa and temperatures between 545° and 820°C. These ranges of pressure
and temperature conditions are so variable, that they do not allow any useful conclusions.
More clear is the information available about
the second deformation stage. It occurred
during the chloritization of the garnet and
generated shear zones bounding the garnet
peridotite lenses (Cordellier et al. 1981). For
this stage pressures of 1 GPa and temperatures
of 700°C were reported (Rost 1971).
The third deformation stage leads to the
foliation which is preserved in the major part
of the peridotite massif. Equilibrium
conditions are given with 700 MPa and 650°
to 700°C. The folding of this foliation was
related to the fourth deformation stage, which
was the result of a N-S oriented compression
Fig. 3.6: Interpretative structural map of the Almklovdalen
leading to an E-W flow, locally disturbed by
peridotite (Cordellier et al. 1981). S0 is the compositional
layering, S2 the folding of the garnet-peridotite, S3 the large scale the presence of the competent peridotite body
(Cordellier et al. 1981, Nicolas & Boudier
folding and S4 the late stage deformation of the country rocks.
1975).
Although distinguishing these four stages, Cordellier et al. (1981) point out, that the deformation
occurred on a continuous PT-path under retrograde conditions and stress that was accompanied by
water infiltration.
Due to new petrographic evidence and a review of the
radiometric age data Carswell et al. (2003) interpreted a new
time frame for the UHP event for the Western Gneiss
Region. According to Carswell et al. (2003) the UHP event
occurred around 400 to 410 Ma, followed by a rapid uplift
about 395 Ma. By compiling data from literature, they
established a P-T-path (Fig. 3.7). The P-T-ranges for the
different deformation stages for the Almklovdalen locality
are plotted onto the P-T-path for the whole WGR.

Fig. 3.7: P-T-path for the UHP rocks from the Western Gneiss Region
(after Carswell et al 2003). Data derive from various locations in the
WGR and pressures therefore reach into the diamond stability field. The
pressure and temperature conditions at Almklovdalen, given for the
different deformation stages, do not reach such high pressure values.
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From the deformation structures,
together with gravity data from
Gronlie
&
Rost
(1974),
Cordellier
et
al.
(1981)
developed a model of the
hypothetical
present
day
structure of the Almklovdalen
peridotite body (Fig. 3.8).
According to this model the
peridotite body has an inclined
synform shape, with an extension
of the peridotite under the
gneisses towards the south-east
for several kilometres. This Fig. 3.8: Assumed present day structure of the Almklovdalen peridotite. Its
inclined synform shape extends several kilometres to the southeast below the
model would match very well surrounding gneisses (after Cordellier et al. 1981).
with the gravity sinking model of
Brueckner (1998).

3.1.4 Peridotite body of Lefftal/Bryggia
The underground olivine mine of Lefftal is situated near to Bryggia directly on the Nordfjord (Fig.
3.9). This peridotite body has no relevant outcrops on the surface and no detail knowledge over the
complete dimensions is available. No statements can be made about deformation structures of the
rocks from the Lefftal underground mine, since there is no literature published about this mine and
since a short visit in the mine for sampling, did not allow doing any structural investigations. The mine
itself is about 200 m wide, 400 m in length and reached 200 m below sea level. The company North
Cape Minerals, who runs the mine, distinguishes two types of rock. One very pure dunite or
harzburgite (for example sample RP356), the other type is characterised by a higher chlorite content
(sample RP359).
The peridotite body of the Lefftal mine seems to be very similar to the Almklovdalen peridotite, which
lies about ten kilometres further north. It is possible that the two peridotite bodies are connected, since
Gronlie & Rost (1974) suggested on the basis of gravity data that the Almklovdalen body extends
further under the surrounding gneiss. At least, it seems realistic to presume that both peridotite bodies
experienced similar history concerning pressure and temperature conditions.

Fig. 3.9: Map of the Nordfjord area showing the distribution
of peridotites and UHP/HP eclogites (map simplified after
Cuthbert et al. 2000).
The Lefftal olivine mine close to the village of Bryggia is
located directly on the edge of the Nordfjord and extends
below sea level.
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Fig. 3.10: Photos from the different localities of the Western Gneiss Region. (a) The large olivine mine at Gusdal,
Almklovdalen. (b) Fine grained dunite from Gusdal, with aligned arrays of spinel defining a foliation. (c) Large olivine grain
in a finer grained olivine matrix. (d) Peridotite with compositional banding at Lien (Almklovdalen peridotite body). The
green layers are pyroxenite, red dots are garnet, the brownish weathered material is olivine. (e) The compositional banding
traces the tight folding in the peridotite. (f & g) The Lefftal olivine underground mine, with the silhouette of a regular truck
for scale.
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3.2 Locality of Bragança, Portugal
The Bragança Massif is geographically situated in the NE of Portugal, in the NW of the Iberian
Peninsula (Fig. 3.11). It is a nappe complex, or a Continental Allochthonous Terrane (CAT) of the
Variscan belt (Marques et al. 1996). The Bragança Massif is mainly composed of high-pressure and
high-temperature mafic granulites which record a complex clockwise metamorphic PT-path of a
subduction zone environment. After peak conditions the deformed lower crust, composed of
granulites, paragneisses and eclogites has been intruded by large bodies of gabbros, pyroxenites and
peridotites. The gabbros show a cumulate texture and compositional layering. There are indications,
that the gabbros crystallized under lower continental crust conditions and never underwent the highpressure event recorded by the other granulites. The third group are ultramafic sequences, which also
show cumulate textures and magmatic layering with alternating peridotites and pyroxenites. They
probably crystallized in the upper mantle and later recrystallized under granulite facies conditions.
Most of the rocks of the Bragança Massif were later retrogressed under amphibolite and locally in
greenschist facies conditions.
Sample RP342A, a bronzetite, was collected as a loose block close to the village of Alimonde.

Fig. 3.11: Overview over the Bragança massif in the Northwest of Portugal. It is a nappe complex, separated by several
thrusts. An ophiolite belt surrounds the mafic and ultramafic rocks. The mafic rocks are dominated by garnet-amphibolites,
the ultramafic rocks comprise peridotites and pyroxenites (simplified part of the Geological map of the Geological service of
Portugal).
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3.3 Petrography, chemistry and microstructure (sample
description)
Altogether, after detailed investigations of their mineral content, microstructure and fabric, 10 out of
originally 49 samples were chosen for velocity measurements. This study focuses mainly on dunitic
rocks from Almklovdalen and the Lefftal mine, from where eight samples will be described here in
detail. As a first classification they all can be assigned to the ‘grey’ peridotite described by Kostenko
et al. (2002). Samples of the ‘green’ peridotite were not suitable for our experiments, since their grain
boundaries were more open, resulting in a decrease of coherence. Hence, the rock falls apart easily
grain by grain, which causes major problems for drilling precise cores and prevents the necessary
polishing and lapping procedure for EBSD. Still the grey peridotites are not a homogenous rock type,
but display a wide variety in mineral content, microstructures and textures.
Two pyroxenites, one garnet-pyroxenite from Ugelvik on Otrøy and one bronzitite from the Bragança
massif in Portugal, were chosen from the collection for velocity measurements and will be described
here as well.

3.3.1 Mineralogy
The mineral content (table 3.1) for the eight dunitic samples from Almklovdalen and from the Lefftal
mine includes olivine and minor, varying amounts of orthopyroxenes (opx), clinopyroxenes (cpx),
chlorite, mica and spinel. The modal content was only determined by optical microscopy, but most
likely the mineral chemistry can be compared with those measured by Kostenko et al. (2002). They
report for olivine a forsterite component (Fo = 92-95 mol %), for the opx 92.6 -94 wt % enstatite. The
spinel is chromite [ Mg/(Mg + Fe)] = 0.1 – 0.3, Cr/(Cr + Al) = 0.8-0.9). The chlorite has the
composition [ Mg/(Mg + Fe) = 95 – 97, Cr2O3 = 1.0 - 4.6 mol %].
sample
RP 324
RP 326
RP 350
RP 351
RP 354
RP 356A*
RP 356B
RP 359
DS 0346*
RP 342

rock type
dunite
harzburgite
dunite
dunite
dunite
harzburgite
dunite
chlorite dunite
garnet-pyroxenite
bronzetite

mineral content (Vol %)
95% ol, 4% chl, 1% others
92% ol, 5% opx, 3% chl, traces srp < 1%
97% ol, 2% chl, 1% opx
97% ol, 2% chl, 1% opx
97% ol, 2% chl, 1% spi
78% ol, 17% en, 4 % cpx, 1% spl
95% ol, 4 % opx, 1% spi
85% ol, 10% chl, 4% opx, 1% spl
57% cpx, 23% en, 20% gart
95% opx, 5% cpx

locality
Almklovdalen, Grubse
Almklovdalen, Gusdal
Almklovdalen, Gusdal
Almklovdalen, Gusdal
Almklovdalen, Skjelhammaren
Lefftal mine
Lefftal mine
Lefftal mine
Otrøy, Ugelvik peridotite
Bragança massif, Portugal

Table 3.1: Rock type, mineral content and locality of the measured rocks. (* Vol.% measured by EBSD, the others are
estimated by using the optical microscope)
(Sample DS 0346 was kindly provided by D. Spengler, Univ. Utrecht)

Except for olivine and some chlorite, sample RP324 (Fig. 3.12a) contains only small amounts of other
minerals. All minerals are fresh without any secondary alteration products. However, the olivine
crystals in this sample are comparatively strong fractured, with the cracks being all aligned
perpendicular to the foliation plane (Fig. 3.13a). Also along these numerous cracks no alteration
products were observed.
Sample RP326 (Fig. 3.12b) shows some alteration, especially the orthopyroxenes are corroded. Most
of the opx in the thin sections was damaged from polishing and now contains a lot of holes (Fig.
3.13c). The orthopyroxenes were so fragile that, when subjected to the special polishing and lapping
procedure required for EBSD, most of them broke away from the specimen. Hence they could not be
detected in the SEM. In this sample also some serpentinisation along fractures occurs (Fig. 1.13d).
Sample RP350 (Fig. 3.12c) and sample RP351 (Fig. 3.12d) are very similar concerning the mineral
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content. Both contain mainly olivine, small amounts (2%) of chlorite while the other phases opx, cpx
and spinel are altogether only about one percent. They are also quite fresh, without secondary
alteration products (Fig.3.13.e,f).
Sample RP356 originated from one hand specimen, but due to distinct differences in the mineralogy
within the sample, it was cut in two pieces and treated as individual samples RP356A (Fig. 3.12e) and
RP356B (Fig. 3.12f). While sample RP356B consists mainly of olivine and only traces of chlorite and
pyroxenes, sample RP356A contains up to 11% enstatite, 4% cpx and also some spinel. Hence, this
sample a is harzburgite. The higher content of enstatite is even visible in the thin section photo (Fig.
3.12e), where many grains show the grey interference colours typical for the opx, while Fig. 3.12f
shows a more colourful thin section. Fig. 3.13g depicts an intergrown aggregate of tabular enstatite
crystals in sample RP356A.
Sample RP354 (Fig. 3.12g) again consists mainly of very fresh olivine, except for some fractures
without a preferred orientation (Fig. 3.13i). Sample RP359 (Fig. 3.12h) is a chlorite-dunite, it contains
the highest chlorite content of all investigated samples.
The pyroxenite DS0346 (Fig. 3.12j) consists to 60% of cpx and about equal amounts of opx and
garnet. In the thin section-microphotograph, the garnet appears black, due to the crossed polarisators,
the opx shows the typical grey interference colours and the colourful crystals are mainly cpx.
Sample RP342 (Fig. 3.12i) from Portugal is an almost monomineralic rock. About 95% of the grains
are bronzite crystals, easy to recognize even without microscope on the hand specimen by its brownish
colour and the submetallic lustre. In the thin section they show grey interference colours, while the
colourful rest, about 5%, are cpx grains.

Fig. 3.12: Microphotographs with crossed polarizers of some typical samples. Lineation and trace of foliation are parallel to
the long edge of the images (x-z-sections). (a) Sample RP324 provides a strong shape preferred orientation of strongly
elongated olivine crystals. Most grains have fractures normal to the x-direction. (b) Sample RP326 is coarser grained than
RP324 and shows no clear shape preferred orientation. Also the fractures in the olivine grains are arbitrary. (c & d) Sample
RP350 and sample RP351 consist both almost entirely of olivine with irregular, lobate grain boundaries.
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Fig. 3.12: Microphotographs with crossed polarizers of some typical samples. Lineation and trace of foliation are parallel to
the long edge of the images (x-z-sections). (e & f) Samples RP356A and RP356B were cut from one hand specimen, due to
differences in the mineralogy. Sample RP356A (e) is of harzburgitic composition, there are enstatite rich layers, containing
fine grained enstatite with grey interference colours. RP356B (f) has a dunitic composition and a bimodal grain size
distribution with the olivine crystals in the matrix displaying a foam texture. The large olivine grains (ol1) show ondulatory
extinction and subgrain boundaries. (g) Sample RP354 also shows a bimodal grain size distribution. The matrix grains are not
as fine grained as in sample RP356B and they have irregular grain boundaries. (h) The major characteristic of sample RP359
is the high content of chlorite, which is aligned parallel to foliation. (i) The large grey crystals in sample RP342A are
bronzites, the small recrystallised grains are either bronzite (grey) or cpx (coloured). (j) Sample DS0346, elongated, aligned
garnets occur in a matrix of cpx and enstatite.
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Fig. 3.13: Microphotographs with crossed polarizers of details from typical samples. Lineation and trace of foliation are
parallel to the long edge of the images (x-z-sections). (a) The aspect ratio of the olivine crystals in Sample RP324 is up to 1:
5, the grain boundaries are remarkably straight. Notable are also the parallel aligned fractures perpendicular to the foliation.
(b) Shows one of the fluid inclusion trails in sample RP 324. According to Kostenko et al. (2002) the inclusions are
responsible for the grey colour of the olivine. (c) One of the alterated orthopyroxenes of sample RP326, where parts have
broken away (black holes) during the polishing process. (d) Serpentinisation along fractures in olivine from sample RP326.
(e) Sample RP350 with the fresh olivine even along fractures is more representative for the inner part of the Almklovdalen
peridotite, than the previous picture. (f) Example of the irregular grain boundary between two olivine grains from sample
RP351. (g) Intergrown nematoblastic enstatite crystals in sample RP356A. (h) Foam microstructure with straight grain
boundaries with 120° angles at triple junctions, typical for the recrystallised matrix olivine of sample RP356B. (i) Coremantle structure with a large eye-shaped olivine grain surrounded by fine grained olivine crystals. (e) Chlorite flakes aligned
parallel to the foliation plane in sample RP359. The olivine grains in this sample usually have straight grain boundaries and
are of comparatively small grain size. (k) The small recrystallized cpx grains are easy to recognize between the also fresh
recrystallized small opx grains. The large bronzite grains exhibit undulary extinction, deformation kinks and needle shaped
cpx inclusions aligned in trails. (l) Elongated garnet crystal surrounded by fine grained opx (grey interference colours) and
few cpx crystals.

3.3.2 Microstructures
Grain size and grain size distribution
The grain size was analysed on the basis of the orientation maps derived from the EBSD
measurements (Fig. 3.19 - 3.22). Since the maps allow to distinguish between single grains, they give
a good first impression on grain sizes and grain size distributions. A quantitative 2-D analysis was
performed by using a function of the OIM program, allowing to plot the grain size in diameters against
the area fraction (Fig. 3.14). The used dataset was filtered with CI 0.1, no further cleaning processes
were performed.
Concerning grain size and grain size distribution three main groups in the olivine bearing samples can
be distinguished:
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Few sample display an almost uniform grain size distribution. The second group displays more
homogeneous grain size distribution with a gradual variation in grain size, while the third group
indicates a bimodal grain size distribution.
Sample RP324 has a quite uniform grain size distribution, which varies over less than one order of
magnitude from 200 µm to about 800 µm, with a clear peak at 400 µm. Also Fig. 3.12a shows that no
larger grains occur. The grain boundaries are straight (Fig. 3.13.a), but there is no obvious reason for
the regular shape of the olivine grains visible. In sample RP359 the grain growth of the olivine was
probably hindered by the chlorite. This could explain the straight grain boundaries of the olivine in
this sample and also the comparatively small grain size. It also shows a clear peak in the histogram.
Samples RP326, RP350 and RP351 belong to the second group. Other than in the histograms in Fig.
3.14, the homogenous grain size distribution is also visible in the microphotographs in Fig. 3.12b-d.
The histograms of all three samples show a less prominent and wider peak (Fig. 3.14) than sample
RP324, and they contain some grains up to 3 - 4 mm grain size. The grain size histogram of sample
RP326 may be affected by a larger error than the others, since the quality of the corresponding
orientation map is somewhat poorer, but still it looks quite reasonable. The grain boundaries in these
three samples are all irregular and tightly interlocked with each other (Fig. 3.13f).
Samples RP354, RP356A and RP356B show a bimodal grain size distribution. In the histogramms this
is best visible for sample RP356B which shows two peaks. But also the histogram of RP 453 shows
that grains of several mm-size occur. In the thin sections both samples also show a clear division
between large olivine crystals and a fine grained matrix. The large grains range between 2 - 4 mm and
show deformation structures that cause undulatory extinction, deformation lamellae (Fig.3 .12f) and
sub grain boundaries. The matrix grains range between 100 µm to 200 µm in sample RP 356B and
around 400 µm in sample RP 354. They have a fresh appearance and do not display deformation
structures. In sample RP356B the matrix displays a foam texture with straight grain boundaries, and
120° angles at the triple junctions (Fig. 3.13h). The large olivine crystals can be interpreted as the old,
first generation olivine ol1, while the matrix contains the newly recrystalized olivine of a second
generation ol2.
An interpretation of the olivine grain size distribution in sample RP 356A is more difficult, since grain
growth was also influenced by the other mineral phases. The histogram of this sample does not show a
second peak, but the thin section also has a bimodal grain size distribution. However, the grey
interference colours of some of the large grains in the thin section indicates that some grains might be
enstatite (Fig. 3.12e). Fig. 3.13g shows that enstatite also may occur in aggregates where small, tabular
enstatite is intergrown.
The pyroxenite RP342A displays a core and mantle structure, 2-3 mm large equigranular bronzite
crystals are separated by narrow zones of small bronzite and cpx grains (Fig. 3.12i). Fig. 3.13h shows
more details: the large bronzite grains display undulatory extinction, deformation kinks, cleavage and
cpx exsolution lamellae parallel to the cleavage.
In the garnet-pyroxenite DS0346, garnet crystals are about 0.5 mm large, diopside grains are smaller
and enstatite makes up a very fine grained matrix (Fig. 3.13l).
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Fig. 3.14: Grain size distribution based on the automatic analysis of the EBSD generated data sets. As a measure of the grain
size, the average diameter of an equivalent circular area was chosen and plotted against the area fraction. All grain size
distribution histograms refer to olivine, except for sample RP342A and sample DS0346. The former gives the grain size
distribution of opx, whereas the latter shows the grain size distribution of cpx.

Foliation and lineation
The foliation and lineation of all samples was carefully determined, since they give the frame
for the anisotropy measurements.
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All peridotite samples have a more or less distinctive foliation. This foliation is visible on the hand
specimen as well as in the thin sections and in the orientation maps. The foliation is defined by an
orientation of slightly flattened olivine grains and by the alignment of chlorite flakes. Tiny spinel
grains also align parallel to the foliation plane. They originated probably from some larger pieces and
were torn apart.
Additional to this foliation, sample RP359 and RP356A also indicate a compositional layering.
Sample RP356A shows alternating layers with a lower and higher pyroxene content. Sample RP359
contains about 0.5 – 1 mm thin layers of chlorite additionally to the chlorite dispersed in the matrix.
Chlorite is also responsible for the stronger elongation of the olivine grains. It is acting as an obstacle
for grain growth particularly into the z-direction, due to the preferred alignment parallel to the
foliation plane (Fig. 3.13j).
The samples also show a lineation, which was less clear visible in the hand specimen. Usually only
few single olivine grains show a preferred elongation direction which allowed the determination of the
lineation. But an additional set of thin sections, cut in x-y direction, permitted to control the
orientation of the lineation. In these thin sections the lineation was usually very obvious.
The bronzitite RP342A looks isotropic on the hand specimen, and also the thin section did not reveal
any preferred orientation of the minerals. Anyway, most of the bronzite crystals were round shaped
(Fig. 3.12i).
On the other hand, the garnet-pyroxenite sample DS0346 has a very strong foliation. Compositional
layering and elongated garnet crystals define the foliation (Fig. 3.12j). Also for this sample, the
determination of the lineation was double-checked by a set of three thin sections cut perpendicular to
each other.

Fluid inclusions and exsolution lamellae
In the olivine of the dunites and the harzburgite sample, fluid inclusions are abundant. Usually they
occur as fluid trails or clusters along planar structures (Fig 3.13b). The inclusions have an elongated
shape and are about 1-3 µm long. Within one trail or cluster of inclusions, the long axes are always
aligned parallel to each other. Probably the trails or inclusion decorated planes mark the traces of
healed fractures.
The large bronzite crystals in
sample RP342A contain exsolution
lamellae of cpx, which are all
oriented parallel to the bronzite
cleavage (Fig. 3.15). The small opx
and cpx grains are free of
inclusions, they do not display any
cleavage and have straight grain
boundaries. Hence they should be
younger than the large bronzite
grains.

Fig. 3.15: BSE image of sample RP342A. The left and right side of the picture
show parts of the large bronzite crystals, with clear developed cleavage and
exsolution lamellae. In the centre are some of the small opx crystals. They are
fresh, without cleavage and inclusions and display more straight grain
boundaries than the large grains.
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Grain boundary microstructures investigated by SEM secondary electron imaging
Because grain boundaries are relevant interfaces, expected to influence the propagation of seismic
waves, supplementary to the optical microscopy, grain boundary microstructures were investigated
using secondary electron imaging of broken surfaces of the olivine bearing samples. According to
Hippertt (1994a, 1994b), Mancktelow et al. (1998) and Mancktelow & Pennacchioni (2004) the
secondary electron imaging of broken surfaces with the SEM is a useful tool for the investigation of
grain boundary microstructures.
The thin slabs prepared of all eight olivine bearing samples were broken along grain boundaries. Most
samples display hypidiomorphic grain shapes. The most striking feature is, that in every sample almost
every grain seems to be surrounded by a thin cover. Edges, where this cover is broken apart, reveal
that this layer is typically only about 1-3 µm thick (Fig. 3.16a,c,d). In sample RP351, this layer is
more irregular, with some steps or kinks.
Further a channel-like morphology of the grain boundaries in sample RP326 (Fig. 3.16b) was
observed. Many grain boundaries are decorated with up to 5 µm large pits showing a negative crystal
shape or a triangular shape (Fig. 3.16e,f). These pits are often arranged in well-defined arrays (Fig.
3.16f), but unfortunately it was not obvious, whether the pits occur in the olivine crystal surface or in
the coating layer.
Of what material the layers consist could not be determined by the SEM investigations and since the
EDX analysis can not distinguish between olivine and serpentine at the required precision and spatial
resolution. A serpentine coating is one interpretation, as it was drawn by Kostenko et al. (2002), who
also observed these microstructures along the grain boundaries. Other possibilities and possible
conclusion from these microstructures will be discussed in chapter 7.
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Fig. 3.16: SEM secondary electron images of grain boundaries of olivine in the peridotite samples from Almklovdalen and
Lefftal mine. (a) This olivine grain was coated with an about 1 µm thin layer, which has broken away in the left part of the
image. (b) A channel like morphology is covering the grain boundaries of sample RP356A. (c) and (d) are also showing the
thin layers coating the olivine grains. In (d) the surface of the layer is irregular with steps or kinks. (e) This surface is
decorated with triangular pits, all showing the same geometry, but of different size and depth. (f) These triangular pits are
aligned in parallel arrays. Unfortunately it was not obvious, whether the pits occur in the olivine crystal surface or in the
coating layer.
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3.3.3 Chemical composition of the samples
Dunitic rocks
Table 3.2 gives the whole rock chemical analysis of the major elements for the dunitic rocks,
measured by XRF. The variations in the eight peridotite samples range from 47.3-50.4% MgO, 0.31.0% Al2O3 and 7.2-8.4% Fe2O3. The Cr2O3 content is quite homogenous, Na2O, K2O and P2O3
contents are either below the detection limit or only around 0.01%.
The higher chlorite content of sample RP359 is reflected in the higher aluminium content. Sample
RP359 contains about 1% Al2O3, while the pure dunites contains usually around 0.3-0.4%.
Additionally the magnesium content is lower in this sample. Also sample RP 356A shows some
deviations in the Fe2O3, MgO, Al2O3 and Cr2O3 content, compared with the other pure dunitic samples.
The fact that Na2O and the K2O content was almost always below the detection limit is in a good
agreement with the observation that no amphiboles could be detected in the measured samples,
although some occurrences of calcic amphiboles were reported from Almklovdalen. The chromium is
mainly bound in the chromite, but chlorite can also contain some Cr2O3.
Altogether, the petrochemistry reflects the small variations in mineral composition of this
comparatively homogenous sample collection.
RP324

RP326

RP350

RP351

RP354

RP356A

RP356B

RP359

SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
Cr2O3
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
NiO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
LOI

41.21
<d.l.
0.37
0.30
7.26
0.09
49.10
0.45
0.03
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.01
0.57

41.52
<d.l.
0.37
0.22
7.17
0.09
49.12
0.46
0.05
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.01
0.61

40.85
<d.l.
0.41
0.46
7.69
0.09
49.85
0.45
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.12
0.01
0.24

40.78
<d.l.
0.28
0.26
7.55
0.09
50.37
0.47
<d.l.
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.01
0.17

41.25
0.01
0.24
0.36
7.37
0.09
50.24
0.47
0.03
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.02
0.06

42.32
0.02
0.89
0.6
8.28
0.1
47.27
0.4
0.47
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.02
0.03

42.25
0
0.28
0.31
8.36
0.1
48.45
0.42
0.04
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.02
<d.l.

42.97
0.01
1.01
0.31
7.56
0.1
46.41
0.4
0.4
<d.l.
<d.l.
0.02
<d.l.

total

99.39

99.62

100.17

99.98

100.14

100.4

100.23

100.41

Table 3.2: Whole rock chemical analysis of the major oxides (wt%) of the peridotite samples from Almklovdalen
and Lefftal mine. LOI (loss on ignition) is a measure for the water content, d.l. means detection limit.

For comparison, table 3.3 gives the whole rock analysis of some selected samples from Oswald
(1997). The dunitic samples show a very similar composition. Additionally a few more serpentinised
samples are shown. Oswald (1997) was using the loss on ignition (LOI) content as a criterion for the
degree of serpentinisation. Dunite was defined to have less than 2% LOI, serpentine-dunite was
defined by 2-5% LOI, while every rock above 5% was called a serpentinite, although pure serpentines
have 12-15% LOI. The eight samples measured in this study, all have less than one percent water, but
the fact, that no water could be detected in sample RP359, which has relevant chlorite content, shows
that the results concerning the water content are not very reliable. The reason is probably that some of
the water got already lost, when the powder was grinded in the tungsten carbide mill.
Still, the low LOI values show that the samples, which were collected with the intention to be as fresh
as possible, thus to contain smallest possible amounts of serpentine, fulfil this requirement.
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Dunite

Blastogranular
dunite

Chlorite
banded
dunite

Chlorite
serpentine
dunite

Serpentine
dunite

Serpentinite

SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
Cr2O3
FeOtot
MnO
MgO
NiO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
LOI

40.9
0.30
0.34
6.49
0.09
51.00
0.32
0.14
0.02
0.01
0.46

41.50
0.34
0.32
6.58
0.09
50.0
0.32
0.07
0.02
0.00
0.48

42.90
0.46
0.35
6.58
0.09
48.40
0.32
0.17
0.02
0.01
0.55

40.8
1.28
0.37
6.58
0.09
44.80
0.30
0.85
0.12
0.12
4.01

40.90
0.35
0.34
6.31
0.08
46.50
0.3
0.39
0.02
0.01
3.46

36.60
0.40
0.30
5.59
0.07
43.20
0.31
0.08
0.01
0.01
12.27

total

100.7

99.72

99.85

99.32

99.57

98.81

Table 3.3: Whole rock chemical analysis of the major oxides (wt%) of selected samples
from the Almklovdalen massif (from Oswald 1997).

According to the chemical composition of the major oxides the modal composition was also calculated
for the olivine-bearing rock samples. The classification triangle (Fig. 3.17) for olivine, ortho- and
clinopyroxenes show that all of them plot either in the dunite or in the upper part of the harzburgite
field. This is in a very good agreement with the estimated mineral content (tab. 3.1), although in this
classification scheme all other phases like spinel or chlorite are ignored. This and sample
inhomogeneties might explain, why the chemical analysis give a somewhat lower olivine content for
some samples.

Fig. 3.17: The classification triangle of
olivine, ortho- and clinopyroxenes shows,
that all olivine-bearing samples plot either
in the field of dunite or in the upper part of
the harzburgite field. (8 samples, data from
Table 3.2).

Pyroxenites
Table 3.4 gives the whole rock chemical analysis of the major elements for the two pyroxenites
RP342A and DS0346.
The chemical composition of sample RP342, reflects the more of 95 % bronzite in this sample.
Bronzite belongs to enstatite-ferrosilite diadochic series, in which Mg and Fe2+ are mutually
replaceable between Mg100Fe02+ and Mg10Fe902+. Bronzite itself ranges En90Fs10 to En70Fs30. The partial
replacement of magnesium by iron explains the 9.2 % Fe2O3.
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The small amount of cpx is responsible for the 2 % CaO, since the formula for diopside is
[CaMgSi2O6]. The composition of the rock is very similar to the composition of a bronzitite from the
Stillwater and another from the Bushveld complex (table 3.5), measured by Birch (1961).
In sample DS0346 the amount of 12.7% CaO derive from diopside, which builds up 60% of the rock.
The garnet is responsible for the high aluminium content, but pyrope would not explain the 6.3% of
iron. Hence, it is possible, that the garnet has almandine composition. This would be in a good
agreement with an observation of Medaris (1980), who found garnet displaying great variations in
composition from cores to rims, with an increase in almandine and decrease in pyrope.
RP342

DS0346

Bronzitite

Bronzitite

Bronzitite

Garnet-Pyroxenite

Stillwater

Bushveld

SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
Cr2O3
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
NiO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
LOI

54.84
0.08
2.28
0.56
9.23
0.19
30.86
0.07
2.01
0.01
<d.l.
0.01
0.62

52.29
0.04
5.23
0.51
6.31
0.16
22.21
0.08
12.66
0.25
<d.l.
0.01
0.18

SiO2
TiO2
Al2O3
Cr2O3
Fe2O3
MnO
MgO
NiO
CaO
Na2O
K2O
P2O5
LOI

54.7
0.1
1.8
0.5
0.5
0.2
30.2
2.2
0.5

55.4
0.1
1.6
0.7
0.2
32.5
0.5
0.2
-

total

100.76

99.93

total

90.7

91.2

Table 3.4: Whole rock chemical analysis of
the major oxides (wt %) of the pyroxenite
samples RP342A and DS0346.

Table 3.5: Whole rock chemical
analysis of the major oxides (wt%) of
two bronzitite samples from Birch
(1961).
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CPO and orientation maps
3.3.4 Data representation
The texture analysis is based on the results of the EBSD measurements as described in chapter 2. The
data is presented in orientation maps and pole figure plots. Further the fabrics are characterised by the
J-index and an analysis of the eigenvalues.

Orientation maps
The orientation maps show the crystallographic orientation in each point of the measurement raster by
a defined colour. The colour key next to the map, allows to read these maps: Green colours display
grains with the [100] axis parallel to the lineation, blue colours indicate the [010] axis parallel to the
lineation and red colours the [001] axis.
Black points represent unreliable measurements with a confidence index below 0.1. Those areas may
belong to other mineral phases, than the actual measured ones, to grain boundaries or holes in the
polished surface.

Pole figure plots
The countered pole figure plots are the standard method to display textures. They show high and low
concentrations of a crystallographic axis and the general pattern compared to a uniform distribution.
For olivine and pyroxene, the [100], [010] and [001] pole figures are presented. For garnet the [100],
[111] and [110] pole figures are presented.

J-index
The strength of a fabric can be quantified by the J-index, a texture index (Bunge 1982), which is
defined as:
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J =

∫

f ( g ) 2 dϕ 1dφdϕ

2

sin φ / 8 π

2

.

f (g ) is the orientation distribution function at orientation g, and ϕ1 , φ , ϕ 2 are the Euler angles. The Jindex is 1 for a random fabric and infinite for a single crystal. Additional to the J-index as a
mathematic representation of the complete fabric, the J-indices of the single pole figure represent the
fabric strength of any particular crystallographic axis. Both, the J-index and the pole figure J-Index
(pfJ) are given together with the pole figure plots.

Analysis of pole figure eigenvalues
Except from the pure description of the fabric pattern of the pole figures, the tendencies of the
crystallographic axes to form point, girdle or random distributions, can be quantified in triangular
eigenvalue diagrams. The three eigenvalues E1, E2 and E3 are given by the Mainprice Program
PF2k.exe for each pole figure. It is always E1 + E2 + E3 = 0. The maximum eigenvector corresponds to
the mean orientation of the data and the relative magnitudes represent strength and symmetry of the
fabric (Vollmer 1990). For a point distribution, E1 is much larger than the other two eigenvalues. A
girdle distribution is characterised by E1 and E2 of similar value, and a random distribution is
represented by three eigenvalues of similar size. The three end members point P, girdle G and random
R are defined like this:

=
=
=

Point P
Girdle G
Random R

E1
[1
[1/2
[1/3

E2
0
1/2
1/3

E3
0]
0]
1/3]

They give rise to a complementary set of parameters defined as:
P
G
R

=
=
=

(E1-E2)
(E2-E3) *2
E3*3

These indexes range from 0 to 1 and are normalized by P + G + R = 1. They can be plotted in a
triangular diagram (Fig. 3.20) and in that way they are a further method to visualize the character and
strength of a fabric.

3.3.5 Orientation maps
For the orientation maps of Fig. 3.19 and 3.20 (samples RP324, RP326, RP350, RP351, RP354,
RP356b and RP359) only the orientation of olivine was measured.
The orientation maps of samples RP342 and RP326 were measured on x-y block samples, because the
measurements on the original x-z block samples were of a too low quality. These two maps were
measured with 100 µm step size instead of 50 µm, like the others. In fact, this step size is more than
sufficient for texture analysis, since each grain is counted at least once, but the finer step size chosen
for the other measurements reveals more detailed structures in the maps, like sub grains, grain
boundary structures, etc. Since these two samples are measured on x-y sections, the grain shapes in
these maps can not be compared with the other samples. This is the reason, why the strong grain shape
preferred orientation of sample RP324, revealed in the thin section (Fig 3.13a) can not be detected in
this orientation map.
The map of sample RP324 shows a clear domination of red colour, indicating the [001] axis parallel to
the lineation. Additional information is that the grain size distribution is quite homogenous and that no
larger areas of other mineral phases occur.
The quality of the map from sample RP326 is low, the reasons already described. Still it is
recognizable, that green and red colours are more abundant then other colours, indicating a certain
concentration of [100] and [010] parallel to the lineation.
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In samples RP350 and RP 351 both colours, red and green are clearly dominating. But the “red” and
“green” grains are not equally distributed. In both samples bands occur, dominated by one of both
colours (Fig. 3.19). In sample RP350 a band of red colours of approximately one mm width is
streaking parallel to the lineation. Above and below this band, green is dominating. In sample RP 351
again these zones are about 10 mm wide and parallel to the foliation. The areas dominated by one
colour, could represent the recrystallised remnants of previous larger grains, which kept a similar
orientation even after being stretched and recrystallised. But the sub grain structures and the irregular
grain boundaries in both samples show, that this was not the same recrystallisation generation as the
one indicated by the tiny grains with the foam microstructure in samples RP354 and RP356B.
The grain size distribution in sample RP354 is bimodal, with all larger grains and most matrix grains
showing red colours, indicating the [001] axis parallel to the lineation. Those grains with the large
amount of black points (for example in the left, lower corner) are probable not olivine, but pyroxenes.
Sample RP356B has also a bimodal grain size distribution, with all large grains and most matrix grains
displaying green colours, indicating the [100] axis parallel to the lineation. In the polar plot in Fig.
3.18 it is shown, that both, the olivine grains from the matrix and the large olivine grains have the
same orientation. Slight colour changes in the large crystals prove the existence of sub grains.
In sample RP359, black areas trace the chlorite. No colour is dominating clearly the map, hence the
texture, at least in the x-direction is weak, but red colours seem to be a little bit more abundant then
other colours.
The map of sample RP342A shows the orientation of the bronzite crystals. Most grains are red to
violet, so the [001] axis is parallel to the lineation. Between the large, equigranular grains occur black
zones. They represent the areas with the mixture of very fine grained, fresh recrystalized cpx and opx
showed in Fig. 3.20.
Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 3.22 on the first map show the orientation of all measured mineral phases in sample
RP356A and DS0346, respectively. Below, the orientation of each phase is shown separately. The
olivine map of sample RP356B shows slightly more green colours, but not as clear, as in sample
RP356A, which was originally one piece. The enstatite does not show one clear preferred colour, still
red is a little bit more abundant while the few cpx grains are all red, indicating a concentration of the
[001] axis of both pyroxenes parallel to the lineation.
The overview map of sample DS0346 shows three diagonal black lines in the lower right part of the
map. They trace cracks, which are filled with alteration products. The cpx, show quite a random colour
distribution on the map and are all of a similar grain size. The opx grains are larger and show
concentrations of either red or blue grains. The garnet does not show a preferred colour, hence does
not display a preferred orientation. But some of the elongated grains are in fact single grains and not
aggregates of different grains. These grains often display strong subgrain boundaries, indicating that
the garnet was plastically deformed.

Fig. 3.18: Crystallographic preferred
orientation for olivine measured by
EBSD of sample RP356B divided into
large grains (upper row) and matrix
grains (lower row).
Pole figure plots for the [100], [010]
and [001] axes are presented as lower
hemisphere projections.
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3.3.6 CPO`s of the dunitic and harzburgitic samples
Olivine CPO’s
The pole figures of the [100], [010] and the [001] axes of olivine in the studied samples are presented
in Fig. 3.24. The eight measured olivine fabrics show a variety of different patterns, which can by
described in three main groups:
The first group, in the following referred as type I fabric, is represented by sample RP356A and
RP356B. They display a point maximum of the [100]-axis in the foliation plane, sub-parallel to the
lineation. The [010]-axis is oriented preferentially perpendicular to the foliation plane and the [001]axis is parallel to the y-direction.
The second type (type II) is displayed by samples RP326, RP350 and RP351. This type displays a
point maximum only of the [010]-axis, again perpendicular to the foliation plane, while the [100] and
the [001] axes display girdles in the foliation plane.
A third fabric type (type III) is displayed by samples RP354 and RP359. Here the [100] and the [010]axes are aligned more perpendicular to the foliation plane, while the [001]-axis shows a point
maximum parallel to the lineation. In sample RP324 the [100]-axis does not concentrate in the zdirection, but builds a very weak girdle in the plane perpendicular to the foliation plane.
All three fabric types are summarised in Fig. 3.23, where the idealised patterns are shown.

Sample number:
RP356A
RP356B
RP351

RP326
RP350
RP354
RP359
RP324

Fig. 3.23: The three different fabric types occurring in the Almklovdalen and Lefftal
peridotite bodies. On the right side, the samples are listed, which display the fabric type
shown on the left side.
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Fig. 3.24: Crystallographic preferred orientations for olivine measured by EBSD. The pole figures of the [100], [010] and the
[001] axes are presented as lower hemisphere projections. Additionally the J-index of the whole fabric and of each pole
figure (pfJ) is given, as well as the three eigenvalues (E1, E2, E3). N refers to the number of data points used for pole figure
calculations. Contours are in multiples of uniform distribution.
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CPO’s of olivine, enstatite and cpx
The olivine fabric of the harzburgite RP356A, has been already presented together with the other
olivine CPO’s of the dunites. Fig. 3.25 shows the olivine CPO again, in direct comparison to the
CPO’s of the enstatite and cpx. The orientation of the [010]-axis are the same for both orthorhombic
minerals. But while the [001]-axis of the olivine has its maximum concentration in the y-direction, the
[001]-axis of the enstatite is parallel to the lineation. The pattern of the [100]-axis is very weak, but it
is possible to recognize a maximum in the y-direction. The pattern of the cpx might not be to reliable,
although more then 7000 points were measured, since these points derive only from a few grains as the
map in Fig. 3.21 shows.
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Fig. 3.25: Crystallographic preferred orientations for olivine, enstatite and cpx of sample RP356A measured by EBSD. The
pole figures of the [100], [010] and the [001]-axes are presented as lower hemisphere projections. Additionally the J-index of
the whole fabric and of each pole figure pfJ is given, as well as the three eigenvalues (E1, E2, E3). N refers to the number of
data points used for pole figure calculations.
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The triangular eigenvalue diagram (Fig. 3.26) shows that the [100]-axis always plots in the random
field. This is in a clear agreement with the J-index of the pole figures, which is low for all olivine
[100]-axis. The fabric strength of the [010]-axis is higher. All samples which plot lower in the
diagram, approaching the fields of point or girdle distribution. The [010]-axis of sample RP356B and
RP326 are on the boundary to a girdle distribution. Half of the eigenvalues of the [001]-axis plot in the
field with girdle distribution, half plot still in the random field, but all samples are close to the border.
Still even those samples which plot in the random field can not be considered completely random,
since the pole figures show some maxima and the three eigenvalues are not equal.

Fig. 3.26: Eigenvalues of the olivine [100],[010] and [001] pole figures for the dunites and harzburgites plotted in triangular
fabric diagrams (R = random distribution, G = girdle distribution, P = point maximum).

3.3.7 CPO`s of the pyroxenites
The fabric of the bronzetite RP342A is comparatively strong (Fig. 3.27). The J-index is 4.3 and also
the maximum density of the [100] and [001]-axis reach around 5 m.r.d. The maximum of the [100]axis is perpendicular on the foliation plane, the [010]-axis shows a weak maximum in the y-direction
and the [001]-axis is parallel to the lineation.
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Fig. 3.27: Crystallographic preferred orientations of opx in sample RP342A measured by EBSD. The pole figures of the
[100], [010] and the [001] axes are presented as lower hemisphere projections. Additionally the J-index of the whole fabric
and of each pole figure pfJ is given, as well as the three eigenvalues (E1, E2, E3). N refers to the number of data points used
for pole figure calculations

The cpx fabric of sample DS0346 (Fig. 3.28) is relatively weak, although the [100]-axis displays a
maximum parallel to the lineation, the [010]-axis in y-direction and the [001]-axis perpendicular to the
foliation plane. The enstatite on the other side, displays a stronger fabric. The [100] –axis has one well
defined maximum at 45° between the y- and the z-direction. In the same plane perpendicular to the
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foliation plane, but 90° rotated to the [100] maximum is the maximum of the [010]-axis. The [001]axis has its maximum parallel to the lineation.
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Fig. 3.28: Crystallographic preferred orientations for cpx, enstatite and garnet of sample DS0346 measured by EBSD.
Additionally to the pole figures, the J-index of the whole fabric and of each pole figure pfJ is given, as well as the three
eigenvalues (E1, E2, E3). N refers to the number of data points used for pole figure calculations.

3.4 Summary: Classification of the different samples
The first classification of the investigated samples is the rock type. One group are the dunites and the
harzburgite as samples dominated by the olivine fabric, the other group are the two pyroxenites. The
olivine-bearing samples can be further divided in groups after several criteria:
One important criterion for the classification is the olivine CPO. Although the samples derive from
one area – two similar peridotite bodies next to each other – they show three different fabric types,
which can be clearly distinguished from each other. These fabric types will preliminary called type I,
type II and type III and are listed with its characteristics and the sample numbers in Table 3.6.
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CPO
Type I
Type II
Type III

[100]
Point maximum in xdirection
║ lineation
Girdle in the foliation
plane
Point maximum in zdirection
┴ foliation plane

[010]
Point maximum in zdirection
┴ foliation plane
Point maximum in zdirection
┴ foliation plane
Point maximum in zdirection to girdle
┴ lineation

[001]
Point maximum in ydirection
┴ lineation
Girdle in the foliation
plane
Point maximum in xdirection
║ lineation

Sample
RP356A
RP356B
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP359
(RP324)

Table 3.6: Preliminary classification of the different olivine CPO types from the Almklovdalen and Lefftal peridotite.

The other criteria to group the samples is the occurrence of new recrystallised grains (Table 3.7). In
fact, all samples experienced probably more than one recrystallisation event, the last one, when they
equilibrated under chlorite-facies conditions. But only some samples show a bimodal grain size
distribution, with large strained grains and a matrix of small fresh olivine often with foam texture.
Sample RP359 is difficult to assign to one group, since the chlorite has a strong influence on the
fabric. But since not only olivine-chlorite contacts are straight, but also olivine-olivine grain
boundaries (Fig. 3.8e), it should belong to the second group.
Group A

Group B

Characteristics
homogenous grain size distribution
irregular grain boundaries
subgrain structures
bimodal grain size distribution
large strained old grains (undulatory extinction, subgrains)
fine-grained matrix, with recrystallised olivine and foam texture,
without deformation structure

Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP356A
RP356B
RP359

Table 3.7: Another possibility to group the peridotite samples from Almklovdalen and Lefftal.

Other properties, like the foliation or average grain shape, were either difficult to characterise or too
similar to classify different groups. Only the difference between a low chlorite content around 2-3%
and a higher one in the order of 10% could be a further criterion to distinguish the samples.
A cross-correlation between the two categories is shown in table 3.8. Obviously all samples which
display a type II olivine CPO belong to Group A, while all samples with type I or type III olivine CPO
belong to Group B, displaying recrystallisation. Only sample RP324 does not clearly fit in this
scheme.
Fabric
Type I

Group A

Type II

RP326
RP350
RP351
(RP324)

Type III

GroupB
RP356A
RP356B

RP354
RP359

Table 3.8: Cross-correlation between the different CPO types and the groups set up according to the other microstructures.
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This chapter shows calculated predictions for seismic properties. Velocity distributions based only on
the olivine fabric are distinguished from those taking also other mineral phases into account.
Additional the pressure and temperature derivatives of the olivine bearing rocks were calculated using
the elastic constants of olivine for elevated pressure and temperature conditions.

4 Fabric based model predictions of seismic velocities
The seismic properties of the investigated samples were calculated from the single crystal elastic
constants, the densities and the CPO of the occurring mineral phases. The elastic constants used for the
calculations are those of Webb (1989) for olivine, of Weidner et al. (1978) for enstatite, of
Siegesmund et al. (1989) for diopside and of Babuska et al. (1978) for pyrope. Since no elastic
constants for chlorite were published, the elastic constants of muscovite from Vaughan & Guggenheim
(1986) were used. This allows to take into account the strong anisotropy of phyllosilcates, where vp is
roughly twice as fast in the foliation plane than perpendicular to it.
The extrapolation of the elastic tensor of olivine to higher pressures, based on the data of Webb
(1989), allowed the calculation of the seismic properties of olivine aggregates at 1GPa. For
calculations at elevated temperatures, the elastic constants at 900 K of Anderson & Isaak (1995) were
used. The seismic properties of a single crystal for olivine, enstatite, diopside, pyrope and muscovite
respectively are given in Fig. 4.2, the elastic tensors used for all calculations are compiled in the
appendix.
All calculations were done with the “Careware” program of Mainprice (1990). The Voigt-Reuss-Hill
(VHR) averaging scheme was used. The velocity distribution of vp, vs1 and vs2, the birefringence Avs
and dvs and the polarisation plane of vs1 were plotted as lower hemisphere equal area projections. In
this projection, the foliation plane of the rock is perpendicular and represented by the horizontal line
(Fig. 4.1). The x-direction marks the lineation, the y-direction is perpendicular to it and the z-direction
is perpendicular to the foliation plane.

Lower hemisphere projection

z-direction

x-direction
y-direction

Vp Contours (km/s)
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.4
8.5
8.5

Foliation plane

Max.Velocity = 8.59
Anisotropy = 5.5 %

Min.Velocity = 8.13

Fig. 4.1: Example of vp velocity distribution. Orientation of the x, y- and z-direction on lower hemisphere equal area
projection. The horizontal line marks the foliation plane, the lineation is parallel to the x-directions. Directions of maximum
(solid square) and minimum (open circle) velocity are marked, the lowest counter line is dashed.
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Pyrope
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Fig. 4.2: The calculated seismic properties of single crystals of olivine, enstatite, diopside, pyrope and muscovite. The elastic
constants used for the calculations are those of Webb (1989) for olivine, of Weidner et al. (1978) for enstatite, of
Siegesmund et al. (1989) for diopside, of Babuska et al. (1978) for pyrope and of muscovite from Vaughan & Guggenheim
(1986). All velocities, the birefringence and the polarisation plane of vs1 are shown in lower hemisphere equal area
stereographic projections with respect to the crystallographic orientations of a, b and c and for a*, b* and c for monoclinic
minerals (marked always in the first projection). a* and b* are the directions normal to (100) and (010) planes, respectively
and are not perpendicular to each other. Directions of maximum (solid square) and minimum (open circle) velocity or
birefringence are marked, the lowest counter line is dashed.
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4.1 Model predictions based on one mineral phase
4.1.1 Model predictions based on the olivine fabric
For all eight dunite and harzburgite samples the seismic properties have been calculated on the basis of
the olivine fabric i.e. assuming 100% olivine composition. Fig. 4.4 displays the wide spectrum of
different velocity distributions of these eight samples.

P-wave velocities
Sample
vp max vp min Anisotropy
The p-wave velocities range from a minimum
[km/s]
[km/s]
vp
of 7.99 km/s to a maximum of 8.71 km/s. The
RP324
8.49
8.21
3.3%
anisotropy ranges from 2.4 to 8.2% (table 4.1).
RP326
8.58
8.04
6.5%
But the velocity distribution patterns and their
RP350
8.65
7.99
7.9%
relationship to the olivine fabric are more
RP351
8.56
8.16
4.8%
significant than the absolute velocity values.
RP354
8.58
8.26
3.8%
For samples RP326, RP350, RP351, RP356A RP356A*
8.53
8.14
4.7%
and RP356B the foliation plane is a plane of RP356B
8.71
8.02
8.2%
fast p-wave velocities, while the minimum of RP359
8.46
8.26
2.4%
vp is always perpendicular to the foliation
Table 4.1: The fastest and the slowest p-wave velocity for
plane. But also this group can be further the eight dunite and one harzburgite* samples and the
divided:
corresponding anisotropy.

For samples RP351 and RP356B, the maximum of vp is in the x-direction, parallel to the lineation. In
this direction the p-waves travel about 0.12 to 0.29 km/s faster than perpendicular to it in the ydirection. For the other three samples, the velocity differences in the foliation plane between the x- and
the y-direction are much smaller, only about 0.02 km/s. For these three samples the maximum p-wave
velocity is about 45° away from the lineation, roughly in the middle between the x- and the ydirection.
The velocity distributions of samples RP354 and RP359 reflect the completely different fabric type.
For them, the velocities are fastest perpendicular to the foliation plane, while they are slower in the
foliation plane. These two samples display also much lower anisotropies.
The p-wave velocity distribution of sample RP324 is not symmetric with respect to the foliation plane.
The maximum and minimum are both 45° away from the foliation plane and perpendicular to the
lineation.
The three groups with their different velocity distribution patterns are summarised in Fig. 4.3. The
figure shows the ideal velocity distribution, corrected for any asymmetries and small rotations, they do
not represent real rocks, but should only focus on the main differences. For type 1 vpx is larger than
vpy, which is lager than vpz. The type 2 is characterized by similar vpx and vpy and a smaller vpz. The
type 3 displays also a similar vpx and vpy but a larger vpz. Type 1 is representative for samples RP351
and RP356B. Type 2 is found in samples RP326, RP350 and RP356A. Samples RP354, RP359 and
probably also RP324 belong to Type 3.
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Fig. 4.3: Summary of the three different types of p-wave velocity distribution patterns predicted by the olivine fabric. Type 1
is representative for samples RP351, RP356A and RP356B. Type 2 is found in samples RP326, RP350. Samples RP354,
RP359 and probably also RP324 belong to Type 3.

S-wave velocities
The shear wave velocities range from 4.76 to 4.89 km/s for vs1 and from 4.67 to 4.86 km/s for vs2
(table 4.2) The values for the anisotropy of vs1 range from 0.9 to 4.3%, for vs2 from 1.1 to 3.7%. The
velocity distribution patterns can be summarised in the same groups as for vp before: For samples RP
326, RP350, RP351, RP356A and RP356B vs1 is fast parallel or sub parallel to the foliation plane.
Two maxima are usually in between the x- and the y-direction. Also the vs1 polarisation plane is
parallel or sub parallel to the foliation plane.
Concerning vs2 this group must be further divided. Vs2 is fast 45° above and below the x-direction and
a girdle of slow velocities follows the plane perpendicular to the foliation plane. For samples RP326
and RP350 the two maxima are rotated towards the y-direction, compared with the other three
samples. All five of these samples have the maximum of the birefringence in the foliation plane
usually close to the y-direction (RP356B) or in the middle between the y- and the x-direction. For the
other two samples RP354 and RP359 vs1 is slow in the foliation plane and perpendicular to the
foliation, and faster in a girdle 45° away from the foliation plane, but anisotropy is generally low for
these two samples. The polarisation plane is vertical on the foliation plane. Vs2 has two distinct
maxima about 60° away from the foliation plane. Sample RP324 again shows more complicated
velocity distribution patterns, which is also reflected in the projection of the polarisation plane for vs1.
Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP356A
RP356B
RP359

vs1 max
[km/s]
4.90
4.97
4.98
4.91
4.93
4.92
4.98
4.88

vs1 min
[km/s]
4.83
4.76
4.77
4.82
4.80
4.80
4.82
4.83

Anisotropy
vs1
1.4%
4.1%
4.3%
1.7%
2.7%
2.3%
3.3%
0.9%

vs2 max
[km/s]
4.84
4.80
4.81
4.84
4.86
4.81
4.85
4.85

vs2 min
[km/s]
4,75
4.74
4.71
4.74
4.73
4.75
4.67
4.77

Anisotropy
vs2
2.0%
1.4%
2.0%
2.0%
2.7%
1.1%
3.7%
1.8%

Table 4.2: The fastest and the slowest s-wave velocity for the eight dunite and harzburgite samples and the corresponding
anisotropy.
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RP356A olivine
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.4
8.5

Max.Velocity = 8.53
Anisotropy = 4.7 %

Min.Velocity = 8.14

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5

Max.Anisotropy =3.37

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.92
Anisotropy = 2.3 %

Min.Velocity = 4.80

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .02
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.81
Anisotropy = 1.1%

Min.Velocity = 4.75

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.1
.1
.1
.1

Max.Velocity =.16

Min.Velocity = .00

RP356B olivine

Max.Velocity = 8.71
Anisotropy = 8.2 %

Min.Velocity = 8.02

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

Max.Anisotropy = 5.52

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.98
Anisotropy = 3.3 %

Min.Velocity = 4.82

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.27
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.85
Anisotropy = 3.7 %

Min.Velocity = 4.67

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2
.2

Max.Velocity =.27

Type 1 vp distribution

Vp Contours (km/s)
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

Min.Velocity =.01

RP351 olivine
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.4
8.5
8.5

Max.Velocity = 8.56
Anisotropy = 4.8 %

Min.Velocity = 8.16

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Max.Anisotropy =3.50

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.91
Anisotropy = 1.7 %

Min.Velocity = 4.82

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.12
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.84
Anisotropy = 2.0 %

Min.Velocity = 4.74

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.1
.1
.1
.1

Max.Velocity =.17

Min.Velocity = .01
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RP326 olivine

Max.Velocity = 8.58
Anisotropy = 6.5 %

Min.Velocity = 8.04

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

Max.Anisotropy =4.45

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.97
Anisotropy = 4.1%

Min.Velocity = 4.76

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .02
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.80
Anisotropy = 1.4 %

Min.Velocity = 4.74

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2

Max.Velocity =.22

Min.Velocity = .00

RP350 olivine
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

Max.Velocity = 8.65
Anisotropy = 7.9 %

Min.Velocity = 7.99

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5

Max.Anisotropy =5.47

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.98
Anisotropy = 4.3 %

Min.Velocity = 4.77

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .08
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.81
Anisotropy = 2.0 %

Type 2 vp distribution

Vp Contours (km/s)
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.4
8.5
8.5

Min.Velocity = 4.71

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2
.2

Max.Velocity =.27

Min.Velocity =.00

RP354 olivine

Max.Velocity = 8.58
Anisotropy = 3.8%

Min.Velocity = 8.26

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Max.Anisotropy =3.96

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.93
Anisotropy = 2.7 %
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Min.Velocity = 4.80

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .23
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.86
Anisotropy = 2.7 %

Min.Velocity = 4.73

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

Max.Velocity =.19

Min.Velocity = .01

Type 3 vp distribution

Vp Contours (km/s)
8.4
8.4
8.5
8.5
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RP359 olivine

Max.Velocity = 8.46
Anisotropy = 2.4 %

Min.Velocity = 8.26

AVs Contours (%)
.4
.6
.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

Max.Anisotropy =2.03

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.88
Anisotropy = .9 %

Min.Velocity = 4.83

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.06
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.85
Anisotropy = 1.8 %

Min.Velocity = 4.77

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.0
.0
.0
.1
.1

Max.Velocity =.10

Min.Velocity =.00

RP324 olivine
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.3
8.4
8.4

Max.Velocity = 8.49
Anisotropy = 3.3 %

Min.Velocity = 8.21

AVs Contours (%)
.5
.8
1.0
1.3
1.5
1.8
2.0

Max.Anisotropy =2.48

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.90
Anisotropy = 1.4 %

Min.Velocity =4.83

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .08
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.84
Anisotropy = 2.0 %

Type 3 vp distribution

Vp Contours (km/s)
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.4
8.4
8.4

Min.Velocity = 4.75

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.1
.1

Max.Velocity = .12

Min.Velocity = .00

Fig. 4.4: Calculated seismic properties of the dunite and harzburgite samples, based on the CPO and the elastic constants of
Webb (1989).
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4.1.2 Model predictions based on the opx fabric
For sample RP342A the seismic velocities were calculated based on the opx fabric (Fig. 4.5). The cpx
was ignored, since no CPO was measured for the cpx which represents also a minor component of 5%.
The bronzitite RP342A has an anisotropy of 3.0%, the fastest velocity of 8.19 km/s, is perpendicular to
the foliation plane, while velocities are slow in the foliation plane. The minimum is 7.95 km/s and
occurs in the y-direction.
There are two maxima between the x- and the z-direction for vs1. Vs2 has one weak, wide maximum
reaching from the x-direction almost up to the z-direction. The polarisation plane of vs1 is sub parallel
to the foliation plane.
RP342A opx
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.1
8.1

Max.Velocity = 8.19
Anisotropy = 3.0 %

Min.Velocity = 7.95

AVs Contours (%)
.2
.4
.6
.8
1.0
1.2

Max.Anisotropy =1.57

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity =4.90
Anisotropy = 1.0 %

Min.Velocity = 4.85

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .00
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.87
Anisotropy = 1.2 %

Min.Velocity = 4.81

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

Max.Velocity =.08

Min.Velocity = .00

Fig. 4.5: Calculated seismic properties of the bronzitite sample RP342A, based on the CPO and the elastic constants for
enstatite of Weidner et al. (1978).

4.2 Model predictions based on more than one mineral phase
4.2.1 Model predictions based on olivine, pyroxenes and garnet
Sample RP356A contains more than neglectable amounts of pyroxenes (17% enstatite and 4% cpx),
hence the preferred orientations of enstatite and cpx were determined by EBSD and used for the
calculation of a polyphase aggregate, giving a better approach than a model prediction based only on
the olivine fabric. In sample DS0346 garnet and opx make up 40 % and 23 % of the rock respectivly,
the other 57 % are cpx, hence all three mineral phases are necessary to calculate the seismic properties
of this sample.
The whole rock seismic properties of sample RP356A (Fig. 4.6) do not show relevant changes
compared to velocity distribution patterns based only on the olivine fabric (Fig. 4.4). The vp anisotropy
decreased by about 0.9% from 4.7% to 3.8% and the velocities became a little bit slower. The changes
for the s-waves are even smaller and also the orientation of the polarisation plane did not change. The
reason for the weak influence of the other phases could be explained with the proportions of 17 and
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4% enstatite and cpx, respectively and with the weak anisotropy of 1.0% of the enstatite component
and 1.5% of the diopside component. Additionally, the 4% cpx has a similar velocity distribution like
the olivine component, the fast direction is parallel the x-axis.
For the pyroxenite sample DS0346 (Fig. 4.6), the velocity pattern is mainly influenced by the most
abundant mineral, the cpx. The pattern of the whole rock looks almost the same as the pattern only for
100% diopside. The reason is probably that both other components contribute no (garnet) or only a
weak (2% for enstatite) anisotropy. But the velocities of the polyphase aggregate are higher, they
range from 8.05 to 8.15 km/s, while the velocities only for the diopside component range from 7.68 to
7.86 km/s. This is mainly due to the 20% garnet, with its velocities about 9.12 to 9.13 km/s. For swaves the differences between the diopside fabric and the whole rock are very small, so they will be
not described in detail here.
RP356A with ol 79%, enst 17%, cpx 4%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4

Max.Velocity =8.42
Anisotropy = 3.8%

Min.Velocity =8.10

AVs Contours (%)
.5
.8
1.0
1.3
1.5
1.8
2.0
2.3
2.5

Max.Anisotropy =2.76

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.89
Anisotropy = 1.9 %

Min.Velocity = 4.80

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.08
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.80
Anisotropy = 1.0 %

Min.Velocity = 4.76

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.1
.1

Max.Velocity =.13

Min.Velocity = .00

DS0346 with cpx 57%, enst 23 %, grnt 20%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1
8.1

Max.Velocity = 8.15
Anisotropy = 1.2 %

Min.Velocity =8.05

AVs Contours (%)
.4
.6
.8

Max.Anisotropy =1.34

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.7
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.73
Anisotropy = .9 %

Min.Velocity =4.69

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.04
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.70
Anisotropy = .7 %

Min.Velocity = 4.67

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.0
.0

Max.Velocity =.06

Min.Velocity = .00

Fig. 4.6: Calculated seismic properties of the polyphase aggregates with olivine, enstatite and cpx for sample RP356A and
cpx, enstatite and garnet for sample DS0346.
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4.2.2 Model predictions based on olivine and varying contents of chlorite
Samples RP324, RP326, RP350, RP351, RP354 and RP359 contain varying amounts of chlorite,
which should be taken into account, when predicting the seismic properties of these rocks. Since the
crystal orientations of chlorite were not measured, no orientation distribution could be used for the
calculations. But from the thin sections it is obvious, that the chlorite laths representing the basal plane
(001) are always more or less parallel to the foliation. Therefore calculations were done with a single
crystal orientation, using the Euler angles: 90° 90° 0°.
A second approximation had to be done, by doing the calculation with the elastic constants of
muscovite, since no elastic constants are available for chlorite. But the substitution with muscovite in
the calculation allowed the simulation of the general seismic character of a phyllosilicate with a high
anisotropy, due to the fast velocities in the basal plane and the slow velocities perpendicular to it.

P-wave velocities
Compared to small amounts of Sample chlorite vp max vp min Anisotropy
content
[km/s]
[km/s]
pyroxenes
(compare
sample
RP324
4%
8.42
7.96
5.6%
RP356A) the influence of chlorite
RP326
3%
8.56
7.86
8.5%
on the p-wave velocity distribution
RP350
2%
8.62
7.87
9.1%
is much stronger. Depending on
RP351
2%
8.53
8.03
6.1%
the amount of chlorite the velocity
RP354
3%
8.26
8.17
2.3%
distribution
can
change RP359
11%
8.42
7.96
5.6%
tremendously. Samples RP326,
RP350 and RP351 (Fig. 4.7) show Table 4.3: The fastest and the slowest p-wave velocity and the
corresponding anisotropy based on the olivine fabric and the chlorite
still the same pattern of velocity content for the six chlorite bearing peridotite samples. For the chlorite a
distribution. The 2 or 3 % of foliation parallel orientation was supposed and the elastic constants of
chlorite lead to an increase in the muscovite were used.
anisotropy of about 1 to 2%,
because the fast velocity in the foliation plane was only reduced about 0.02 to 0.03 km/s, while the
slow direction perpendicular to the foliation plane was reduced about 0.1 to 0.2 km/s. Samples RP324,
RP354 and RP359 show different p-wave velocity distribution patterns, when the chlorite is taken into
account. In samples RP324 and RP359 the fast and the slow directions swapped. Now vp is fastest in
the foliation plane and slow perpendicular to it. Sample RP354 shows only an onset for such a swap of
the pattern. Because of only 3% chlorite, only the onset of the new pattern can be observed. The result
is one weak maximum perpendicular to the foliation plane and one very weak maximum parallel to the
lineation. For this sample the anisotropy decreased of about 1.5%.

S-wave velocities
For samples RP324, RP326, RP350 and RP351 the shear wave velocity distribution pattern of the
shear waves did not change much. Usually the maximum velocity stayed the same, while the
minimum velocity decreased about 0.1 km/s. Hence the anisotropy was increasing usually about 2 to
3%. Also for sample RP354 the shear wave velocity pattern did not change much, again only a slight
increase in the anisotropy occurred. For sample RP359, with the high chlorite content the pattern of vs1
changed. The minimum in x-direction vanished and velocities are slowest in the z-direction.
Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP359

chlorite
content
4%
3%
2%
2%
3%
11%

vs1 max
[km/s]
4.88
4.96
4.97
4.90
4.88
4.82

vs1 min
[km/s]
4.64
4.64
4.68
4.73
4.73
4.41

vs1
Anisotropy
4.9%
6.7%
5.8%
3.4%
3.1%
8.8%

vs2 max
[km/s]
4.78
4.75
4.77
4.80
4.75
4.68

vs2 min
[km/s]
4.60
4.61
4.63
4.66
4.66
4.38

vs2
Anisotropy
3.9%
3.2%
3.1%
3.0%
1.9%
6.7%

Table 4.4: The fastest and the slowest s-wave velocities and the corresponding anisotropy based on the olivine fabric and the
chlorite content for the six chlorite bearing peridotite samples. For the chlorite a foliation parallel orientation was supposed
and the elastic constants of muscovite were used.
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RP324 with ol 96%, chl 4%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.1
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4

Max.Velocity = 8.42
Anisotropy = 5.6 %

Min.Velocity = 7.96

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5

Max.Anisotropy = 5.44

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity =4.88
Anisotropy = 4.9 %

Min.Velocity = 4.64

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .09
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.6
4.6
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.78
Anisotropy = 3.9 %

Min.Velocity = 4.60

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2
.2

Max.Velocity = .26

Min.Velocity = .00

RP326 with ol 97%, chl 3%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.0
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.4

Max.Velocity = 8.56
Anisotropy = 8.5 %

Min.Velocity = 7.86

AVs Contours (%)
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0

Max.Anisotropy =7.10

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.96
Anisotropy = 6.7 %

Min.Velocity = 4.64

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .04
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.6
4.7
4.7
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.75
Anisotropy = 3.2 %

Min.Velocity = 4.61

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2
.2

Max.Velocity =.34

Min.Velocity =.00

RP350 with ol 98%, chl 2%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.0
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

Max.Velocity = 8.62
Anisotropy = 9.1 %

Min.Velocity = 7.87

AVs Contours (%)
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0

Max.Anisotropy = 6.98

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.9
4.9

Max.Velocity = 4.97
Anisotropy = 5.8 %

Min.Velocity = 4.68

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .08
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.77
Anisotropy = 3.1 %

Min.Velocity = 4.63

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2
.2

Max.Velocity = .34

Min.Velocity = .00
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RP351 with ol 98%, chl 2%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.1
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.4
8.4
8.5

Max.Velocity = 8.53
Anisotropy = 6.1 %

Min.Velocity = 8.03

AVs Contours (%)
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5

Max.Anisotropy =5.00

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity = 4.90
Anisotropy = 3.4 %

Min.Velocity = 4.73

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy = .02
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.80
Anisotropy = 3.0 %

Min.Velocity = 4.66

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2

Max.Velocity =.24

Min.Velocity = .00

RP354 with ol 97%, chl 3%
Vp Contours (km/s)
8.2
8.2
8.2
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3

Max.Velocity = 8.36
Anisotropy = 2.3 %

Min.Velocity = 8.17

AVs Contours (%)
.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

Max.Anisotropy =4.02

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Max.Velocity =4.88
Anisotropy = 3.1 %

Min.Velocity = 4.73

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.00
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7

Max.Velocity = 4.75
Anisotropy = 1.9%

Min.Velocity = 4.66

dVs Contours (km/s)
.0
.0
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

Max.Velocity =.19

Min.Velocity =.00

RP359 with ol 98%, chl 11%
Vp Contours (km/s)
7.8
7.8
7.9
8.0
8.1
8.2

Max.Velocity =8.30
Anisotropy = 7.8 %

Min.Velocity = 7.68

AVs Contours (%)
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

Max.Anisotropy = 9.55

Vs1 Contours (km/s)
4.5
4.5
4.6
4.6
4.7
4.8

Max.Velocity =4.82
Anisotropy = 8.8 %

Min.Velocity =4.41

Vs1 Polarisation Planes

Min.Anisotropy =.15
Vs2 Contours (km/s)
4.4
4.5
4.5
4.6

Max.Velocity = 4.68
Anisotropy = 6.7%

Min.Velocity = 4.38

dVs Contours (km/s)
.1
.2
.2
.3
.3
.4

Max.Velocity = .44

Min.Velocity = .01

Fig. 4.7: Calculated seismic properties of those dunites and harzburgites containing chlorite. Calculations were performed
estimating a foliation parallel to the orientation of the chlorite and by using the elastic constants of muscovite of Vaughan
& Guggenheim (1986) and by the volume fraction of chlorite.
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4.3 Predicted velocities and anisotropy for p-waves
The p-wave velocities given in table 4.1 and 4.3 are always the maximum and the minimum velocities,
independent of the orientation in which they occur. But because laboratory measurements were done
always in the three directions x, y and z, here the p-wave velocities in this three directions will be
given as well. Table 4.5 gives the velocities calculated on the basis of one mineral phase, (olivine or
enstatite) in the x, y and z-direction and the corresponding anisotropy. Table 4.6 gives the velocities
calculated for polyphase aggregates.
Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP356A
RP356B
RP359
RP342A*

vp x-core
[km/s]
8.417
8.526
8.556
8.518
8.302
8.478
8.698
8.364
8.048

vp y-core
[km/s]
8.428
8.505
8.547
8.394
8.278
8.461
8.409
8.307
7.96

vp z-core
[km/s]
8.285
8.066
8.009
8.189
8.574
8.17
8.053
8.423
8.191

vp mean
[km/s]
8.377
8.366
8.371
8.367
8.385
8.370
8.387
8.365
8.066

Anisotropy
1.7%
5.5%
6.5%
3.9%
3.5%
3.7%
7.7%
1.4%
2.9%

Table 4.5: The p-wave velocities calculated on the basis of one mineral phase (olivine or
enstatite*) in the x, y and z-direction and the corresponding anisotropy.

Sample
RP324*
RP326*
RP350*
RP351*
RP354*
RP359*
RP356A
DS0346

vp x-core
[km/s]
8.389
8.501
8.539
8.502
8.284
8.301
8.378
8.120

vp y-core
[km/s]
8.393
8.476
8.527
8.376
8.256
8.233
8.365
8.064

vp z-core
[km/s]
8.026
7.886
7.89
8.06
8.352
7.752
8.128
8.132

vp mean
[km/s]
8.269
8.288
8.319
8.313
8.297
8.095
8.290
8.105

Anisotropy
4.4%
7.4%
7.8%
5.3%
1.2%
6.8%
3.0%
0.8%

Table 4.6: The p-wave velocities calculated for polyphase aggregates in the x, y and zdirection and the corresponding anisotropy. For RP356A olivine, enstatite and cpx and for
DS0346 cpx, enstatite and garnet were taken into account. For the other samples* the
velocities were calculated for an olivine plus chlorite mixture. For the chlorite a foliation
parallel orientation was supposed and the elastic constants of muscovite were used.

Also for the determination of the anisotropy there are two different approaches: The anisotropies given
by the Mainprice program are based on the absolute maximum and minimum velocities and the mean
velocity based on these two values:

100%(v max absolut − v min absolut )
v meanabsolut
(v
+ v min absolut )
v meanabsolut = max absolut
2

Aabsolute =

The anisotropy derived from the laboratory measurements is calculated on the basis of the three
velocity values in x, y and z direction. Hence only the relative vmax and vmin can be used:
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100%(v max − v min )
v mean
(v x + v y + v z )
=
3

Arelative =

v mean

This relative anisotropy is calculated in the way Birch (1960) defined anisotropy. Therefore it is called
here ‘Birch’ anisotropy. Table 4.7 shows that this anisotropy, taking only these three directions into
account, is lower than the absolute one in the case that the extreme values are corresponding with the
three directions.
Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP359
RP356A
DS0346

Anisotropy
(absolute)
5.6%
8.5%
9.1%
6.1%
2.3%
7.8%
3.4%
1.2%

Anisotropy
(‘Birch’)
4.4%
7.4%
7.8%
5.3%
1.2%
6.8%
3.0%
0.8%

Table 4.7: Comparison of the absolute and the ‘Birch’ anisotropy.
The absolute anisotropy is calculated from vmin and vmax, while the
‘Birch’ anisotropy is calculated from vx, vy and vz.

4.4 Predicted velocities and anisotropy for s-waves
Analogue to the p-waves, the s-wave velocities given in table 4.4 are the maximum and minimum
velocities. Tables 4.8 till 4.11 show the s-wave velocities in the three directions x, y and z.
Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP356A
RP356B
RP359
RP342A*

vs1 x-core
[km/s]
4.850
4.946
4.949
4.880
4.809
4.899
4.928
4.856
4.870

vs1 y-core
[km/s]
4.829
4.945
4.952
4.873
4.874
4.903
4.929
4.833
4.871

vs1 z-core
[km/s]
4.831
4.776
4.772
4.825
4.881
4.807
4.833
4.836
4.864

vs1 mean
[km/s]
4.837
4.889
4.891
4.859
4.855
4.870
4.897
4.842
4.868

Anisotropy
‘Birch’
0.4%
3.5%
3.7%
1.1%
1.5%
2.0%
2.0%
0.5%
0.1%

Table 4.8: vs1 calculated on the basis of one mineral phase, (olivine or enstatite*) in the x, y and
z-direction and the corresponding anisotropy.

Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP356A
RP356B
RP359
RP342A*

vs2 x-core
[km/s]
4.750
4.753
4.743
4.780
4.726
4.794
4.825
4.767
4.864

vs2 y-core
[km/s]
4.768
4.75
4.737
4.779
4.733
4.765
4.678
4.786
4.826

vs2 z-core
[km/s]
4.825
4.739
4.72
4.752
4.79
4.766
4.686
4.825
4.828

vs2 mean
[km/s]
4.781
4.747
4.733
4.770
4.750
4.775
4.730
4.793
4.839

Anisotropy
‘Birch’
1.6%
0.3%
0.5%
0.6%
1.3%
0.6%
3.1%
1.2%
0.8%

Table 4.9: vs2 calculated on the basis of one mineral phase, (olivine or enstatite*) in the x, y and
z-direction and the corresponding anisotropy.
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Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP359
RP356A*
DS0346*

vs1 x-core
[km/s]
4.840
4.946
4.947
4.875
4.748
4.818
4.879
4.723

vs1 y-core
[km/s]
4.834
4.946
4.949
4.872
4.742
4.816
4.883
4.725

vs1 z-core
[km/s]
4.646
4.650
4.684
4.734
4.734
4.433
4.800
4.693

vs1 mean
[km/s]
4.773
4.847
4.860
4.827
4.741
4.689
4.854
4.714

Anisotropy
‘Birch’
4.1%
6.1%
5.5%
2.9%
0.3%
8.2%
1.7%
0.7%

Table 4.10: vs1 calculated for polyphase aggregates in the x, y and z-direction and the corresponding
anisotropy.

Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP359
RP356A*
DS0346*

vs2 x-core
[km/s]
4.600
4.630
4.661
4.700
4.666
4.412
4.789
4.687

vs2 y-core
[km/s]
4.639
4.613
4.647
4.686
4.725
4.377
4.768
4.671

vs2 z-core
[km/s]
4.608
4.606
4.632
4.663
4.665
4.379
4.766
4.667

vs2 mean
[km/s]
4.616
4.616
4.647
4.683
4.685
4.389
4.774
4.675

Anisotropy
‘Birch’
0.8%
0.5%
0.6%
0.8%
1.3%
0.8%
0.5%
0.4%

Table 4.11: vs2 calculated for polyphase aggregates in the x, y and z-direction and the corresponding
anisotropy.

4.5 Predicted pressure and temperature derivatives for p-waves
The pressure and temperature derivatives for p-waves were derived from calculated velocities of vp at
elevated pressure and temperature. For this purpose, the elastic tensor of olivine was interpolated for
pressure conditions of 1 GPa, based on the data of Webb (1989). This allowed the calculation of the
seismic properties of the olivine aggregates representative for the samples at 1 GPa. For the
calculations at elevated temperatures, the elastic constants at 900 K of Anderson & Isaak (1995) were
used. The change of the density of olivine with varying pressure and temperature was also taken into
account (see appendix).
As a first approximation, the vp data
point at 1 GPa, the one at 900 K and
the vp data point at ambient
conditions define a plane in the P-Tvelocity space (Fig. 4.8), giving the
theoretical behaviour of the olivine
aggregate towards high pressure and
temperature. The gradients of this
plane parallel to the P- and the Taxis gives the pressure and
temperature derivative, respectively.
The derivatives were calculated for
the three directions in x, y and z, in
order to allow the direct comparison
with the measured data. The values
of the vp velocities in the x, y- and zdirection
were taken directly from
Fig. 4.8: Plot of the calculated p-wave velocity at ambient conditions, 1 GPa
the
data
file, processed with the
and 900K in the P-T-vp space. The fitted plane gives the theoretical
velocities in this P-T range and the gradient parallel to the P- and the T-axis Mainprice program ANIS2k.
gives the pressure and temperature derivative, respectively.
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Table 4.12 gives the calculated p-wave velocities for the three cores of all dunites and harzburgites at
ambient conditions, 1 GPa and 900 K. The mean velocity at ambient conditions is 8.38 km/s. At 1 GPa
it is 8.46 km/s and at 900 K it is 8.14 km/s.
Additionally the pressure and temperature derivatives are presented: The pressure derivatives values
range from 6.10*10-5 till 6.7*10-5, the mean is 6.4*10-5. The temperature derivatives range from 2.9*10-4 till -5.9*10-4, the mean is -4.3*10-4 (Table 4.12).
The pressure and temperature derivatives could only be calculated for olivine aggregates, not for
whole rock compositions, since no elastic constants data for the other minerals were available for
elevated pressure and temperature. Hence, the results are only an approximation, because neither other
phases, nor effects are occurring at the grain contacts when P-T-conditions are changing.

core
RP324x
RP324y
RP324z
RP326x
RP326y
RP326z
RP 350x
RP 350y
RP 350z
RP 351x
RP 351y
RP 351z
RP 354x
RP 354y
RP 354z
RP 356Ax
RP 356Ay
RP 356Az
RP 356Bx
RP 356By
RP 356Bz
RP 359x
RP 359y
RP 359z

vp at ambient
conditions

vp at 1GPa
km/s

vp at 900K
km/s

8.417
8.428
8.285
8.526
8.505
8.066
8.556
8.547
8.009
8.518
8.394
8.189
8.302
8.278
8.574
8.478
8.461
8.170
8.698
8.409
8.053
8.364
8.307
8.423

8.479
8.494
8.350
8.589
8.570
8.130
8.619
8.611
8.072
8.582
8.460
8.254
8.365
8.345
8.639
8.544
8.526
8.237
8.763
8.472
8.118
8.428
8.373
8.489

8.160
8.220
7.946
8.229
8.208
7.768
8.309
8.305
7.708
8.300
8.118
7.856
8.075
8.064
8.290
8.241
8.171
7.879
8.441
8.184
7.760
8.098
8.087
8.126

∆vp/∆P
[km/s/MPa]
6.20E-05
6.60E-05
6.50E-05
6.30E-05
6.50E-05
6.39E-05
6.30E-05
6.40E-05
6.30E-05
6.40E-05
6.60E-05
6.50E-05
6.30E-05
6.70E-05
6.50E-05
6.60E-05
6.50E-05
6.70E-05
6.49E-05
6.30E-05
6.50E-05
6.40E-05
6.60E-05
6.61E-05

∆vp/∆T
[km/s/K]
-4.23E-04
-3.43E-04
-5.58E-04
-4.89E-04
-4.89E-04
-4.91E-04
-4.07E-04
-3.99E-04
-4.96E-04
-3.59E-04
-4.55E-04
-5.49E-04
-3.74E-04
-3.53E-04
-4.68E-04
-3.90E-04
-4.78E-04
-4.79E-04
-4.23E-04
-3.71E-04
-4.83E-04
-4.38E-04
-3.62E-04
-4.89E-04

Table. 4.12: Calculated p-wave velocities at ambient conditions, 1 GPa and 900 K for the x, y and z-direction directly taken
from the data file, processed with the Mainprice program ANIS2k (VHR average). From this the pressure and temperature
derivatives were calculated. For pressure derivatives, values range from 6.10*10-5 till 6.7*10-5. The temperature derivatives
range from -2.9*10-4 till -5.9*10-4.
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In this chapter the method of ultrasound velocity measurements at varying P-T conditions will be
described. After a short overview on the sample preparation, the pulse transmission technique will be
explained. Then the measurement set-up in the high-pressure, high-temperature apparatus will be
described, including the different transducer set-ups for vp and vs measurements. Also the development
of a new measuring procedure bringing satisfying results and the problems of data processing will be
introduced.

5 Experimental method of ultrasound velocity
measurements at high pressure and high temperature
conditions
5.1 Sample preparation
Velocity and density measurements were carried out on three mutually perpendicular cores per
sample. The x-core was cut parallel to lineation, the y-core in the foliation plane perpendicular to the
lineation and the z-core perpendicular to the foliation plane. The rock cylinders were obtained by
diamond drill bit coring with a PRO Mac 378C drilling machine. The ends of the cores were cut flat
and grinded with a diamond wheel on the lathe, in order to obtain cylinder faces perpendicular to the
cylinder axis with parallel surfaces within ± 0.01mm. Afterwards they were polished to improve the
coupling with the transducers. The cylinder walls were also polished, so they could easier be inserted
in the jacket. The dimensions of the cylinders were 15 mm, 22 mm or 25.4 mm in diameter and
between 30 to 40 mm in length.
Rock densities were routinely determined by weighting the oven-dry samples with a Mettler PJ 360
Delta Range balance and by measuring the volume with a gas pycnometer. The micromeritics
AccuPyc 1330 determines the volume by measuring the pressure change of helium in a calibrated
volume. Before a volume measurement was carried out, the cell and the sample were purged with
helium five times, to eliminate air and moisture. Seven measurement runs were performed and the
mean value, including the standard deviation were automatically calculated and displayed.
In order to determine the porosity P, the volume of the cylinders were additionally determined by
measuring the diameter D and the length l of the rock cylinders and calculated by:
2

Vcyl

D
= π  l.
2

Together with the volume measured with the pycnometer, the porosity can be determined by:
P=

Vcyl − V pyc
Vcyl

⋅ 100% .
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5.2 Pulse transmission technique
The measurements were done with the pulse transmission method, a widely used method described in
detail by Birch (1960). The seismic velocity (either vp or vs) is measured by the determination of the
travel time t of a seismic pulse through the sample and of the length of the sample l sample :

vp =

l sample

t

An electric pulse is generated by a trigger controlled PC-plug-in thoneburst card where intensity,
duration, frequency and repetition rate could be varied using Matec software. This electric pulse is the
input signal and is shown in Fig. 5.1. left side. It has the frequency of 1 MHz, and a duration (width)
of 2 µs. The amplitude of the input signal is about ±200 V. This signal is send with a repetition rate of
3000/s to a piezoelectric transducer, which converts the electrical pulse into an elastic ultrasound
wave. From the transducer it is send through the specimen (Fig. 5.2) where it is converted back into an
electric signal on the other side by a second transducer. Both transducers are identical and can be used
both as sensor and receiver.
The out coming signal (Fig 5.1 right side) is an electrical waveform with about 1 MHz frequency but
about 2000 times smaller amplitude. Instead the waveform became about 20 times longer (only the
beginning of the signal is shown in Fig.5.1 right side) than the input signal.
0.10

300

Input signal: electrical pulse

0.06

Amplitude [volt]

Amplitude [Volt]

200
100
0
-100

0.04
0.02
0.00
-0.02
-0.04
-0.06

-200
-300
-5.0e-6

Output signal

0.08

-0.08

0.0

5.0e-6

1.0e-5

1.5e-5

2.0e-5

2.5e-5

-0.10
2.2e-5

2.4e-5

2.6e-5

2.8e-5

time [s]

3.0e-5

3.2e-5

3.4e-5

3.6e-5

time [s]

Fig. 5.1: The electric input signal (left side) compared to the output signal (rigth side).

The waveform of the out coming signal is displayed on a LeCroy waverunner2 LT373 oscilloscope (2
GHz), from where the arrival time could directly be read off. Additionally each signal was stored on a
computer for later analysis. For this analysis about 1000 wave forms were stacked to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. The curve shown in Fig. 5.1 is such an average over 1000 waveforms, where
noise could be well reduced.
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waveform
generator
Upper
Piezoelectric
Transducer

Electric input

Trigger

PC

Rock Sample

Oscilloscope
Lower
Piezoelectric
Transducer
Electric output

There were always two
waveforms
stored,
the
original wave form and a
filtered version (Fig. 5.1).
Depending on the signal
quality either band pass
filter or enhanced resolution
filters were used.
To investigate dispersion
and attenuation a few
measurements were also
taken at 0.1 and 3 MHz. But
since it turned out, that the
arrival time of the signal
was not influenced by such
small frequency range,
further measurements were
restricted to 1 MHz.

Fig. 5.2: Principle of the pulse transmission technique.

Except for noise (problems of picking and noise will be discussed in paragraph 5.7) bar waves might
disturb the measurements. Already Birch (1960) mentioned the occurrence of bar waves, a
phenomenon occurring in long, thin bars, when energy of the p-wave is converted in surface waves by
boundary reflections. This leads to a weaker p-wave signal, followed by the strong signal of the bar
wave. Hence, for vp measurements the ratio of length to diameter should not exceed 4 or 5 (Birch
1960).

5.3 The Paterson Rig
All velocity measurements were performed in a Paterson rig installed in the rock deformation
laboratory at the ETH in Zürich. A Paterson rig is a high-pressure, high-temperature apparatus using
argon gas as a confining medium to reach pressures up to 500 MPa. Argon gas as a confining medium
has the advantage that really hydrostatic conditions are obtained and deviatoric stresses are avoided,
which is often not guaranteed in solid-medium high-pressure instruments. The pressure vessel is
equipped with an exchangeable internal three-zone furnace. The three furnace windings could be
independently adjusted by three potentiometers, to attain a flat and stable temperature profile along the
sample chamber. This flat temperature profile was ensured by regular furnace calibrations. One socalled large bore furnace is suitable for samples with a diameter of 22 mm and a temperature range up
to approximately 1000 K. Also a high temperature furnace is available, that reaches temperatures up to
1700 K, but sample size is then restricted to 15 mm diameter. The furnace can either be controlled by
the output power or in the set point mode. In the set point mode the desired temperature set point can
be predefined and the furnace control system regulates the output voltage to reach or keep the set point
temperature automatically. The furnace temperature can be monitored by thermocouples placed
between the three furnace-winding.

Physical properties module
This special Paterson machine is complemented by a physical properties module. In order to facilitate
the measurements of physical properties, a special bottom plug is provided with 8 feed-throughs
allowing flexible electrical connections to the interior. The bottom plug needs to be flexible, in order
to avoid the development of axial stresses due to length changes during pressure and temperature
variations. From the top end connections can be made through the hollow top piston.
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5.4 Set-up for measuring
5.4.1 Sample assembly
The general set-up is shown in Fig 5.3. The
sample is placed in the middle of the column, in
the hot zone of the furnace. Disc shaped
piezoelectric transducers of a natural resonance
frequency of 1 MHz are used. The ceramic lead
zirconate titanate (PTZ) transducers are available
in longitudinal and shear modes and they are
ideal for velocity measurements at elevated
pressure (Christensen 1985). The transducers are
placed above and below the sample, but since
they loose their ability to generate a signal at
about 300°C, buffer rods have to be inserted to
protect the transducers.
Additionally for electrical insulation thin plates
of pyrophyllite are mounted between the
transducers and the steel plugs and special highpressure tape protects the transducers against the
inner jacket.
The temperature of the sample is monitored with
a top and a bottom thermocouple inserted down
the central bore of the sample column, directly
next to the two ends of the sample. For this
purpose an axial hole is drilled into the buffer
rods. For temperatures up to 1373 K, the more
sensitive K-type thermocouples are used, while
R-type thermocouples (Pt/Pt-13%Rh) can reach
temperatures up to 1873 K (not applied here).
The sample and the two transducer plugs are
inserted into a metal jacket and sealed with Orings at the top and bottom. An additional set of
O-rings and a mitre ring seals the whole column
against the argon gas.

5.4.2 Measurements of p-waves up
to 700°C (22 mm)

Fig. 5.3: Sample assembly inside the Paterson Rig (pressure

The 22 mm set-up allows measurements up to vessel is not shown here).
700°C and is used inside the large bore furnace.
During this thesis project only a set-up with pwave transducers was assembled.
The transducers are protected from the heat by ca. 8 cm long buffer rods of magnesium partially
stabilized zirconia (PSZ). The limit of 973 K is due to the temperature sensitivity of the PSZ buffer
rods. Alumina rods of this length, which could stand higher temperatures have the tendency to brake
after few thermal cycles making the assembly not reliable anymore. Attempts to replace a part of the
PSZ buffer rod by yttrium-stabilized zirconia are in progress.
For the experiments at elevated temperature, stainless steel was used for jackets. Attempts using
copper jackets failed because copper conducted the heat to well resulting in burned o-rings.
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5.4.3 Ultrahigh-temperature measurements (15 mm)
The 15 mm set-up is used for ultrahigh-temperature experiments up to 1500 K. For this set-up also a
combined buffer rod assembly was necessary. The only solution so far is to place the alumina buffer
rods between the sample and the PSZ buffer rods.

5.4.4 Measurements of p- and s-waves at room temperature (1 inch)
The 1 inch set-up allows the measurement of vp, vs1 and vs2 in one pressure run. In this set up, three
transducers are inserted in one transducer plug. For this purpose the two shear wave transducers are
cut in half and placed next to each other. In the top and in the bottom transducer plug the shear wave
transducers are placed next to the sample. Behind them lies the p-wave transducer, in which a small
hole was drilled, for the connections to the shear wave transducers (Fig. 5.4).
Since this set-up is not used at elevated temperatures,
no buffer rods are needed. So the transducers are only
separated from the sample by a 5 mm thin plate of steel
or ceramic. Steel was originally used, but for the
following set-up ceramic was preferred, since the steel
easily got scratches when the plugs were inserted in the
jacket together with the rock samples.
What is important with this set-up, is the orientation of
the shear wave transducers (The velocity measured
with one was called vs7, the other vs8). Both transducer
plugs have a mark, which has to be aligned when
inserted into the jacket. Copper tubes are used for the
jacket, since copper is softer and hence easier to
remove after an experiment. After being exposed to
high pressures, the jacket is deformed and needs to be
peeled of in narrow stripes from the sample and the
transducer plugs.
The advantage of this set-up is that the signal is quite
5.4: Schematic sketch for the arrangement of
strong, since the transducer area is quite large Fig.
p- and s-wave transducers. This arrangement
compared to the 22 and 15 mm set-up and no buffer applies to both the top and the bottom plug. The srods damp the signal.
wave transducers are next to the sample, behind
them is the p-wave transducer placed on top of the
steel plug.
The two parallel lines on the shear wave
transducers give the orientation of the polarisation.
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5.5 Calibrations
5.5.1 Furnace calibration
For furnace calibration an empty column is used. Instead of a sample, a rod with a hole is placed in the
pressure vessel. Then a thermocouple is inserted and pushed in steps of 1cm through the column. In
that way the temperature profile in the sample chamber is recorded and the best adjustments for the
three potentiometers can be chosen.
Fig. 5.5 gives an example of the temperature profile from a large bore furnace calibration. The
deviation in temperature between the upper and the lower sample end is usually about two to three
degrees, maximum 10 degrees.

Fig. 5.5: Example of the temperature profile from a large bore
furnace calibration. The temperature was measured at 10, 20,
40 and 50% output power after equilibration was reached. The
dotted line gives the relative position of the sample.

5.5.2 Delay-time calibration with a sapphire crystal
Since the transducers in the 22 mm set-up for high temperature measurements are not in direct contact
with the sample, the observed arrival time is not the real travel time, which the seismic signal needs
for travelling through the sample. The column delay time dc is the time the wave needs to pass the
buffer rods, etc. It has to be subtracted from the observed arrival time ta to get the real travel time ∆t :

∆t = ta - dc
The delay time of the set-up for p-wave measurements was determined by calibration with a sapphire
single crystal. The sapphire was cut with the cylinder axis parallel to [0001] and polished flat at both
ends. The correction formula for the travel time in sapphire is:

l sap

t sap =
v sap 0 +

∆v p
∆P

⋅P+

∆v p
∆T

⋅T

With l sap is the length of the crystal, vsap0 is 11.22 km/s, the pressure derivative ∆vp/∆P = 0.0001
km/s/MPa and the temperature derivative ∆vp/∆T = -0.0003986 km/s/K. vsap0 is the p-wave velocity
along the [0001] axis of sapphire at ambient conditions. Fig. 5.6 shows the velocity distribution of vp,
vs1 and vs2 in a single sapphire crystal at ambient conditions (calculated with Mainprice program and
data from Gieske & Barsch (1968)).
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The calibration runs were performed over the same P-T range like the measurements itself, in order to
determine the pressure and temperature dependence of the column delay. Fig. 5.7 shows a 3-D plot of
the observed column delay for p-waves versus pressure and temperature. All points fit on one plane,
which appears in this perspective as a line. Only at high temperatures, above 900 K, the measured
column delay is about 0.018 µs higher than predicted from the fitted plane. The reason for this
deviation is the stability of the buffer rods, which are above 900 K already close to their limit of about
1000 K.
Hence one should be careful with velocities measured above 900 K. When using a too low column
delay time, the derived arrival time will be too large, resulting in a too low velocity value. The
velocity for the 22 mm x-core of sample RP350 at 500 MPa and 973 K would be 7.89 km/s instead of
7.86 km/s, if the time of the column delay would be corrected for the high temperatures. For the data
presented in this study, the interpolated delay time was used based on the formula for the fitted plane
and no corrections were made.
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Fig. 5.6: Velocity distribution of vp, vs1 and vs2 of a single sapphire crystal in lower hemisphere equal area projection,
calculated with Mainprice program and data from Gieske & Barsch (1968).

Fig. 5.7: The calibration of the 22
mm high temperature set-up: The
points for the column delay were
plotted on 3-D plot versus pressure
and temperature. The calibration was
done for the same pressure (till 500
MPa) and temperature range (room
temperature till 973 K) as the
measurements for the samples.
Where exactly and how many data
points were measured is shown in the
next paragraph in Fig. 5.10. All
points fit on one plane, which appears
in this perspective as a line. Only at
high temperatures, above 873 K the
measured column delay is higher than
predicted from the fitted plane.

5.5.3 Calibration with a set of brass cylinders
For the room temperature 1 inch set-up with the three transducer assembly calibrations were carried
out with a set of brass cylinders. Attempts to do the calibration with a sapphire crystal failed, because
there is an overlap of p- and s-waves in the signal for a sapphire crystal. Even when only a shear wave
signal should be generated, the simultaneous excitement of the p-wave transducer could be not
completely suppressed.
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Because the exact seismic properties of the brass are not known, calibration was done with a set of
brass bars. For this purpose, the delay time for brass cylinders of about 2, 3, 4, and 5 cm length were
measured. When the delay time is plotted against the length, it can be extrapolated down to zero
length, the intersection point will give the column delay time at this pressure. Fig. 5.8 shows an
example of the vs7 shear wave transducer. This procedure is repeated for varying pressures and will
thus give the pressure dependence of the column delay.
Only for pressures below 300 MPa all four brass cylinders could be measured. The short 2 cm and the
long 5 cm cylinder were restricted to lower pressures, for safety reasons, because they do not have the
correct length for the sample chamber. Hence for higher pressures the value for the delay time is only
based upon two data points, which is not reliable. Therefore the pressure dependence of the column
was calculated only from those pressures where at least four data points were available.
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Fig. 5.8: Example of a calibration curve for the 1 inch shear wave transducers at 200 MPa. The curve fitted to the observed
arrival times for different brass cylinder lengths is extrapolated to zero length to get the delay time. The right side shows the
delay time depending on pressure.

5.6 Measuring procedure
First always a pressure cycle was performed for all samples: Pressure was raised in steps of 50 MPa
till 500 MPa, on the pressure down path measurements were taken every 30 to 50 MPa. For the
measurements at elevated temperatures two different measuring procedures were used. Advantages
and disadvantages of these methods will be explained in the following paragraphs.

5.6.1 Development of the measuring procedure
Simple PT-cycle
For the measurements at elevated temperature two measuring procedures were used. Originally from
run PP111 to PP162 pressure and temperature were raised simultaneously, followed by some time
allowing the assembly to equilibrate. For the first few points pressure was raised about 100 MPa for a
temperature rise of 100 K. Above 400 MPa pressure was raised less, so that 500 MPa and 973 K were
reached together. On the temperature down path, the temperature was decreased, while the volume of
gas was kept constant. Hence the pressure was also decreasing about 100 MPa. An example is given in
Fig. 5.9.
The results from this procedure, are shown as an example for the x-core of sample RP324 (Fig. 5.10),
where the velocities were plotted in a three-dimensional P-T-vp diagram. As one can see, the result is
not really satisfying. Big variations in velocity occurring from one measuring point to the next made
the interpretation of the data difficult. This data basis did not allow differentiating, which variations
are simply errors of picking and which variations indicate a change in the seismic properties of the
sample. Therefore fitting a plane to this data set is difficult (details about the fitting procedure will be
described in the next paragraph).
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Fig. 5.9: Example from sample RP 324 x-core for at
simple P-T path. After a run at room temperature,
pressure and temperature were raised simultaneously. On
the temperature down path, the pressure decreased
slightly.

Fig. 5.10: Example of a 3-D plot of the p-wave velocities
versus the corresponding pressure and temperature. For the
corners of the best-fit plane, the pressures range between
200-500 MPa, temperatures from 293 to ca. 973 K. The
velocity is given by the colour according to the scale.
It is difficult to fit a plane to such a data set.

Grid of points
Later from run PP261 to PP301, for the next set of experiments a new measuring procedure was
adapted. Now temperature was always raised in steps of 50 or 100 K, while the velocity was then
measured at varying pressures in steps of 50 MPa. In that way a dense grid of measurements covered
the P-T-diagram (Fig. 5.11). Measurements at low pressures but high temperatures were still excluded
in order to avoid thermal cracking. When decreasing the temperature after peak conditions, again
measurements were taken at different pressures for about 5 to 6 different temperatures.
This new procedure reveals much more details about the pressure and temperature dependence of the
seismic properties of the sample. The plot on the left side in Fig. 5.12 displays the velocities measured
when increasing the temperature, the right side when decreasing the temperature. The numerous data
points from the temperature-up path and the temperature-down path allow one also to investigate
whether irreversible changes in the seismic properties occurred at high temperatures.
As an other possibility one could choose to plot all data points measured at one specific temperature at
varying pressure or at one pressure but with varying temperatures in order to investigate the
dependence of the seismic properties on pressure and temperature independently.
One important feature, which was revealed after using the new measuring procedure, was a sudden
strong decrease in the p-wave velocities above a certain temperature (Fig. 5.12). In the 3-D plots it
occurs in a kink in the best fitted plane. Details about the fitting procedure which was developed to
analyse this sudden decrease in vp are described in the following paragraph.
Therefore, it turned out that two different planes are necessary to fit adequately the data point in the PT-vp space.
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Fig. 5.11: Example of sample RP 356B z-core where the new measuring procedure was used. The left diagram shows the
points measured when temperature was raised, the right diagram shows the measurement points on the temperature down
path.

Fig. 5.12: Example of a 3-D plot of the p-wave velocities versus the corresponding pressure and temperature for the
temperature up path (left side) and the temperature down path (right side). For the corners of the best-fit plane, the pressures
range between 200-500 MPa, temperatures from 293 to ca. 973 K. The velocity is given by the colour according to the scale.
The dense grid of measurements provides a comprehensive data base for further interpretations.

5.6.2 Plotting and analysis of the 3D-data
The velocities measured at elevated temperatures were plotted in three-dimensional P-T-vp diagrams.
The data was fitted with a plane:

v p ( P ,T ) = v P ( 0) + αP + β T
where vp(0) is the vp at ambient conditions.

α=

∂v p
∂P

and β =

∂v p
∂T

are the pressure and temperature derivatives respectively. The fitting

procedure was done with a Matlab routine, using the Matlab fminsearch function to find those values
of v0 , α, and β that minimize the difference between the measured values and the values predicted by
the plane equation. For the calculation some initial assumptions for v0 , α, and β have to be provided,
but they do not influence the values of the actual results. Latest after four iteration steps, the result
becomes stable, even for a small number of data points.
As a measure of how well the plane fits the measured data points, the difference between the measured
velocities and the predicted velocities of the fitted plane are regarded. This difference is given as a
mean error averaged over all data points. The reference frame for this mean error is the range of
predicted velocities occurring in the range of the investigated P-T conditions. This error is not an
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absolute value, but only a criterion for the quality and reliability of the fitted plane, and hence of the
calculated pressure and temperature derivatives. As shown in the previous paragraph, it is not
satisfying to fit the velocities measured at higher temperatures with one single plane.
Looking at the three-dimensional plots, there is
obviously a kink in the velocity distribution.
While at lower temperatures, the velocities
decrease slightly with temperature, above a
certain boundary temperature, the velocities
decrease much faster with rising temperature.
Obviously two temperature regimes occur, which
should be fitted with two separate planes. Hence,
different pressure and temperature derivatives
exist for the two different regimes. Since the
boundary between the two regimes seems to
depend mainly on the temperature, one possibility
to find the boundary temperature between the two
regimes, is a two dimensional T-vp plot (Fig.
Fig. 5.13: Sample RP350 y-core: Compressional velocity vp 5.13).The intercept point of the two fitted lines
as a function of temperature T measured at 500 MPa
gives the boundary temperature.
confining pressure.
A second possibility is to split
the
dataset
at
different
temperatures and fit two
independent planes for each part
of the dataset. When the mean
error is minimum (Fig. 5.14),
the optimal division of the
dataset is found.
This
process
was
done
automatically with a Matlab
routine.
Fig. 5.14: Example for the mean error depending on the sorting temperature,
where the dataset is split.

The two planes, fitting the datasets with the optimal division are plotted and the pressure and
temperature derivatives were calculated for both planes, representing the seismic properties in both
temperature regimes.
500

Additionally the trace of the intersection between
the two planes was plotted in a P-T diagram. This
trace, and not the sorting temperature where the
dataset was split, gives the real boundary
conditions between regime A and regime B. Fig.
5.15 shows that the boundary temperature stays
relatively stable, even for different sorting
temperatures. Only for sorting temperatures close
to the ends of the range of available data points,
traces will plot far off.
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Fig. 5.15: Trace of the interface of the two planes with
different pressure and temperature derivatives.
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5.7 Data processing
5.7.1 Display and picking of the seismic signal
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the waveforms of the output signal were displayed on
an oscilloscope and additional an original waveform and a filtered version were stored on the
computer (Fig. 5.16).
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Fig. 5.16: The original signal (left side) and the filtered curve (right side) (Nyquiste 6 MHz).

The different waveforms measured at varying pressures and temperatures were plotted by a Matlab
routine and printed out. In the plot, each waveform was placed with some spacing below the other, in
order to allow a good overview of how the signal develops with varying pressure or temperature.
Hence, the axis for the amplitude is in arbitrary units. However, to measure the velocities one is
mainly interested in the arrival time of the signal. The rest of the waveform including the amplitude is
of less interest, as long as the signal quality is satisfying.
The arrival time was handpicked from the Matlab print out. Different transducer set-ups displayed
very different signal qualities, so in the end it did not seem to make sense to use an automated picking
procedure with a threshold. The handpicking procedure allowed a more flexible way to take the whole
shape of the waveform into account.
Before explaining which picking method was used for which type of waveform, the different wave
forms recorded for different set-ups will be presented.
Fig. 5.17a shows a good signal obtained from the first 22 mm set-up. In this signal almost no noise
occurs. The first rise where the signal arrives is clear to identify and is followed by three further peaks,
before the bar waves with their large amplitude arrive. The second 22 mm set-up usually displayed a
signal as it is shown in Fig. 5.17b. That the first peak is negative, which depends on the assembly of
the transducers, is of minor importance for the measurement. Also this signal has a very good quality,
even the first few peaks show variations in amplitude and frequency.
Fig. 5.18 shows signals of the old 22 mm transducer set-up when noise occurred. Two types of noise
usually occurred. Very often the measurements were disturbed by a very regular noise of 2 MHz
frequency. Attempts to filter out this noise were critical, because a filter cutting the 2 MHz frequency
also already affected the 1 MHz signal. In the end, such measurements were either repeated, or other
picking methods were used.
Fig. 5.19 shows examples of a good and a failed shear wave measurement. In both examples first the
arrival of some unrequested excited p-waves can be observed. But usually their amplitude is very low
compared to the first peak of the s-waves, so they can clearly be distinguished. In the bad example,
there is shift of the arrival time towards later arrival times (traced by the black line), which increases
tremendously at higher pressures. This occurred after the shear wave transducers were probably once
exposed to too high porepressures. When opening the plugs it revealed that they got broken. These
measurements failed, because the signal has no seismic significance.
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Fig. 5.17: Signals of very good quality with low noise and a clear first (positive or negative) rise, giving the
arrival time. (a) Belongs to the first transducer set-up, (b) to the second.
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Fig. 5.19: Examples of a good and a failed shear wave measurement. In both, first the arrival of some unrequested
excited p-waves can be observed. (a) shows an example of a good signal, (b) of a bad example, where a shift of the
arrival time towards later arrival times (traced by the black line) occurred.
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For waveforms with only very low noise, the first positive rise could be picked, the first negative peak
allowed additional information (Fig 5.20). For waveforms with a suboptimal signal to noise ratio,
rather the intercept point of the tangent of the first rise with the horizontal line was chosen (Fig.
5.20b).
These signals of different quality were treated in different ways. While the s-wave signal from
measurements as shown in Fig. 5.19b could finally not be used, the signals with the regular noise still
could be used. For those measurements with strong noise, the first peak instead of the first rise was
picked (Fig. 5.20). This procedure gives somewhat to low velocities, but most of the effect is cancelled
out, by using also the first peak for the corresponding calibration. For a lower noise level, the
interception point between the first rise (which is the real arrival time) and the first peak was used
(Fig. 5.20). This method allows one to get closer to the real arrival time, but the relative error could be
kept small. Of course, also for the method, the corresponding calibration was done. For the good
signal, which was the standard for the second, new 22 mm transducer set-up, the arrival time could be
directly picked (Fig. 5.20).
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Fig. 5.20: Different methods of signal picking: For signals
with strong noise the first peak was picked. For signals
with only a low noise level the intercept point between the
tangent to the first peak and the horizontal line was
picked. For very good signals, the real arrival time could
be determined by picking the first rise.

Limitations
Still one needs to be aware, that there is a principal limitation on accuracy for picking, which comes
from the fact, that even in an ideal medium, the first motion arrives gradually, with this “first rise”
receding towards shorter times as the amplification is increased (Birch 1960). Another limitation lies
in the nature of the transducers. Even when excited by an ideal sharp voltage pulse, the mechanical
response builds up gradually. The response consists of an initial rise followed by a damped oscillation.
The same occurs at the other end of the electrical pulse. The two mechanical oscillations produced in
that way interfere with each other, with sometimes complex results (Birch 1960).
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In this chapter the results of the seismic velocities measurements will be presented. First the measured
cores are characterised concerning density and porosity. An overview over the measurements carried
out and the method used is given. The p-wave velocities at room-temperature are shown, including the
seismic anisotropy. Then the variation of vp towards higher temperatures will be investigated. From
these data, the pressure and temperature derivatives will be derived. In the second part the s-wave
velocities will be presented.

6 Measured seismic velocities
6.1 Density and porosity of the cores
The method to determine the density and the porosity was described in chapter 5.1. The density of the
22 mm diameter cores is given in Fig. 6.1. The variation in density values for the three cores is a
measure for the homogeneity within the hand specimen from which the cores were drilled. The fact,
that all three cores show the same density, as for sample RP324, RP326 or RP356A proves that these
samples are really homogenous concerning mineral content and porosity. Also samples RP350 and
RP354 plot so close to each other, that all three cores can be considered to be representative of the
complete sample. This leads to the conclusion, that the peridotites since they are very fine grained
(grain size usually smaller than 1 mm) are sufficiently homogenous concerning mineral content, to
allow the direct comparison of the seismic properties of all three cores.
The pure dunites RP324, RP350, RP351 and RP354 have all average densities around 3.28 to 3.29
g/cm³, the samples RP356A and RP356B are even around 3.32 g/cm³. The high chlorite content of
sample RP359 is reflected by its lower density of only 3.24 g/cm³. And also RP326 has a lower
density of 3.25 g/cm³, reflecting the alteration and loss of compactness. The porosity of all peridotites
is below 1 %, except for the cores of sample RP326 and RP324, which have a porosity around 1-2 %.
Sample RP342A and DS0346 are less homogenous. In sample DS0346, variations in the range of 0.02
g/cm³ in density occur between the three cores. The reason for these variations is probably the mineral
content. Especially variations in garnet content will contribute, since the garnet is not continuously
distributed in the rock but enriched in discrete layers (see chapter 3).
Further the garnet has a higher density (3.552
g/cm³), (Babuska et al. 1978) than the pyroxenes.
The porosity of sample DS0346 is below 1%.
The bronzitite RP342A is the most coarse
grained of all measured samples. Variations in
the cpx content can not explain the density
variations, since the density of enstatite is 3.21
g/cm³ (Weidner et al. 1978) and the density of
diopside is 3.22 g/cm³ (Siegesmund et al. 1989).
Differences in the porosity are around 1-2 % and
therefore also can not explain the differences in
density. Compositional variations in the iron
content of the bronzite could be responsible for Fig. 6.1: Density of the measured cores.
the variations.
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6.2 Overview over the measurements and the used method
6.2.1 P-wave velocities
P-wave velocities were measured on ten samples altogether. For seven of these samples all three cores
for x, y and z were measured. For the other three samples only the x-core, parallel to the lineation was
measured.
For measurements up to 700°C, four samples were measured following a simple PT-path, the other six
by covering a dense net of measurement points. An overview about which cores were measured and
about which measuring procedure was used is given in Table 6.1.

measuring procedure

sample

comments

simple PT-cycle
3 cores

RP324
RP326
RP342A
DS0346

old transducer set-up
strong noise of 2 MHz
no data for the RP324 y-core and
sample DS0346 at elevated
temperatures

dense net of measuring points:
3 cores

RP350
RP354
RP356B

new transducer set up

dense net of measuring points:
1 core

RP351 x-core
RP356A x-core
RP359 x-core

new transducer set up

Table 6.1: Overview over the p-wave measurements at high temperature.

The measurements on the 22 mm diameter cores were done with two transducer set-ups, because the
first one got broken and was replaced then by a new one. The signal quality for the samples measured
with the first pair of transducers was significantly reduced by some regular noise at 2 MHz frequency.
Although quite difficult, it was still possible to gain reliable p-wave velocities from these runs at room
temperature, but the shape of the seismic curves for these measurements are less smooth. Since the
quality of a seismic signal at high temperature is even weaker, it became impossible to analyze some
of the measurements at high temperatures. Hence, high temperature data for the y-core of sample
RP324 and for the complete sample DS0346 is missing.
The quality of the seismic signal provided by the new transducer set up was excellent and allowed
very precise measurements.

6.2.2 S-wave velocities
S-wave velocity measurements turned out to be much more difficult than the measurement of p-wave
velocities. Although eighteen runs for s-wave measurements were carried out, only from six
experiments the results were good enough for further analysis (Table 6.2). One reason was, that the
shear wave transducers are more sensitive to high pressures. Probably they were once exposed to a too
high pressure. Afterwards the signal was not reliable any more. Either the arrival times were rising
unrealistic strong towards higher pressures, or the signal got even totally lost. After the transducers
were replaced by new ones, two s-wave transducers were inverted by accident, since this set-up with
the three transducers in one plug (Fig. 5.4) is quite complicated. Since the source and receiver
transducer were rotated 90° to each other, it is not possible to detect birefringence on s-wave
anisotropy.
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sample

RP350x
RP350y
RP350z
RP351x
RP351y
RP351z
RP354x
RP354y
RP354z
RP356Ax
RP356Ay
RP356Az
RP356Bx
RP356By
RP356Bz
RP359x
RP359y
RP359z

run
number
PP262
PP261
PP263
PP272
PP269
PP274
PP266
PP314
PP270
PP316
PP315
PP267
PP273

PP264
PP265
PP311
PP312
PP313

vs7

vs8

Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
Ok
pore pressure
pore pressure
pore pressure
pore pressure
pore pressure
pore pressure
crossed transducers
pore pressure
pore pressure
crossed transducers
crossed transducers
pore pressure
pore pressure
Ok
Ok
Not measured
Not measured
OK
OK
failed
failed
Not measured
Not measured
crossed transducers
crossed transducers
crossed transducers

Table 6.2: Overview over all experiments carried out for s-wave measurements.

6.3 Seismic velocities and anisotropy at room-temperature
The compressional velocities were measured as a function of confining pressure, from approximal 50
to 500 MPa in steps of 30 or 50 MPa. For a better overview, Fig. 6.2 shows only the data points,
measured while decreasing the pressure. This is the reason, why even at lower pressures, below 200
MPa, the velocities are comparatively high, since after the maximum pressurization, usually not all
microcracks opened again. The velocities are all uncorrected for the change of sample length with
pressure, but since the compressibility of olivine is low (Abramson et al. 1997), the influence of length
change should be minor. Measurements of the sample length after the experiment showed, that the
irreversible length change is less than 1% of the original sample length. The fact that the cores kept
essentially their length or were even shrinking by around 0.02 to 0.07 mm, proved that no cracking
occurred.
The mean p-wave velocities at 400 MPa for the peridotites are around 7.9 to 8.2 km/s, for the
pyroxenites they are somewhat lower around 7.7 to 7.9 km/s. The anisotropies at 400 MPa for
peridotites vary roughly between 2 to 7 %, while the anisotropy for the two pyroxenites is only about 1
%. All p-wave velocities for high (400 MPa) confining pressure for each core, the mean value and the
anisotropy are given in Table 6.3. The density and the porosity given in Table 6.1 is either the average
velocity of all three cores, or the density of the x-core, in case that only this core was measured.
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Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351*
RP354
RP356A*
RP356B
RP359*
RP342A
DS0346

Density
[g/cm3]
3.28
3.25
3.29
3.29
3.29
3.32
3.32
3.24
3.26
3.35

Porosity
%
1.21%
1.19%
0.62%
0.46%
0.67%
0.30%
0.51%
0.89%
0.95%
0.36%

vp x-core
[km/s]
7.95
8.2
8.28
8.38
8.12
8.54
8.50
7.98
7.75
7.91

vp y-core
[km/s]
7.94
8.03
8.34

vp z-core
[km/s]
7.71
7.78
7.79

vp mean
[km/s]
7.87
7.94
8.14

Anisotropy %
3.1%
5.3%
6.8%

8.03

7.93

8.03

2.4%

8.24

7.98

8.24

6.3%

7.67
7.94

7.73
8.02

7.72
7.96

1.0%
1.4%

Table 6.3: Mean density and porosity of each sample (*only of the x-core) and the p-wave velocities of each measured core,
the mean velocities for each sample and the anisotropy measured with the 22 mm diameter transducer set-up at room
temperature and high (400 MPa) confining pressure are shown.

In order to compare these measured velocities with the calculated velocities, an extrapolation down to
zero pressure conditions was necessary (Table 6.4). This was done by a linear extrapolation, based
upon all velocities measured above 200 MPa. The real low velocities occurring at low pressure were
not taken into account, since they are related to open cracks and pores (Birch 1960).
Sample
RP324
RP326
RP350
RP351
RP354
RP356A
RP356B
RP359
RP342A
DS0346

vp x-core
[km/s]
7.9
8.13
8.29
8.34
8.08
8.49
8.44
7.84
7.7
7.9

vp y-core
[km/s]
7.86
8.04
8.33

vp z-core
[km/s]
7.63
7.805
7.74

vp mean
[km/s]
7.80
7.99
8.12

Anisotropy

7.99

7.93

8.00

1.9%

8.21

7.95

8.20

6.0%

7.59
7.92

7.51
8.01

7.60
7.94

2.5%
1.4%

3.5%
4.1%
7.3%

Table 6.4: P-wave velocities for each core, extrapolated down to 0 MPa. The resulting mean
velocities and anisotropy are given as well.

For the five peridotites of which the anisotropy was measured, different velocity distributions between
the three cores can be distinguished. For sample RP354 the p-wave velocities in all three directions are
very similar, which results in a low anisotropy of 2.4 %. In sample RP324 and RP350 p-waves travel
with approximately the same velocities in the x and the y-direction, but slower in the z-direction. A
third velocity distribution is displayed by samples RP326 and RP356B, where velocities are high
parallel to the lineation, intermediate perpendicular to the lineation and low perpendicular to the
foliation plane.
Roughly, the relationships between vpx, vpy and vpz can be summarized like this:
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Group 1:
Group 2:

vpx ≈ vpy ≈ vpz
vpx ≈ vpy > vpz

Group 3:

vpx > vpy > vpz

isotropic
RP354
oblate transversal RP324, RP350
isotropic
orthorhombic
RP326, RP356B
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Fig. 6.2: Compressional velocity vp for each core as a function of confining pressure P. All plotted data points were measured
when decreasing the pressure.

6.4 Seismic velocities and anisotropy at high temperature
6.4.1 Results from the first measuring procedure
The first four samples (RP324, RP326, RP342A, DS0346) were measured with the first transducer setup and the first measuring procedure, following a simple P-T path. The velocities derived from these
experiments were plotted in a three-dimensional P-T-vp diagram but it is very difficult to detect a clear
trend in the plot of these data points (Fig. 6.3 - 6.5). As a first approximation these velocities were
fitted to a plane. Except for sample RP342A, with a mean error up to 20%, the mean error of the
measured velocities compared to the fitted plane is very large, from around 40 to 140 %. This large
error reflects the problem that the dataset does not really fit on one plane. One reason might be, that a
part of the measurements was taken, while rising the temperatures, while another part was taken on the
temperature-down path. Assuming, that the samples might have changed their seismic properties after
being exposed to high temperature, they should not fit on the same plane. Further, due to the noisy
signal of the old transducer set-up, the real beginning of the seismic signal might for some data points
have been not detected correctly.
Still the range of pressure derivatives is relatively consistent (Table 6.5), with a mean value of 3.5*10-4
km/s/MPa, if the derivative of RP326z, which became slightly negative is not taken into account. The
temperature derivatives are, except for sample RP326x, all negative in the order of 2.4*10-5 to 1.4*104
. The fitted planes are only roughly representative for the real pressure and temperature dependence
of these samples, and the pressure and temperature derivatives calculated from these planes are only
reliable on the order of magnitude.
Sample
RP324x
RP324y
RP324z
RP326x
RP326y
RP326z
RP342Ax
RP342Ay
RP342Az

P derivative
[km/s/MPa]
2.22*10-04
2.41*10-04
1.51*10-04
3.29*10-04
-3.37*10-05
3.17*10-04
4.45*10-04
5.89*10-04

T derivative
[km/s/K]
-1.45*10-04
-3.85*10-05
9.51*10-05
-1.40*10-04
-2.44*10-05
-3.20*10-04
-2.49*10-04
-5.29*10-04

mean error
%
60
45
37
43
135
20
16
16

Table 6.5: Pressure and temperature derivatives derived from the fitted plane
for the measured velocities at varying P-T-conditions.

The anisotropy itself seems not to be influenced by changes in pressure and temperature conditions.
The samples keep the pattern which they show at room temperature. Of sample RP326 the velocities
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of the x-core are fitted by a plane displaying blue colours, representing high velocities, the plane of the
y-core has green colours, representing intermediated velocities and the one of the z-core is yellow,
indicating low velocities: vpx > vpy > vpz. The three planes of sample RP342A are all yellow to
orange, hence velocities are slow in all three directions: vpx ≈ vpy ≈ vpz. For sample RP 324, the
x-core has high velocities, the z-core low, for the y-core unfortunately no data was available.

Fig. 6.3: Compressional velocity vp of the x and the z-core of sample RP324 as a function of confining pressure P and
temperature T. The data points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa to 500 MPa and
temperatures from room temperature to about 973 K.
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Fig. 6.4: Compressional velocity vp of the x, y and the z-core of sample RP326 as a function of confining pressure P and
temperature T. The data points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa to 500 MPa and
temperatures from room temperature to about 973 K.
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Fig. 6.5: Compressional velocity vp of the x, y and the z-core of sample RP342A as a function of confining pressure P and
temperature T. The data points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa to 500 MPa and
temperatures from room temperature to about 973 K.

6.4.2 P-wave velocity measurements at rising temperatures
Compared with the data gained from the first measuring procedure (simple PT-path), the grid of data
points provides much more detailed information on the pressure and temperature dependence of the
samples (Fig. 6.6 – 6.9). The dense grid of measuring points reveals two areas: One at lower
temperatures, where the velocities are comparatively high, while at higher temperatures, velocities
decrease quite fast. Hence, the pressure and temperature dependence is represented rather by two
planes with different pressure and temperature derivatives, than by one single plane. Fitting the data
with two planes, results in a relatively low mean error of around 10%.
The mean pressure derivative for the regime A at lower temperatures is about 1.5*10-4 km/s/MPa and
for the high-temperature regime B about 4.0*10-4 km/s/MPa (Table 6.6). The mean temperature
derivative for the regime A at lower temperatures is about -3.3*10-4 km/s/K and for the hightemperature regime B about -1.3*10-3 km/s/K. This means, the pressure derivative in regime B is
about twice as large as in regime A, while the temperature derivative changes about one order of
magnitude.
Sample
RP350x
RP350y
RP350z
RP354x
RP354y
RP354z
RP356Bx
RP356By
RP356Bz
RP351x
RP356Ax
RP359x

P derivative
Regime A
[km/s/MPa]
1.10*10-04
1.27*10-04
1.02*10-04
1.39*10-04
2.15*10-04
4.16*10-05
-3.12*10-05
2.46*10-04
1.81*10-04
1.17*10-04
1.50*10-04
2.15*10-04

T derivative
Regime A
[km/s/K]
-3.19*10-04
-2.69*10-04
-4.49*10-04
-1.45*10-04
-2.04*10-04
-2.01*10-04
-4.27*10-04
-2.75*10-04
-3.95*10-04
-4.13*10-04
-5.12*10-04
-3.29*10-04

P derivative
Regime B
[km/s/MPa]
3.47*10-04
7.54*10-04
1.57*10-04
1.39*10-04
6.58*10-04
1.80*10-04
3.80*10-04
5.88*10-04
5.42*10-04
1.69*10-04
4.13*10-04
4.50*10-04

T derivative
Regime B
[km/s/K]
-1.34*10-03
-1.35*10-03
-1.09*10-03
-1.37*10-03
-1.80*10-03
-9.34*10-04
-8.53*10-04
-1.66*10-03
-1.40*10-03
-1.23*10-03
-1.05*10-03
-7.97*10-04

mean
error
%
9
13
8
8
8
5
7
16
7
7
9
10

Table 6.6: Pressure and temperature derivatives derived from the two fitted planes of temperature
regime A and regime B for the measured velocities at varying P-T-conditions.

Again, the anisotropy is not much influenced by the elevated temperatures. For sample RP350, still the
x- and y-cores display high velocities, while the z-core displays low velocities. For sample RP354 p-
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waves travel at similar velocities in all tree directions, although with the colours in Fig. 6.7 it became
obvious, that the velocities in the z-core are a little bit lower, than in the other two directions. Sample
RP356B also displays a vpx > vpy > vpz velocity distribution, although in the y-core around 500 K
some velocities are too high. But these high velocities can clearly be traced back to a bad signal which
disturbed the observed arrival time at this temperature and must therefore not be interpreted as unusual
seismic properties in this core.
The boundary temperatures, where the seismic properties of the rock samples change, are shown in
Fig. 6.6 to 6.9 on the right side. The single lines derive from a range of sorting temperatures, where the
dataset was divided in two parts. The temperature range given here, is always from the majority of
traces. Single traces, which are far of, are not taken into account.
For sample RP350, all three cores display a boundary temperature in the range of 700 ± 25 K at 500
MPa confining pressure. The boundary temperature between the two temperature regimes A and B for
sample RP354 is in a similar range. The trend of the plotted traces of sample RP356B for the x and the
y-core is less clear. For the y-core, due to the too high velocities, the trace of the plane is not reliable.
The z-core, again shows the same temperature range as the other two samples.
For sample RP351 the boundary temperature is about 100 K higher, it is about 800 ± 25 K. For sample
RP356A, the boundary temperature seems to be a little bit more pressure dependent, than for the other
samples. At 350 MPa the boundary is about 670 to 750 K, while at 500 MPa it lies in the range of 750
to 800 K. Also sample RP359 shows a wide range of boundary region, from 650 to 750 K.
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Fig. 6.6: Compressional velocity vp of sample RP350 as a function of confining pressure P and temperature T. The data
points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa to 500 MPa and temperatures from room
temperature to about 973 K. The best fit to the data is given by two planes, one flat at lower temperatures and one steeper at
higher temperatures. The trace of the intersection between the two planes in a P-T-plot is shown on the right side.
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Fig. 6.7 : Compressional velocity vp of sample RP354 as a function of confining pressure P and temperature T. The data
points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa to 500 MPa and temperatures from room
temperature to about 973 K. The best fit to the data is given by two planes, one flat at lower temperatures and one steeper at
higher temperatures. The trace of the interface between the two planes in a P-T-plot is shown on the right side.
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Fig. 6.8 : Compressional velocity vp of sample RP356B as a function of confining pressure P and temperature T. The data
points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa to 500 MPa and temperatures from room
temperature to about 973 K. The best fit to the data is given by two planes, one flat at lower temperatures and one steeper at
higher temperatures. The trace of the interface between the two planes in a P-T-plot is shown on the right side.
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Fig. 6.9 : Compressional velocity vp of the x-cores of samples RP351, RP356A and RP359 as a function of confining
pressure P and temperature T. The data points shown in the diagram are related to pressure conditions from about 200 MPa
to 500 MPa and temperatures from room temperature to about 973 K. The best fit to the data is given by two planes, one flat
at lower temperatures and one steeper at higher temperatures. The trace of the interface between the two planes in a P-T-plot
is shown on the right side.
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6.4.3 P-wave velocity measurements at dropping temperatures
The measuring grid while decreasing the temperature is not so dense, hence the examination of this
data in a three dimensional plot was not satisfying. Anyway, the influence of the temperature is the
relevant factor. Therefore, the velocities were plotted in T-vp diagrams at 450 or 500 MPa confining
pressure (Fig. 6.10), in order to investigate, whether the kink in the temperature derivative will also
occur on the temperature down path. This is an important question, because it will give the answer,
whether the change of seismic properties due to higher temperatures is reversible.
Unfortunately not for all samples sufficient data was available, therefore only the dependence of vp for
decreasing temperatures of sample RP354, RP356A, RP356B and RP359 were shown. These four
samples all show clearly that again two temperature regimes exist. It can be assumed that this will be
also true for the other samples.

Fig. 6.10: Compressional velocity vp as a function of temperature T at 450 or 500 MPa confining pressure of all three cores of
sample RP354 and RP356B and of the x-core of sample RP356A and RP359. All plotted data points were measured when
decreasing the temperature.
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Sample
RP354x
RP354y
RP354z
RP356Bx
RP356By
RP356Bz
RP356Ax
RP359x

T derivative
Regime A
[km/s/K]
-3*10-4
-5*10-4
-2*10-4
-5*10-4
-6*10-4
-4*10-4
-4*10-4
-2*10-4

T derivative
Regime B
[km/s/K]
-1.3*10-3
-1.8*10-3
-1.2*10-3
-1.4*10-3
-1.3*10-3
-1.1*10-3
-8*10-4
-7*10-4

The temperature derivatives derived from the
gradients in Fig. 6.7 are shown in table 6.7. The
values for both temperature regimes are very
similar to those given in table 6.6. Also the
change between the two regimes seems to occur
in the same temperature range. The process
changing the seismic properties of these samples
is therefore fully reversible.

Table. 6.7: Temperature derivatives for the velocities
measured while decreasing the temperature

6.5 S-wave velocities
The shear wave velocities were measured as a function of pressure, from approximal 50 to 450 MPa in
steps of 30 MPa. Fig. 6.11 shows only the data points, measured while decreasing the pressure. This is
the reason, why even at lower pressures, below 200 MPa, the velocities are comparatively high, since
after the maximum pressurization usually not all microcracks opened again. Like for the p-wave
measurements, the velocities are all uncorrected for the change of sample length with pressure.
The velocities for vs1 range from 4.76 km/s to 5.10 km/s and for vs2 from 4.61 km/s to 5.00 km/s at
pressures at about 400 MPa. The y-cores of sample RP 356A does not show any shear wave splitting:
vs1 and vs2 have almost the same velocities. The x-core of samples RP351 and RP356B shows quite a
strong shear wave splitting: vs1 is about 0.30 km/s faster that vs2. For sample RP350 s-wave velocities
of all three cores are available. While the y- and the z-core only show a small shear wave splitting, the
birefringence for the x-core is larger: vs1 is about 0.20 km/s larger than vs2.
Also for the s-waves an extrapolation down to zero pressure conditions was done. This was done by a
linear extrapolation, based upon all velocities measured above 100 MPa. The real low velocities
occurring at low pressure were not taken into account, since they are related to open cracks and pores.

measured at 400 MPa
sample
RP350x
RP350y
RP350z
RP351x
RP356Ay
RP356Bx

vs1 [km/s]
4.67
5.10
4.92
4.99
5.03
5.12

vs2 [km/s]
4.47
5.04
4.83
4.77
5.00
4.81

dVs [km/s]
0.20
0.06
0.09
0.22
0.03
0.31

extrapolated down to 0 MPa
vs1 [km/s]
4.61
4.98
4.78
4.82
4.91
5.00

vs2 [km/s]
4.39
4.91
4.72
4.61
4.88
4.71

dVs [km/s]
0.22
0.07
0.06
0.21
0.03
0.29

Table 6.8: S-wave velocities vs1 and vs2 for each core and the difference dVs, measured at elevated pressure (left side) and
the s-wave velocities extrapolated down to 0 MPa (right side).
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Fig. 6.11: Shear wave velocities vs1 and vs2 for each core as a function of confining pressure P. All plotted data points were
measured when decreasing the pressure.
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Chapter 7
Four main aspects are discussed in this chapter: The occurrence of different olivine CPO types in the
Almklovdalen and Lefftal peridotite. Further the results from the laboratory measurements are
compared to those from the fabric based model predictions. This will lead to a discussion about the
relationship between the different olivine CPOs and the predicted seismic velocities on the one side
and about the influence of other mineral phases, on the other side. A special focus will be put on the
influence of the hydrous phase chlorite. Further, the results will be compared with data from the
literature, especially with what is known from measurements at elevated temperatures. This will lead
to the discussion about the question what may cause a sudden change in seismic properties as observed
here above 700 K.

7 Discussion
7.1 Different types of olivine CPO and their interpretation
7.1.1 Comparison with other olivine CPOs from natural samples
Three different fabric types occurring in the Almklovdalen and Lefftal peridotite were presented in
chapter 3.3 (Fig. 3.14). Two of them can be found as endmembers in the olivine CPO classification
scheme from Tommasi et al. (2000). The Type I fabric displays a (010)[100] pattern, which is called
the typical mantle fabric, since it was found in most of the peridotite samples investigated so far. The
Type II is an axial [010] pattern, another end-member in the classification scheme. As mentioned in
chapter 1, this pattern was also reported by Mizukami et al. (2004) in samples from the HigashiAkaishi peridotite body, Japan, where the fabrics are explained with the presence of water during
deformation. Michibayashi & Mainprice (2004) recognized this CPO type in samples from the Hilti
ophiolite massif in Oman.
The most striking feature is the occurrence of the third CPO type in the samples from Lefftal and
Almklovdalen. In the Type III fabric, the [100]-axes are oriented normal to foliation and lineation. So
far, such a pattern was only discovered in garnet peridotites from Alpe Arami (Moeckel 1969) and
from Cima di Gagnone, (Frese et al. 2003) in the central Alps. The garnet peridotite from Cima di
Gagnone, formed during prograde Alpine high-pressure metamorphism (about 3 GPa) from a hydrous
protolith. The mineral growth took place under high H2O activity (Frese et al. 2003) .
Cordellier et al. (1981) measured the CPO of olivine and enstatite in 5 samples from the Almklovdalen
peridotite, among them one garnet peridotite, one chlorite harzburgite and three chlorite dunites. They
reported also one sample showing a Type II CPO with the axial [010] pattern in a chlorite dunite. For
the other four samples the olivine CPO was very weak or even almost random.

7.1.2 Comparison with olivine CPOs from deformation experiments
The type III CPO discovered in the chlorite dunites from the Almklovdalen and the Lefftal peridotite,
are similar to the C type presented by Jung & Karato (2001). But the type III CPO shows almost a
girdle of the [100] and [010]-axes perpendicular on the foliation plane. Therefore it might be
interpreted as a transition between the B and C type, but with a tendency closer to the C-type. This
would infer a superimposition of the [001](010) and the [001](100) slip systems.
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7.1.3 Relationship between the samples with different CPO types and
interpretation of the CPO types recognized in Almklovdalen and
Lefftal
The samples RP354 and RP359, with the very clearly developed type III CPO derive from the Lefftal
mine. The samples from the Almklovdalen peridotite display either the axial [010] pattern of type II
(RP326 and RP350) or the typical mantle fabric, type I (RP351, RP356A and RP356B). It should be
emphasized, that samples with type I and type II CPO, were taken in the direct vicinity to each other.
Sample RP324, which displays a type III CPO (although less clearly developed than in RP354 and
RP359), also derives from the Almklovdalen peridotite. This coexistence makes an interpretation of
the significance of the type III CPO difficult.
Remarkably, the samples RP354 and RP359 with the type III CPO and RP356A and RP356B with the
typical mantle type CPO display all a bimodal grain size distribution with large old grains and a finegrained recrystallised matrix. All samples with the axial [010] pattern of the type II CPO display a
homogenous grain size distribution with irregular grain boundaries (see Table 3.8). This could lead to
the conclusion, that the axial [010] pattern was formed prior to the two other CPO types. There are two
contradictions to this conclusion. One reason is that the typical mantle fabric derives from an
activation of the (010)[100] slip-system. The activation of this slip system is related to high
temperatures and low strain rates and usually assigned to depths below 130 km. The axial pattern
usually is assigned to lower temperature. The second fact is, that the recrystallisation process, which
lead to the bimodal grain size distribution did not change the CPO. This could be shown for sample
RP356B, where the fine grained matrix and the old large grains show similar CPO.
Cordellier et al. (1981) tried to correlate the CPO to the microstructure, distinguishing “mosaic
equigranular texture”, “mosaic tabular texture” and “porphyroblastic texture” (be aware, that the term
texture used by Cordelier et al. as a synonym for microstructure). The random CPO was found in a
sample with “porphyroblastict texture”. According to their description, this sample could belong to the
green peridotite as defined by Kostenko et al. (2002). The sample with the type II axial [010] pattern is
a chlorite peridotite from the western part of the Almklovdalen body (like sample RP324). They
classify this sample with a strong foliation by aligned chlorite and a strong shape preferred orientation
of olivine as the “mosaic tabular texture” type. The next two chlorite peridotites belong to a transition
between the “mosaic equigranular” and the “mosaic tabular texture” type. One derives from a shear
zone next to the garnet peridotite, it has a diffuse [100]-axes maximum subparallel to the lineation.
The other derives from the rim of the eastern part, 100 m away from the gneiss. It has a weak
maximum of [001]-axes subparallel to the lineation. For the garnet peridotite (“mosaic granular
texture”) only the olivine porphyroblasts revealed a weak [100]-axes concentration oblique to the
foliation plane. The olivine neoblasts did not show any preferred orientation.
Two aspects should be stressed in particular: First no obvious differences in the petrology and
geochemistry could be observed between samples from Lefftal and Almklovdalen. The variations in
mineral content and geochemistry are not large. The second aspect to emphasise is, that one can
assume that all the investigated samples should have experienced the same pressure and temperature
conditions, since they derive from two peridotites bodies very close to each other. As mentioned in
chapter 3, there is evidence on the basis of gravity data, that both peridotite bodies are connected
underneath the surrounding gneisses (Gronlie & Rost 1974).
This supports the finding of Frese et al. (2003) that although the metamorphic facies determines the
texture, the textural type cannot be assigned uniquely to specific P-T conditions. Therefore the origin
of the different CPOs must be related to parameters, which change on a comparatively small scale of a
few meters to tens of meters in a km scale peridotite body. Such parameters could be fluid infiltration
and deformation kinematics.
Small scale variations can result from deformation kinematics due, for instance, from folding. Very
tight folds in WGR peridotites were detected in the Ugelvik and Roudhaugene peridotite on Otrøy, but
also in the Almklovdalen peridotite at the Lien locality (Fig. 3.6e). However, the peridotites from
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Otrøy and from Lien contain a lot of garnet and pyroxenites and hence the deformation geometry can
not be extrapolated to the dunites and harzburgites from Almklovdalen. In the chlorite-bearing dunites
and harzburgites from the main part of the Almklovdalen peridotite no folds can be observed in the
outcrop, but large-scale mapping revealed that folds occur also in this part of the peridotite body
(Cordellier et al. 1981, Oswald 1997).
The second parameter which could be responsible for small scale variations on the olivine CPO within
one peridotite body, could be the occurrence of a free fluid phase, which may have triggered the
dynamic recrystallization which occurred in some of the samples. The occurrence of the hydrous
phase chlorite, the numerous fluid inclusions found in thin sections in the investigated samples and the
microstructures along the grain boundaries revealed by SEM secondary electron images argue in
favour of one or several fluid infiltration events in the original dry garnet-peridotites.
Kostenko et al. (2002) interpreted the coatings around the olivine grains observed with the SEM, to
consist of serpentine and brucite, formed by the hydration reaction:

2Mg2SiO4(forsterite) + 3H2O = Mg3Si2O5(OH)4(serpentine) + Mg(OH)2(brucite)
They also describe channel-shaped grain boundary serpentine layers, which look very similar to the
channel-like morphology of the grain boundaries in sample RP356A (Fig. 3.11b). The pits with which
many of the grain boundaries are decorated (Fig. 3.11e, f) are interpreted as inclusions representing
serpentine pseudomorphs after fluid inclusions formed during healing of the grain boundaries.
All three phenomena, coating, pits or pores in the surfaces and channel-shaped grain boundaries were
also described by Mancktelow et al. (1998) and Mancktelow & Pennacchioni (2004) on quartz grain
boundaries from mylonites from Monte Mary and the Simplon fault zone in the Alps. Mancktelow et
al. (1998) found that the grain boundary films around the quartz are pure SiO2, possibly in amorphous
state. The pores with their regular, crystallographically-controlled shapes are an indicator for a water
rich fluid phase and are interpreted as the remnant of a postkinematic, late-stage fluid infiltration
(Mancktelow & Pennacchioni 2004). The channel-shaped grain boundaries were only observed in the
wet Simplon mylonites but not in the dry Monte Mary mylonites. They might also be connected to
fluid activity, since they are similar to the irregular dissolution surfaces described by den Brok (1998)
and Gratz (1991).
From harzburgites from the Oman ophiolite, 0.05 to 0.1 µm thin films of quenched melt along the
grain boundaries were reported (Wendt et al. 2003). Experiments of Holtzman et al. (2003) showed
that melt films will also have a strong influence on the CPO development, but most likely, all the
mentioned microstructures along the surfaces of the olivine grains from Almklovdalen peridotite are
related to a fluid-infiltration. Whether the thin films around the grains consist of serpentine, or whether
a thin layer of olivine is surrounding the grains (analogue to the quartz grains with their silica coating)
remains an open question, since the EDX analysis can not measure the OH-content, and therefore can
not distinguish between olivine and serpentine at the required precision and spatial resolution.
The fluid infiltration event described in the study of Kostenko et al. (2002) showed, that a strong fluid
infiltration with larger spatial variations occurred in the Almklovdalen peridotite body. The fracturecontrolled fluid infiltration and recrystallisation affecting the green peridotite represents the last stage
in a series of pervasive fluid infiltration events. This last stage presumably took place during rapid
uplift towards shallow crustal depths. Further Kostenko et al. (2002) pointed out, that this
recrystallisation stopped during uplift. The fluid phase reacted with olivine to form serpentine coatings
in the initially fluid-filled pore space. There might be a transition to the late large scale
serpentinisation along the rim of the peridotite body (Oswald 1997).
The samples investigated in this study belong to what is referred as “grey bulk” peridotite. Numerous
fluid inclusions in the investigated samples confirm, that already in earlier events a free fluid phase
must have occurred. Kostenko et al. (2002) interpreted these intragranular fluid inclusions and the
grain boundary inclusions as remnants of several older hydration events during transitions from
garnet-peridotite to chlorite-peridotite.
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To summarize, the type I CPO represents the typical mantle fabric developed by the activation of the
(010)[100] slip system at high temperatures and dry conditions. The type II CPO in the chlorite
peridotite from Almklovdalen can, according to Cordellier et al. (1981), be explained by the activation
of two successive slip systems. The orientation of the [010]-axes is consistent with the activation of
the (010)[100] slip system. The [001] orientation sub parallel to the lineation of the third deformation
stage is related to the {110}[001] low temperature slip system. This CPO is therefore interpreted as a
result from superposition of the second and third deformation stage. The occurrence of a free fluid
phase is the most likely possible explanation for the occurrence of the type III CPO. Still it should be
emphasized, that in opposite to the rocks from Cima di Gagnone there is no evidence for the
Almklovdalen peridotite to be a metaperidotite.
The deformation history together with the knowledge from deformation experiments suggests, that the
type III CPO developed in a mantle peridotite under water rich retrograde conditions possible during
the emplacement in crustal rocks, but still under upper mantle conditions. The water, playing the
important role in the related deformation event, may have derived from the dehydration of crustal
rocks in a subduction zone.

7.2 Comparison of the laboratory measurements and the fabric
based modal predictions
7.2.1 Relationship between p-wave velocity and density
The p-wave velocities were plotted versus the density (Fig 7.1). The diagram shows a clear trend to
higher velocities for samples with higher densities. An exception is sample DS0346, the garnet
pyroxenite. Although the density is very high due to the garnet, the mean velocity is comparatively
low, due to the pyroxenes.

Fig. 7.1: Plot p-wave velocity versus density. The
peridotites are indicated by circles (solid circles
with mean values over three cores, open circles
only for x-core) and the pyroxenites by triangles.

7.2.2 Direct comparison of values for p-wave and s-wave velocities
For direct comparison between the velocities derived from the laboratory measurements and the
velocities from the model calculations, all measured velocities were extrapolated down to room
pressure as described in chapter 6 and plotted versus each other (Fig. 7.2). The solid black circles are
the mean velocities for the dunites, averaged over the values for x, y and z. The open circles were
plotted only for the x-core of each sample. The direct comparison of the p-wave velocities shows, that
the calculated p-wave velocities are usually about 5% faster than the measured velocities.
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The mean velocity of the bronzitite is indicated by a solid triangle and the garnet-pyroxenite by an
open triangle. The deviation for the two pyroxenites between the calculated and the measured velocity
is also very small, between 3 and 6%.

Fig. 7.2: Comparison of calculated and measured p-wave
velocities at ambient conditions. The calculated velocities were
plotted versus the measured ones. For this plot the measured
velocities were extrapolated down to room pressure as described
in chapter 6. The open circles indicate velocities only in the xdirection, while all other symbols represent the averaged
velocities from all three directions. The dashed line indicates that
calculated velocities are 5% faster then the measured ones (line
calculated with + 5%).

The histograms in Fig. 7.3 show both, the calculated and the measured velocities for all measured
cores next to each other. Again, this shows a good agreement between calculated and measured
velocities. Most peridotite samples, show the following p-wave velocity distribution: x = maximum, y
= intermediate and z = minimum both, in calculation and experiment.
An exception is sample RP354, where according to the predictions the z-direction should be the
fastest, but measurements revealed almost the same velocities in all three directions. An explanation
could be the influence of the presence of chlorite. As shown in paragraph 7.2.4, the vp distribution in
samples with such a texture type is very sensitive even to small amounts of other phases, especially to
foliation parallel chlorite. A wrong estimation of the chlorite content by only 1% or a 1% higher
chlorite content in this core could explain the discrepancy between the predicted and the actually
measured p-wave velocities in this sample. Variations in the mineral content might also explain why
the measured velocity in sample RP356A was higher than predicted. The hand specimen already
showed a compositional banding, which could be also observed in the thin section.
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Fig. 7.3: The direct comparison of the p-wave velocities of all measured cores. The light grey bars in the histograms represent
the calculated velocities, the dark grey ones the measured velocities.
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The good agreement for most samples between the predicted seismic properties and the measured
seismic properties is also reflected by the comparison of the calculated and the measured anisotropy
(Fig. 7.4). For most samples the measured anisotropies are somewhat lower than predicted, except for
sample RP354 and DS0346. In sample RP354 this is again related to the chlorite and will be discussed
in detail in paragraph 7.2.4. In sample DS0346 the anisotropy is so low, that even small variations for
example in the garnet content between the three cores could lead to a different anisotropy.
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Fig. 7.4: Comparison of the predicted anisotropy with the measured anisotropy.

Pressure and temperature derivatives
The pressure and temperature derivatives were calculated only on the basis of a composition with
100% olivine. The other mineral phases were not taken into account, since no data of the elastic
constants at elevated pressures or temperatures was available for these phases. Hence a comparison
with the measured values is only a first estimation and no absolute agreement can be expected. What is
striking, is that the predicted pressure derivatives (Fig. 7.5) are nearly all the same for all samples and
orientations. This means, the pressure derivatives are in theory almost independent on the CPO. The
predicted values for the temperature derivatives (Fig. 7.6) show some scatter, hence they are correlated
to the CPO.
The pressure and temperature derivatives for all cores which were measured at elevated temperatures
are plotted in Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6, respectively. The measured pressure derivatives are almost always
larger than the calculated ones. While in the temperature regime A the values are usually only about
twice as large, the pressure derivatives in the temperature regime B might be much larger. Also the
variation in the pressure derivatives is much larger in regime B. The temperature derivatives for
regime A are in a quite good agreement with the predicted temperature derivatives, those measured for
regime B have about three times larger values.
Deviations from the measured to the calculated pressure and temperature derivatives can be explained
by a combination of several factors. First, for calculations all other mineral phases except for olivine
were ignored. Additionally all the microcraks and pores, grain boundaries and other impurities were
not taken into account for the calculations. Possible explanations for the sudden change of the pressure
and temperature derivatives and why the p-wave velocities are so much slower above 700 K than
predicted, will be discussed in detail in section 7.3 and 7.4. That the temperature derivatives in regime
B, seems to have a certain correlation with olivine content can be seen Fig. 7.7. For the pressure
derivatives such a correlation could not be detected.
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Fig. 7.5: Comparison of the calculated
pressure derivatives (with stripes) with the
pressure derivatives from the temperature
regime A (light grey) and from the
temperature regime B (dark grey).

Fig. 7.6: Comparison of the calculated
temperature derivatives (with stripes) with
the temperature derivatives from the
temperature regime A (light grey) and
from the temperature regime B (dark
grey).
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Fig. 7.7: Pressure and temperature derivatives for the temperature regime A (solid circles) and temperature regime B (open
circles) depending on the olivine content.
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S-wave velocities
For direct comparison between the shear wave velocities derived from the laboratory measurements
and the shear wave velocities from the model calculations, all measured velocities were extrapolated
down to room pressure as described in chapter 6 and plotted versus each other (Fig. 7.8). All plotted
velocities are for a single direction. Vs1 shows a very good agreement between the measured and the
calculated velocities, except for one core. From Fig.7.9 one can see that the x-core of sample RP350
has a larger deviation. An explanation for this disagreement could not be found. The values of vs2
show a little bit more scattering but in general they also all show a good agreement.
The reason why for the shear waves in opposite to the p-waves, often the measured velocities tend to
be faster than the calculated ones, is probably related to the calibration with brass instead of sapphire.

Fig. 7.8: Comparison of calculated and measured s-wave velocities at ambient conditions. The calculated velocities were
plotted versus the measured ones. For this plot the measured velocities were extrapolated down to room pressure as described
in chapter 6. Except for vs1 of one core (RP350x) all values show a very good agreement of measured and calculated s-wave
velocities.

Fig. 7.9: The direct comparison of the s-wave velocities of all measured cores. The light grey bars in the histograms represent
the calculated velocities, the dark grey ones the measured velocities.

Except for the x and the z core of sample RP350, there is not a good agreement between the calculated
and the measured shear wave splitting (Fig. 7.10). The velocity differences which are relevant for
shear wave splitting are very small compared to the precision of the shear wave measurements. They
are anyway less precise than the p-wave measurements. One reason is that picking for shear waves
always have to be done on the first peak (compare chapter 5).
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Fig. 7.10: Comparison of the calculated and the measured
shear wave splitting.
The light grey bars in the histogram represent the calculated
shear wave splitting, the dark grey ones the measured shear
wave splitting.

Evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods
As shown, seismic properties of a rock can be determined using two different methods. One method to
calculate the overall magnitude of seismic velocities is based on the single crystal elastic constants, the
CPO and the volume fractions of the constituent minerals. The other method is a direct laboratory
measurement of the rock sample. The results of the direct measurements are influenced by
compositional layering and variations, porosity, occurrence and distribution of cracks, porosity, grain
boundaries, accessory mineral phases, alteration and secondary minerals.
The cracks, alteration products and secondary minerals usually formed during the exhumation, hence
they did not exist in the original upper mantle rocks. Therefore the measured velocities are not
necessarily directly compatible to velocities occurring in the upper mantle. This might be a
disadvantage of the laboratory measurements.
The calculated velocities on the other side, are influenced by the chemical composition of the mineral
which was used as a standard for the single crystal elastic constants. Further, it is always a question,
how representative the measured CPO and the mineral content are, since they were determined from a
thin section. The thin section represents only a small volume compared to a complete core, cube or
sphere measured in a rig.
Finally, it is always a matter of the specific question, whether the model predictions or the laboratory
measurements are the appropriate way to determine the seismic properties of a rock.

7.2.3 Relationship between the different olivine fabrics and the predicted
seismic velocities
The relationship between the different olivine fabrics and the predicted seismic p-wave velocities is
summarised in Fig. 7.11. Additionally the orientation of the polarization planes of the fast shear wave
is shown.
The type I CPO, the typical mantle fabric, leads to the common orthorhombic vp distribution. The
[100]-axes, where p-waves travel fastest (9.89 km/s) compared to the other directions, are
predominantly oriented parallel to the lineation, resulting in a large vpx. The [001]-axes, where pwaves travel with about 8.43 km/s are concentrated in the y-direction, leading to medium velocities in
this direction. The [010]-axes with a vp of 7.72 km/s are concentrated perpendicular on the foliation
plane, hence velocities are smallest in this direction. This velocity distribution, where three directions
of different velocities can be distinguished, is also characterised by a strong anisotropy, which depends
on the strength of the texture. The orientation of the polarization plane of vs1 is parallel to the lineation.
The type II CPO, the axial [010] pattern, displays an oblate transversely isotropic vp distribution. The
reason is the concentration of the [100]- and the [001]-axes in the foliation plane. The orientation of
the olivine crystals in these rocks can be described by a rotation around the [010]-axes, which is
perpendicular to the foliation plane. Therefore velocities are slow normal to the foliation plane. This
velocity distribution can still display a quite strong anisotropy, but it does not allow inferring any flow
directions from the seismic velocity distribution alone, as shown by Babuska & Cara (1991). The
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orientation of the polarization plane of vs1 for the type II CPO is also parallel to the lineation. From the
shear wave splitting no differentation between the two CPO types is possible.
The vp distribution calculated from the type III CPO, can be described with the term “prolate
transversely isotropic vp distribution”. The vp distribution has the same symmetry with respect to the
foliation plane like the one corresponding to type II, but fast and slow directions are swapped. In this
case, vp is slow within the foliation plane, but fast normal to the foliation plane. The anisotropy is very
low, even for comparatively strong fabrics. While the other two fabric types result in anisotropies of
about 6-8 % for the occurring J-index of about 4, these fabrics will lead only to around 2-3 %
anisotropy for a similar texture strength. The reason is that the fastest [100]-axes display a kind of
girdle normal to the lineation, with a weak concentration in the z-direction. The slowest [010]-axes
displays also a girdle, but with a weak concentration within the girdle on the y-direction. These two
girdles of the [100] and the [010] axes lead to a kind of destructive interference of the highest and
lowest p-wave velocities. This destructive interference is the reason for the unusually low anisotropies.
The weak maxima within the girdles are the reason, why vp is a little bit higher in the z-direction than
in the y-direction. Further this CPO pattern, as shown in the scheme does not necessarily lead to a
transversely isotropic vp distribution. This only will happen if the density of the orientation distribution
of the axes with fast and slow velocities balance each other.
The orientation of the polarization plane of vs1 for the type III CPO is also perpendicular to the
lineation and therefore perpendicular on the flow direction.

Fig. 7.11: The relationship between the olivine CPO and the predicted seismic velocity distribution is summarized in the
scheme. On the left side the three different CPO types detected in the Almklovdalen and Lefftal peridotites are shown. The
sketches of the differently oriented olivine crystals with their fast, medium and slow axis for p-waves is the link to the three
different vp distribution patterns on the right side. Additionally the orientation of the polarization planes of the fast shear
waves are shown.
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Ismail & Mainprice (1998) showed the
correlation between the anisotropy and the Jindex on the basis of a large olivine fabric
database. The data from this study is added
to this plot in Fig. 7.12. The new data fits
perfectly to the trend indicated by the
original data. It mainly extends the
investigated CPOs toward lower textures and
shows that the trend is also valid for very
small J-indices.

Fig. 7.12: J-index versus anisotropy. The solid circles indicate data
from the olivine fabric database of Ismail & Mainprice (1998), the
open circles are from this study. They cover mainly the low texture
domain.

7.2.4 Influence of the other mineral phases (- focus on chlorite)
After the influence of the olivine fabric was discussed, now the influence of other mineral phases will
be investigated. As shown, the measured velocities of samples RP324 and RP354 did not reveal higher
p-wave velocities in z-direction, as it was predicted by the model calculations. And it was already
mentioned, that this discrepancy is related to additional mineral phases.
The results of the complete calculations, taking not only the olivine CPO, but also other mineral
phases into account, show that depending on the single crystal anisotropy and the volume percentage,
additional phases might have a strong influence. This is not the case for the about 20% pyroxenes in
sample RP356A, in this rock they do not show any significant influence on the vp distribution pattern,
because the anisotropy of the pyroxene component is very weak. On the other hand a strong influence
could be shown for the chlorite: The results from chapter 4 (Fig. 4.7) prove, that even very small
amounts of chlorite can change the pattern significantly.
The sketch in Fig. 7.13 demonstrates that even a few percent of chlorite will lead to the ordinary
transversal isotropic vp distribution. It should be emphasised, that the contribution of a few percent of
chlorite within a peridotite, will considerably vary the vp distribution, especially for some olivine
CPOs. While for a peridotite with a type II olivine CPO, the chlorite will only strengthen the
anisotropy, the peridotites with a type I or III olivine CPO will change their whole vp distribution, due
to the chlorite.
Fig. 7.14 shows the resulting theoretical model calculation, of how the stepwise addition of up to 7%
of chlorite to an aggregate with the olivine CPO of sample RP351 will influence the absolute
velocities, the anisotropy and the velocity distribution pattern. The olivine CPO of sample RP351
leads to an orthorhombic vp distribution, the addition of only 2% chlorite will already transfer this
orthorhombic vp distribution in a transversely isotropic vp distribution. The addition of 7% chlorite will
reduce the minimum velocity normal to the foliation about 0.6 km/s, while the high velocities will not
change. This will lead to an increase of anisotropy from 4.8 to 12.6 %.
For Fig. 7.15 the same calculations were done with the olivine CPO of sample RP354. This sample
displays a prolate transversal isotropic vp distribution concerning the olivine component. The
anisotropy will first become weaker and then, at about 5% chlorite it will increase again. The fast
direction will then have swapped from normal to the foliation plane, into the foliation plane. This time,
the originally high velocities in the z-direction will have decreased about 0.6 km/s, while the low
velocities in the foliation plane, will remain unchanged.
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Fig. 7.13: This scheme illustrates how even a few percent of chlorite oriented parallel to the foliation (in calculations
replaced by the elastic constants of muscovite), will influence the vp distribution patterns. While for type 2 the anisotropy
will only strengthen, the pattern will even swap its symmetry for the type 3 pattern, from the prolate transversal isotropic
vp distribution to the oblate transversal isotropic vp distribution. Also for the type 1 vp distribution the pattern will change.
It will also change from the orthorhombic vp distribution to a transversal isotropic vp distribution, although usually the
velocities in the x-direction will be still somewhat higher than in the y-direction. But this might often be below the
detection limit of measurements.

This phenomenon, that the anisotropy will decrease first, and then increase again, is also shown in Fig.
7.16. In this diagram, the anisotropy is plotted versus the chlorite content. The diagram shows, that
anisotropy of a sample with an orthorhombic velocity distribution from the olivine CPO will increase
very steeply in the beginning and will soon reach a linear rise. The anisotropy for a sample with a
prolate transversal vp distribution will slowly reduce in absolute value and then suddenly start to rise
again. Afterwards the anisotropy will also increase in a linear way. This diagram shows, as soon as the
general vp distribution is transversely isotropic, the anisotropy will increase linearly.
For a sample with the type III CPO and a J-index of 5, the change in the vp pattern due to the
contribution of aligned chlorite will be reached from about 5% chlorite. For a higher chlorite content,
the phyllosilicate chlorite will overprint the influence from the olivine fabric.
This strong overprint from the chlorite is the result of the large anisotropy (about 50%) all
phyllosilicates display and the fact that the chlorite laths are usually preferentially oriented parallel to
the foliation plane. Although not measured, it is obvious from the thin section, that the texture strength
for the chlorite is very high. Of course, the assumption used for the model calculations, that all chlorite
is perfectly aligned in the foliation plane will lead to an overestimation of the influence of chlorite.
Hence, a few more percent of chlorite will be necessary to obtain the same effect, but this will not
change the principal process.
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Fig 7.14: To illustrate the influence of chlorite on a rock with an orthorhombic vp distribution, here the theoretical vp
distributions for a rock with the olivine CPO of sample RP351 is shown, when foliation parallel chlorite is added stepwise. In
this figure the change of the vp distribution is shown from 0 to 7% of chlorite (notice that the colour key is not the same for
the single plots).
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Fig. 7.15: To illustrate the influence of chlorite on a rock with a prolate isotropic vp distribution, here the theoretical vp
distributions for a rock with the olivine CPO of sample RP354 is shown, when foliation parallel chlorite is added stepwise. In
this figure the change of the vp distribution is shown from 0 to 7% of chlorite (notice that the colour key is not the same for
the single plots).

Fig. 7.16: The anisotropies from the theoretical vp
distributions calculated for samples RP351 and RP354 for
varying chlorite content.
The anisotropies are derived from Fig. 7.14 and 7.15.
Anisotropy values for 10, 20 and 30% of chlorite content
were added. (The anisotropy for both samples converges
towards each other for higher chlorite contents, extrapolated
to 100% chlorite they would meet).
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7.3 Comparison of the measured velocities and anisotropy with
data from the literature
The measured p-wave velocities at 400 MPa range between 7.9 and 8.2 km/s for the peridoties. The
values for the pyroxenites are somewhat lower around 7.7 to 7.9 km/s. The anisotropies for the
peridotites vary roughly between 2 and 7 %, while the anisotropy for the two pyroxenites is only about
1%. S-waves were only measured for peridotites, the velocities vary from 4.4 to 5.0 km/s.
This is in a good agreement for an example of the velocities and anisotropies of two peridotites from
the Ivrea zone measured by Barruol & Kern (1996). A p-wave velocity of about 8.25 and 8.37 km/s
was reported, the s-wave velocity was 4.75 and 4.72 km/s. The anisotropy was about 6 to 7%. Two
other peridotite samples from the same area showed also values of 7.7 and 8.2 km/s for vp with an
anisotropy between 4 and 5% and vs between 4.4 and 4.7 km/s for vs (Khazanehdari et al. 2000).
Measurements on spherical peridotite samples from the Ivrea zone revealed similar velocities (Pros et
al. 2003). Similar velocities and anisotropies are also reported from many other investigators
(Christensen & Ramananantoandro 1971, Babuska 1972, Carter et al. 1972, Kern & Fakhimi 1975,
Kern 1978, Gao et al. 2000, Soedjatmiko & Christensen 2000 and others). Also the measured
velocities for pyroxenites are in a good agreement with what is reported in the literature (e.g. Pros et
al. 2003, Gao et al. 2000 and others).
The velocities Miller & Christensen (1994) reported from some peridotites from the Kohistan terrane,
were somewhat lower due to serpentinisation. Very low, around 4.6 to 6.5 km/s were the velocities Ito
(1990) measured in strongly serpentinised peridotites. Further samples from the Vitim xenoliths
(Central Asia) show also somewhat lower velocities probably due to small amounts of interstitial glass
(quenched melt) around grain boundaries (Kern et al. 1996).
The measurements of Kern & Fakhimi (1975), Kern (1978) and of Khazanehdari et al. (2000) are of
special interest concerning the seismic properties at elevated pressures and temperatures.
Kern & Fakhimi (1975) were the first to make the discovery of a sudden strong decrease in p-wave
velocity at higher temperatures. Fig. 7.17 shows the p-wave velocities for the three directions as a
function of temperature at 200 MPa (Kern & Fakhimi 1975). The velocities were plotted with the
same scale that was used in the diagrams in this study. The kink occurs at a similar temperature, a little
bit lower than 700 K. The temperature derivative, calculated for temperature regime A and B
separately are in a very good agreement with the temperature derivatives in this study.

Fig. 7.17: P-wave velocities for the three directions as a
function of temperature at 200 MPa (Kern & Fakhimi
1975). The velocities were plotted with the same scale that
is used in the diagrams in this study.

Kern (1978) did further investigations on the effect of high temperature and high pressure on p-wave
velocities. He found that due to thermal expansion old cracks would open and new cracks would form
leading to a strong decrease in p-wave velocities. This effect makes it very difficult to measure the
intrinsic effect of pressure and temperature.
He carried out experiments, by rising the temperature up to 700°C at different, but isobaric pressures,
using a separate sample for each experiment. The results of the mean p-wave velocities for a peridotite
sample at 100, 200, 400 and 600 MPa are shown in Fig. 7.18. He could show that the velocity decrease
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highly depends on the confining pressure. For rocks like granite, granulites or amphibolite, higher
confining pressures could successfully suppress the drastic velocity decrease. In contrast, in the
peridotite sample vp decreased remarkably with temperature even at high confining pressures.

Fig. 7.18: P-wave velocities for the three directions as a function of temperature at 100, 200, 400 and 600 MPa (Kern 1978).
The velocities were plotted with the same scale like used in the diagrams in this study.

The kink in the temperature derivative in Fig. 7.18 is only observed at higher confining pressures.
While at low confining pressures, the velocities immediately start to drop, high confining pressures
obviously allow a suppression of this effect till a certain degree, before suddenly velocities again start
to decrease faster.
The kink is missing in the 3-D plot in Fig. 7.19. This figure illustrates the combined effect of pressure
and temperature on vp for a peridotite from Finero (Khazanehdari et al. 2000). Khazanehdari et al.
distinguish the region A, where the closure of cracks with rising pressure at low temperatures lead to
increasing velocities. The near-planar region C represents the velocities arising from the intrinsic
pressure and temperature sensivity of the elastic constants of the rock. The region B represents
velocity decrease due to the formation of fresh microcracks at grain boundaries because of anisotropy
of thermal expansion. That for this sample 400 MPa confining pressure were enough to suppress this
effect even up to 700°C for a peridotite, could be related to its mineral composition. The sample
Khazanehdari et al. (2000) investigated contains only up to 52% olivine and a large amount of opx and
cpx. These minerals have a less pronounced anisotropy in thermal expansion and may therefore act as
a kind of buffer between the olivine grains.
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Fig. 7.19: 3-D plot to illustrate the combined effect of
pressure and temperature on vp for a peridotite from Finero
(Khazanehdari et al. 2000). They distinguish region A,
where the closure of cracks with rising pressure at low
temperatures leads to increasing velocities. The near-planar
region C represents the velocities arising from the intrinsic
pressure and temperature sensivity of the elastic constants of
the rock. The region B represents velocity decrease due to
the formation of fresh microcracks at grain boundaries
because of anisotropy of thermal expansion.

7.4 Interpretation of the seismic property changes at high
temperature
In this paragraph possible reasons for the abrupt change in seismic properties at around 700 K will be
discussed. Three reasons are likely to cause this significant kink in the temperature derivatives:
Mineral transformations, measurement set-up effects and thermally induced stresses.

7.4.1 Mineral reactions
With regard to known phase transitions of the constituting minerals, the boundary temperature of
about 700 K between regime A and regime B is quite low. Neither olivine nor pyroxenes are expected
to react at labatoratory rates at these conditions. Only for serpentine or chlorite, reactions like
dehydration could be expected at low temperatures. But several facts argue against this possibility.
First, one should expect if dehydration reactions or any other decomposition of one of these two
minerals would be responsible for the suddenly stronger decrease in velocities. The strength of the
effect should be coupled to the amount of serpentine or chlorite. But the effect seems to be
independent from the amount of chlorite. The temperature derivatives for sample RP359 with around
10 % chlorite are comparable to the derivatives of the other samples with only 2 to 3 % chlorite.
Serpentine was not detected in these rocks with the optical microscope. Only the very thin coatings at
the grain boundaries, could be comprised of serpentine.
To prove whether some reactions have occurred during the experiment, two cores were cut after a high
temperature experiment and from one sample a thin section was prepared. As shown in Fig. 7.20 the
inner part of the cores turned red, which is due to iron oxidation. The red colour derives from oxidized
iron. Oxidation occured, because the oxygen fugacity was not controlled during the experiment.
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The oxidation seems to have
occurred mainly along grain
boundaries. It may be related to
submicroscopical
grains
of
magnetite, generated from the
reaction olivine + water =
serpentine + magnetite, which
oxidized to hematite.
During preparation of these
additional thin sections, the rock
was as intact as the initial material
Fig. 7.20: View on the planar surface of the core after the high P-T- before being exposed to high P-T
experiment. The red colour derives from oxidation along the grain boundaries. conditions.
Fig. 7.21 shows two microphotos, one from the original thin section, the other from the thin section of
the core exposed to high temperatures. These images also prove that the chlorite is still intact. Both
samples differ by less white seams occuring around the olivine grains.

Fig. 7.21: Micrograph
with crossed polars
from sample RP354
before (left side) and
after (rigth side) the
experiments.
The chlorite is still
intact.

The white seams visible in the optical microscope might originate from the coatings identified around
the olivine crystals in the secondary electrone images (Fig. 3.16).
There additional secondary electrone images were taken by SEM from Sample RP354, in order to
verify if reactions along the grain boundaries occured. As shown in Fig. 7.22, the coating of the grain
boundaries has changed. The original layers have disappeared after sample RP354 was exposed to
high temperatures. Instead, the surfaces are now covered with small mineral flakes. It is likely that
these new grown crystals are brucite. The crystal habits of the magnesium mineral brucite are typically
flattened tabular crystals.
Apparently, some mineral reactions occurred on microscopic scale, but it remains questionable,
whether they are responsible for the sudden decrease of the seismic velocities. The process causing the
kink in temperature derivates is obviously reversible, contrasting the mineral reactions. The latter are
irreversible, because the system is not closed. Released water can escape from the sample through the
holes for the thermocouples.
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Fig. 7.22: SEM secondary electron images of grain boundaries of olivine in the sample RP354 after being exposed to high
temperatures. The coatings around olivine have disappeard, instead the surface is covered with flaky minerals, probably
brucite.

7.4.2 Effects induced by the measurement set-up
The column calibration with the sapphire single crystal (Fig. 5.7) shows a flat plane that can be fitted
to the values of the column delay used for calibration. This shows that the pressure and temperature
dependence of the buffer rods etc. is linear at least up to 900 K. Above this temperature a slight
deviation of the measured column delay occurs from the fitted plane. Using underestimated column
delay time for calibration, the derived arrival times for the measured samples will be too large, which
will result in too low velocity values. However this effect is very small as shown in the example for
the 22 mm x-core of sample RP350 (Fig. 7.23) and occurs only above 900 K. Therefore it is not
responsible for the observed kink at 700 K. Also the signal waveform does not show any abrupt
change above 700 K. Hence, an artificial effect introduced by the measuring set-up can be ruled out.

Fig. 7.23: Example for the discrepance at
high temperatures between p-wave
velocities derived from arrival times with
the theoretically predicted column delay
time and arrival times corrected for the
real column delay.
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7.4.3 Thermally induced stresses
Thermal expansion is a second-rank tensor in non-cubic crystals. For olivine the three principal
directions with the thermal expansion coefficients αa, αb and αc correspond to the lattice axes a, b and c
(Kumazawa & Anderson 1969). The total volume change is given by the volume thermal expansion
coefficient α. The thermal expansion coefficients for olivine at 300 K and the temperature derivatives
of the thermal expansion coefficients are given in table 7.1. From these values one can see that the
thermal expansion of olivine is anisotropic, with a small expansion coefficient along the a –axis and
larger, quite similar expansion coefficients in the direction of the b- and c-axis.

T[K]
25

Thermal expansion coefficient in
10-6/K
αa
αb
αc
α
4.75
8.99
8.68
22.60

Temperature derivatives of thermal
expansion coefficient in 10-6/K
dαa/dT dαb/dT dαc/dT dα/dT
1.19
1.09
1.10
3.38

Table 7.1: Thermal expansion coefficients of olivine (Kumazawa & Anderson 1969)

Ramananantoandro & Manghnani (1978) used a simple geometric model for a rough estimation of the
distribution and magnitude of internal stresses induced by the anisotropic thermal expansion in a rock
with a random CPO. They considered a single olivine crystal ABCD enclosed in the matrix EFGH as a
model of dunitic rock (Fig. 7.24). This is reasonable, because not only the single olivine crystal, but
also the dunitic rock has an orthorhombic symmetry. For the model, assuming that the olivine crystal
has a preferred orientation, one can take the symmetry axes of the matrix to coincide with the axes of
the single crystal.
The positions A’B’C’D’ would be the position
of the single olivine crystal and the position
E’F’G’H’ would be the one of the matrix, if
they could expand freely. But due to mutual
constraints imposed by unequal thermal
expansion, the boundary between the olivine
grain and the matrix would assume to reach the
position LMNO. In this configuration
compressive stresses are generated in the
olivine crystal parallel to the b and c-axes and
tensile stress parallel to the a-axis
(Ramananantoandro & Manghnani 1978).
Ramananantoandro & Manghnani (1978) also
made an estimation for the magnitude of the
occurring thermal stresses at 500°C and 1GPa
in an olivine grain in anisotropic ‘Twin sisters
dunite’ which they measured. The results are
about 25 to 50 MPa compression stress and
about 100 MPa tensile stresses.

Fig. 7.24: Schematic model for calculating thermal induced
stresses (from Ramananantoandro and Manghnani 1978).

Further the authors conclude, that these thermal stresses induce microcracks which affect the
temperature dependence of the seismic velocities. But the temperature derivatives are between 5.4*10-4 and -6.7*10-4 km/s/K and therefore correspond to the temperature derivatives of regime A and
are not necessary an explanation for the higher temperature derivatives of regime B. Additionally, the
thin section of sample RP354 which was made from the y-core after the experiment, does not show a
significant increase in crack density. Fig. 7.25 shows a section of an olivine grain at the rim of the
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core. In fact, there is a damaged zone, directly next to the rim, but already about 1 mm into the core,
the microcracks in the grain are decreasing rapidly. Further, it is not proven, that these cracks were
necessarily all introduced by the heating process. They could also derive from the drilling and
polishing process on the lathe before the measurements at high PT conditions were done.

Fig. 7.25: Photograph of an olivine grain at the rim of the ycore of sample RP354 after the measurements. Directly next
to the rim, the olivine grain is strongly fractured, but already
about 1 mm away from the rim, crack density is decreasing
rapidly.

Therefore, while it is obvious that thermal stresses are induced by the anisotropic thermal expansion,
there is no prove, that the high temperature derivatives of regime B and especially the abrupt change
can be explained with the occurrence of thermally induced microcracks.
Another explanation, which could be a reason for at least a part of the phenomena is the following:
The thermal induced stresses change the elastic properties of the olivine grains, and therefore may also
influence the seismic velocities. Still it has to be proven, whether this effect could be strong enough to
explain the increase of the temperature derivative by one order of magnitude above 700 K.
Two factors influence the magnitude of the thermal induced stresses. One is the temperature, the other
factor is the degree of anisotropy of the constituent mineral (Ramananantoandro & Manghnani 1978).
Therefore, one would expect that the degree of CPO would also influence the magnitude of the
thermal induced stresses. In a rock with a random CPO the differences between a macroscopically
isotropic rock and the anisotropic properties of the single crystal should be larger (Ramananantoandro
& Manghnani 1978), while in a strongly textured rock, thermally induced stresses should be much
smaller.
This theory could be tested by comparing the
strength of the texture with the value for the
temperature derivative. Fig. 7.26 shows a plot
of the J-index versus the mean temperature
derivative of the regime B. There seems to be a
correlation for the very pure dunites. For the
other samples with a higher content of other
mineral phases the fit is worse. Still this plot is
not very unambiguous because four data points
are not sufficient and because the J-index of all
four samples is very similar.
To make a real judgment, whether the texture
strength is correlated to the increase of the
temperature derivative, a sample with a very
high texture index and one with a uniform CPO
Fig. 7.26: Plot of the temperature derivative versus the J-index
should be also measured.
for samples RP350, RP351, RP354 and RP356B.
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This chapter summarises the results, shows considerations about the geological and geophysical
implications and suggests which further research could be done on this topic.

8 Conclusions
8.1 Summary
The seismic properties of eight chlorite-peridotites (dunites and harzburgites) and two pyroxenites
were investigated using fabric based model predictions and by laboratory measurements. The aim of
this study was to extend the database for seismic properties of mantle rocks. Special attention was
drawn on the temperature dependent seismic behaviour of peridotites.
A focus was also set on the influence of different olivine CPOs and on the influence of chlorite on the
seismic anisotropy of peridotites. The fact that the samples from the Almklovdalen and the Lefftal
peridotite revealed such a variety of different olivine CPOs leads to a discussion about the
interpretation of these textures.
The main results of this study are:
•

•

•

•

•

Three different olivine CPO types occur in the Almklovdalen and Lefftal peridotite. Three
samples comprise the typical mantle fabric (type I) and two the axial [010] pattern (type II). In
three samples a CPO with the [100]-axes normal to the foliation plane occurred. This type III
CPO might be interpreted as a C-type fabric as described by Jung & Karato (2001) from
deformation experiments, or as a transition between their B- and C-type fabric.
The occurrence of a free fluid phase is the most likely explanation for the occurrence of the
type III CPO. So far it was only discovered in metaperidotites from the Central Alps (Frese et
al. 2003, Moeckel 1969). This is the first time that type III CPO was found in a peridotite that
was exhumed from the mantle under water-rich retrograde conditions.
The three different olivine CPOs theoretically lead to different seismic velocity distributions.
While the mantle type fabric has the common orthorhombic vp distribution, the axial [010]
pattern results in an oblate transversely isotropic vp distribution and the type III CPO in a
prolate transversely isotropic vp distribution. Significant for the vp distribution of a rock with
type III CPO is the low anisotropy compared to the texture strength. This is a result from a
destructive interference of the fast and the slow propagation direction of p-waves in the
olivine single crystal in the rock with this CPO. The orientation of the polarization planes of
the fast shear wave vs1 is also varying between the three CPO types. The orientation of the
polarization plane of vs1 for the type I and the type II CPO is parallel to the lineation. From the
shear wave splitting no differentiation between the two CPO types is possible. The orientation
of the polarization plane of vs1 for the type III CPO is perpendicular to the lineation and,
therefore, also perpendicular to the flow direction.
The hydrous phase chlorite has a great influence on the seismic properties of a peridotite. This
is due to the high anisotropy of the single crystal and the tendency of chlorite to align parallel
to the foliation. The contribution of a few percent chlorite to the vp distribution of a peridotite
varies considerably for different olivine CPOs. For a peridotite with an olivine CPO with a
transversely isotropic vp distribution the chlorite will only strengthen the vp anisotropy.
Peridotites with an olivine CPO connected to one of the other two vp distribution patterns will
change the whole vp-directional distribution due to the chlorite.
The velocity measurements at elevated pressures and temperatures reveal two temperature
regimes with a different behaviour. Below approximately 700 K, called regime A, the p-wave
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•

velocities are decreasing slowly with increasing temperatures. Around 700 K occurs a kink,
above which the velocities are decreasing much faster, called regime B. It is important to
emphasise that the changes in pressure and temperature derivatives are reversible and
velocities are reproducible before and after a temperature cycle.
A possible explanation for the strong decrease of the p-wave velocities at higher temperatures
could be related to thermal induced stresses.

8.2 Geological and geophysical implications
The fact that in both investigated peridotite bodies different olivine CPO types were observed
indicates that the Almklovdalen and the Lefftal peridotite either experienced a very special
deformation history, or that so called unusual CPO types are not that uncommon. As Tommasi et al.
(2000) mentioned, it is not proven that the present sampling of peridotites is representative of the real
abundance of the (010)[100] fabric in the upper mantle. The olivine database of Ismail & Mainprice
(1998) is based on samples, which were originally chosen for kinematic studies. Therefore, samples
with a low J-index are potentially underrepresented. Even more important is the fact that all peridotite
samples available on the earths surface derive from very specific geological settings. For example
peridotites from xenoliths derive from an environment where mantle originated volcanism occurs,
usually located on a hot spot. Also peridotites incorporated in crustal rocks and then exhumed to the
surface experienced conditions, which are not comparable with those existing in the ‘ordinary’ upper
mantle.
Furthermore, the results imply that from the observed seismic anisotropy of the upper mantle, the
mantle flow direction cannot always be deduced straight forward. The strength of the seismic
anisotropy cannot necessarily be correlated to texture strength, as soon as other CPOs than the type I,
the (010)[100] fabric occurs. As shown for the type II CPO, the shear direction cannot unambiguously
be derived from the vp directional distribution. For the type III CPO even the shear plane would not be
inferred correctly by the initial assumption.
The orientation of the vs1 polarization plane for the different CPO types is also important for
geophysical investigations. While for the CPO types I and II the vs1 polarization plane is parallel to the
lineation, for the type III CPO it is normal to the lineation. This leads to an important geological and
geophysical implication interpreting the occurrence of trench parallel vs1 polarization planes above
subduction zones as introduced in chapter 1. Fig. 8.1. shows that no complicated flow patterns in the
mantle wedge above the subducting slab are necessary to explain such an orientation. In Fig. 8.1 a
simple corner flow model is combined with the three different olivine CPOs found in this study. While
the CPO types I and II lead to vs1 polarization planes perpendicular to the trench, the type III CPO type
will lead to trench parallel vs1 polarization planes.
The type III CPO leading to trench parallel seismic anisotropy is related to a higher water fugacity
and/or higher stresses, i.e. conditions, which can be expected in a subduction zone environment. This
could be an explanation for the patterns shown in the map of the Circum Pacific (Fig. 1.6). Trench
parallel and trench perpendicular orientations of the vs1 polarization planes occur directly next to each
other at most subduction zones. Their occurrences might be triggered by a varying release of water in
the subducting slab, rather than in small scale changes of the deformation kinematics.
The whole situation gets even more complicated through the occurrence of hydrous phases like
chlorite (and serpentine) because variation of a few percent may change completely the velocity
distribution patterns of a peridotite.
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Fig. 8.1: The influence of the different olivine CPO types on the orientation of the vs1 polarization plane in the mantle wedge using a simple corner flow model. The arrows
indicate, which orientation can be expected for which position in the mantle wedge (a) For the type I CPO, the greatest concentration of [100]-axis is parallel to the flow direction.
The predicted vs1 polarization plane is perpendicular to the trench. (b) For the type II CPO, the [100] and the [001]-axis are both randomly distributed within the flow plane,
therefore the p-wave anisotropy will not provide any directional information, but the vs1 polarization plane is still perpendicular to the trench. (c) For the type III CPO, the [001]axis is parallel to the flow direction, and the [100]- and [010]-axis are perpendicular to it, with a slight maximum of [100]-axis in the vertical direction. This constellation leads to a
vs1 polarization plane parallel to the trench.
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Another geophysical implication comes from the
seismic velocity measurements at elevated temperatures.
The sudden drop in the temperature derivatives of the pwave velocities, which was observed at approximately
600 – 700 K, might give implications on the
establishment of thermal models of the upper mantle.
Such models, which exhibit thermal anomalies in the
upper mantle, were established for e.g. Europe (Goes et
al. 2000). The colours on the right side in Fig. 8.2 show
the inferred temperatures at 55, 100 and 150 km depth,
based on velocity anomalies from the p-wave velocity
model (Bijwaard et al. 1998) on the left side.
In case that the mentioned process also occurs in nature,
a specific velocity would be converted into a too high
temperature, if the higher temperature derivatives are
not taken into account (Fig. 8.3). Hence, thermal models
of the upper mantle would need some corrections.
Temperatures would be lower above a certain boundary
and therefore anomalies would be less pronounced in
some cases.
In nature at mantle pressures, e.g. at 2 GPa, the
boundary between the two temperature regimes could be
expected at about 1000 K (Fig. 8.4), because it is also
slightly pressure sensitive. Of course it is not proven,
whether this extrapolation is reliable over these P-Tdimensions.

Fig. 8.3: Schematic sketch to illustrate the conversion
of seismic velocities in temperature. The steeper
temperature gradient in the temperature regime B
gives lower temperatures, than if the temperature
gradient of the low temperature regime A is used
here. The wrong estimations are given by the dotted
arrow.

Fig. 8.2: Model of the thermal anomalies of the
upper mantle below Europe at 55, 100 and 150 km
depth on the right side (from Goes et al. 2000), based
on velocity anomalies, shown on the left side
(Bijwaard et al. 1998).

Fig. 8.4: Extrapolation of the boundary between the low and the high
temperature regime for the temperature derivatives to upper mantle
conditions. The solid line inside the small frame is the boundary found
in the measured P-T-range, the dotted line shows the extrapolated
boundary.

8.3 Further work
8.3.1 Further investigations on the Almklovdalen and Lefftal peridotite
body and their olivine CPOs
The results of this study raised the question, why different fabric types occur in one and the same
peridotite body. Fig. 8.5 shows the distribution of the different olivine CPO types in the Almklovdalen
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peridotite body. Of course, the random sampling at a few spots, as it was done for this study, is not
sufficient to detect any distribution patterns of the CPO types. But the information, where which CPO
type occurs, for example in the hinge or the limb of a fold, is important to understand the detailed
deformation history and the conditions the rock experienced. A more systematic and detailed sampling
over the whole Almklovdalen peridotite body could possibly reveal a distribution pattern of the
different CPO types. That would improve the understanding of the occurrence of these different
olivine CPOs and therefore the understanding of mantle dynamics.

Fig. 8.5: Distribution of the olivine
CPO types II and III in the
Almklovdalen peridotite. Type I
was only found in the Lefftal mine.

For the Lefftal peridotite body a general geological and structural mapping would be necessary. More
investigations in the mine and in the surrounding area could help to answer the question about the
dimensions, the internal structure and the deformation history of this peridotite body. It would be
interesting to find an answer to the question whether both peridotite bodies are connected or not.
Further, the water content in the olivine from samples with different CPO and of different olivine
generations should be investigated by infrared spectroscopy. Since the CPO development strongly
depends on the water content, as shown in Fig. 1.10, the results would help to connect the knowledge
from deformation experiments with the observations in natural samples. Additionally, investigations
of the type III CPO should be complemented by a defect analysis in the olivine with the TEM.

8.3.2 Further investigation on the influence of grain boundaries on the
seismic behaviour of a rock
In addition to the mineral content, the CPO and the elastic constant of the mineral phases, the grain
boundaries also have an important influence on the seismic velocities. The influence of the thin
coatings around the olivine grains might be disproportional high concerning their whole volume.
According to Kostenko et al. (2002) composition of the coatings should be brucite and serpentine. If it
can be verified that they consist of serpentine, the attempt could be made to quantify the influence on
the seismic velocities.
One possibility to investigate the influence of the grain boundaries more in detail would be to carry
out experiments on samples with different grain sizes under otherwise equivalent conditions. In order
to get exactly the same conditions, synthetics samples would be required for such an experiment.

8.3.3 Further seismic velocity measurements in the Paterson Rig
The question, why temperature derivatives drop so suddenly around 600 – 700K, could not finally be
answered from this study. It seems likely that thermally induced stresses, due to the strong thermal
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expansion anisotropy of a single olivine crystal, are responsible. This hypothesis could be
strengthened; especially if it can be proven that the magnitude of thermally induced stresses will be
influenced by the CPO of the rock. The attempt to show this was made in Fig. 7.26, but the dataset
was too limited. Therefore further experiments are suggested. Some samples with a high texture index
and some with a random CPO should be measured. If the idea is correct, a stronger drop of
temperature derivatives is expected for the samples with a random CPO, while for the samples with
the high texture index the effect should be weaker, due to a stronger coherence of the thermal
expansion.
Further the relationship between the olivine content and the magnitude of thermally induced stresses
should be better understood. The effect of dropping temperature derivatives should be stronger in pure
olivine rocks, while with the occurrence of other minerals with a less pronounced thermal expansion
anisotropy the effect should weaker.
All these further experiments should be complemented by additional inspection of grain boundaries
and potential boundary layers e.g. by secondary electron images, of the samples after the complete
heating cycle.
To find out whether the temperature derivative in the high temperature regime is stable, or whether a
second change occurs, the velocity measurements should be extended stepwise up to 1500K. The
furnace of the Paterson Rig allows such temperatures, but caution is needed concerning the behaviour
of the buffer rods at these temperatures. A third temperature regime with another temperature
derivative can be expected as soon as melting starts. The onset of melting should be reflected by a
drop of the shear wave velocities. Therefore, also shear wave measurements should be performed at
high temperatures.
Up to now, shear-wave measurements at elevated temperatures are still very complicated, but the fact,
that the change of the seismic properties up to 970 K is reversible, allows using the cores for more
than one temperature run. Hence, the measurements of shear waves to elevated temperatures could be
done by measuring them in two independent measurement cycles one after the other on the same core.
This would improve the signal due to a larger cross section as compared to the current setup with the
two half s-wave transducers next to each other.
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